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INTRODUCTION 
11 major problem encountered by the aquaculturists is the availability of 
the right kind of food, especially the IiI e food, for rearing the larvae and 
juveniles of the finfi shes and shellfishes under controlled systems. Arlemiu, a 
phyllopodus small crustacean, popularly called as brine shrimp, have been used as 
an ideal foud for finfishes and shellfishes throughout the world. They are being 
olTered not only to the fishcs, but aJso to other dil'crsified groups of animals. It 
has been estimated that Artemia have been fed to more than 80 % of marine 
animals cultured so far, as a sole diet or in combination with other food sources 
(Kinne, 1977) 
The life cycle of Arlemia is composed of dilTerent stages like cyst, 
nauplii, mctanauplii and adult, and interestingly all these stages are excellent li ve 
fiHlds. The freshly hatched nauplii of t!rlt'III/,' are the most extensively used 
forlll . It has been estimated that over 2000 metric tons of Arlemiu cysts are 
hatched annually and the nauplii are used as he food (Stappen, 1996). The 
Arlemiu cyst, which is the dormant form of egg, is also an excellent and 
convenient source of food for larval rearing The adult as well as pre-adult 
I1rlClIl/II are also widely uscd as hlc foud fur shrimps, prawns and juvenik 
fishes. The role of ,/,.1('1111<1 as lile food 111 crustacean hatcheries 15 very 
substantial. 
Ingcstihility of a food by the larl'al or the juvenile fi sh or shellfish is 
determined to a great extent by the SilC of the fuud particle in relation to the 
mouth SIZe of the predator l Vanhaecke &. Sorgeloos. 1980a; 1983). The mouth 
size of larvae naturally restricts the size of food particles, which can be ingested. 
In general , the mouth size is correlated \\lth body Size, which in tum is 
innuenced by egg SIZe and period of endogenous feeding (i .e. yolk sac 
consumption period). As long as the nauplius size does not interfere with the 
ingestion mechanism of the predator, one may expect that the use of larger 
nauplii with high individual weight will be more beneficial (Vanhaecke & 
Sorgcloos, 1980a). The predator will indeed spend k ss energy in taking up a 
smaller number of larger nauplii to fulfil its food requirement (Vanhaecke and 
Sorgcloos, In3). Thus, thc nutritional elli:cti\·cness of food is considered to be 
dependent on its ingestibility. which in tum IS dependent on its size and 
configuration. Vanhaecke & Sorge1oos (1980a) han: observed wide variations 
among the dilTerent strains of Artemia with respect to the size of cysts, nauplii 
and adults. 
·1 he illiplications of the abo\·e lindings arc far reaching and calls for basil: 
investigations aimed at detennining the genetic aspec ts that are involved in the 
size variability of cysts, nauplii etc. of Arlt'1I110. It also calls for genetic 
manipulations for developing difTerent lines strains of A rl l' lIIw of difTerent size 
speci lica tions to suit the requirements of \·arious species of cultured animal s. 
Selective breedi ng. as used in fam1 anima ls and plants. is the time-tested genetic 
manipulation technique which can play a major role in developing these lines 
Ilowever. before resorting to large-scale breeding programmes, it is essential to 
carry out selective breeding experiments and c\·aluatc their response to selection. 
Seicctin; hreeding In , Ir/('II//,' still I Cl1la in ~ a gray area with no rqlOricd 
work on these lines till uate. Although, I.eger ('/ III. ( 1'186) suggesteu that high 
heritability and wide \ariations in cyst could be exploi ted through selective 
breeding techniques, no suc h work have been carried out so far for the 
successrul uevelopment of Ar/ellilul strains producing mini cyst. Similar is UIC 
case with other traits al so. Therefore, selective breeding experiment in Arlell/IO is 
or paramount importance. 
Formulation of any selecti\'e brecding programme calls for a proper 
understanding of the genetic architecture of the economically important traits of 
the population in hand. Though, Arlemw has been described in the 18 th century 
and extensively studied in the most diverse fundamental disciplines of biological 
sciences, there is an apparent lack of infonnation on its quantitative genetic 
aspects. The genetic studies hitherto carrieu out are limited to the lields or 
biochemical genetics, molecular genetics, cytogenetics, evolution etc. There has 
been haruly any stuu), rep\'rted so far, partitioning the phenotypic variability or 
the dincrent traits into the variance components as well as to estimate the much 
neeueu parameters like the hentabilit~, genetic c('rrelation ctc. These vita l aspeets 
arc the prerequisi tes for the formulation of select ion and breeding strategies. 
Although, Vanhaecke & Sorgcloos (I 980a) reported the existence of wide 
variations in the naupliar size of \arious strains of Ar/ell//(} , they did not go 
rurther to estimate genetic component of these size variations. Similarly, though, 
they observcu a high degree of positi\ e correlation between diameter of 
decapsulated cyst and naupliar length. as well as between \'olume of decapsulated 
cyst anu naupliar volume. nu infumlation cuu ld be gcnerated un the genetic 
J 
correlation. Thus. there seems to be a complete \ acuum as fa r as the quantitative 
gcn<! tic knowledge of Ar/(, IIII<1 is concerned. This fact has prompted the present 
work cntitled "Studies on genet ic architecture and predicted response in biometrica l 
traits of sexually breeding A rl e llll<l" with the allll of generating the much needed 
inlllrlnation on the heritabil ity of the \'arious biollletrical and n:prodllctive tra its in 
A rl l' lII i<1 . While the heri tabi lity estimates are needed for predicting the selection 
response, the genetic correlations between the \'anolls traits are essential for 
predicting the correlated response In thelll . In addition, the lifehistory 
characteristics such as age at first olTspring. tillle between broods and percentage 
of encysted offsprings. 1l: lllale rcproduc ti~ e l'haral·tcristics such as broods per 
female, olTsprings per day per female , total olTspri ng per female. pre-reproductive 
period. reproduct ive period and post- reprodllcti\ e period of final selected 
populations are compared with the base population. 
The objectives of the present study are as fo llows: 
1. To characteriIe the A rl< 'lIlIlI \\ ith rC ~p'c t to its hiollldrical tra i t ~ of 
imporlance. 
2. To estilllate the \ ariabi lity 111 the abo\'c tra its and to part ition the samc 
into constitue nt components 
3. To estimate and compare he ritabillt\ uf vanous quantitativc traits uSing 
diOercnt methods. 
4. To carry out se lec ti\ c breeding in A r/ (,I11/( / for naupl ia r size (length ) and 
to estimate the genetic gain realized frolll select ion. 
5. To estil11att: (nrrdated response In til<: ull scic(ted traits. 
I 
; 
REVIEW OF LITERATU RE 
The first writtcn record of the brin\: shrimp dates back to 1756 by 
Schlosser. Despite the primiti\e optical equipmcnt available at that time, 
Schlosser's drawing are very clear and correctly show cleven paIrS of thoracopods 
In the adult animal. Later, while gIVIng Its lirst sClentllic description, Linnaeus 
(1758) described the adult with only 10 thoracopods in it. The controversy 
continued until Audouin (1836) confimled the observation made by Schlosser. 
Meanwhile its original name of COIlt'er ,\'0/1/1/1,1', as proposed by Linnaeus (1778 ), 
was changed to ArlclIIllI ,1"11//1111 by Leach ( 1819). 
The genus Artelllia is a complex of several sibling and supcrspcclcs 
(kfincd by the criterion of reproducti\ c isolation. lndcmic to Old World arc 
A. [lllrl/wllog(,Il(' I/t'O 13arIgozzi, 1974 (in Europe, Australia and Asia), A, 1/111;,\'/(/1111 
130\\"\:n and Sterling, 1978 (the Mediterranean regIon). A, /1/"11/1111111, Gunther. 1'100 
(I"rom Iran ) and A. ,I/I1/CU Yancng. 198'1 (from China). l ndel1lic in the New 
World arc A. 1,,'r,llII/llis I'iecinelli and I'rosd(Kini, IlJOl! (in Argentina) and 
A, jrUIlCI,\'('WIl/ supcrspccies (in Americas and the Caribbean). Within the 
super pccles are populations \\ hich arc reproducti vely isolated 111 nature: 
A. (li'olld,\'('wll/) /mlll'l.\ ('w/ll Kellogg 1906 . .. I. (/;'1 /11(, /,1(,<11/(/) /I/(}/IICII Verrill 1869 
and A. (/rI /l1 el,lcallo) ,II '. the cluster of populations in Nebraska, U. S. 
Role of A rlem;1I in aquac ulture 
Olle 01" the lIIajor dilTerences hct\\cen aquaculture and catti<: rcarIng is that 
the larvae ul" tl1\; lI1ust aquatic anllllal ~ I:X:C I CS (.1" cUllllllerclal illtl!rest have to bl! 
olTered a li\e food . whn~as the cattle accert inert diet throughout thei r life cyrle 
(Kinne and Rosenthal , 1977). Culturing of zooplankton that nonnally constitutes 
natural food of fish and shrimp Ian·ae. is either commercia lly unfeasible or 
technica ll y hard to realisc (Uirri n and Person - I ~ Ruyet. I (77). /\.S a result , the 
efforts of early pioncers to rear marin~ fish \\ere hampered by inadequate and 
unsuitable larval food supplies (Shelbourne. 1'I6l\). 
/\. very significant progress In aquaculture was the di scovery by 
Seale ( I'I)J) in U.S./\. . and Rollefsen (I <}3l)) in Norway. that 0.4 n1111 nuuplius. 
larvae of Arll'lIl/lI, constitutes an excellent food source ('or newborn fish larvae. 
Leger c l 01. ( 1986) stated that the ability of Arll'lIIlC1 to fonn dormant 
eggs called ··cysts·' might be the reason \\ hy it has been designated as a 
convenient , suitable and excellent source of larval food . Furthermore. they have 
stated that al1er about 24 hours of incubation in ,eawater the cysts release free 
swimming nauplii that can be fed dircctly to the lan·ae of a variety of aquatic 
organisms as a li ve and nutritious source of food . 
It is the combination of a nwnbcr of desi rable chaIacters of nauplii III:. 
their biochemical composition, their vcry thin carapace and the fact they are 
5wlmll1 1ng prey have made them an ideal food source. Kinne. ( 1977) reported 
lhat ArlenI/O IS a suitable food for most dl\"Crsi fied group of orgal11sms of the 
animal kingdom e.g. foraminifera, cocknt~rates. Ilal\\onns. polychades, squids, 
insec ts, chaetognathu~ and- of cour!'C a \\ ide \ ariety of both marine and fresh 
water crustaceans and fi sh<.s. In his treatise on ··Culti\ ation of marine organisms" 
he (Kinne. 1<}77) has indicat~d that "more than 35". anima ls cultivated thus li1r 
7 
have hcen oOrred \\ ith , Ir l" I//lCI XClIII/(/ as l(lOd source. ei ther together wi th other 
foods or more often as sole diet ". 
It has been pro\cd many times that a diet of live Arlemill gives beller 
results than any preparation made from dead brine shrimp (SerOing cl 01., 1974 ; 
Carlberg and Van Olst., 1975; Beck, 1979 ), Flutcher ( 1980) suggested that the 
essential nutrients of 11,.'('I/I/CI arc lost during freCling and frce7c dryi ng. It has 
been demonstrah:d that dried brine shrimp can be successfully used as protein 
source in pelletized diets for fish and shrimp (Deshman & Shigueno, 1972; 
Gabaudan el II/., 1(80). 
In most of the cases, brine shrimps arc used as freshly hatched nauplii , 
Although outgrown larvae of Arlemta arc reported to be a bettcr food than 
naupl ii for many predators (Kelly el a/.. 1977: Purdom & Preston, 1977), the 
fact that they have to be cultured for fel\' da\·s. has limited thi s type of 
application in many aquaculture hatcheries (llroui llet, 1( 77). Adult brine shrimps 
arc harvcstcd from saline biotops to be used as food for the larval! of lobster 
(Schcsscr and lia llagher. 1974 ) and the fresh water prawn /ifac:mnrachillm 
rosl'lIbergii (A nonymous, 1978), 
Several authors ha\'c indeed demonstrated the potcntial usc of decapsulated 
cyst as a direct food source for decapod Ian ae (Lavena and Figueroa, t978; 
Sorgeloos. 197'1; Mock ('I 01 " 1980: Royan. 1'180: Sorgeloos e l III. , 1'l8J ; 
Wickenfdd <:1 (I/.. 1984) and fi sh lan'ae (Sorgeloos el III. . 1977; Dc los Santos 
cI iii., 1980; Dcvrieze. 1984; Nanayakkara <' I CI/. , 1985), Most of thc usage of 
decapsula ted cyst seems to be in penacid shrimp hatcheries. wherein the post 
!3n'ae arc more able to \\ ithstand extra ae ration needed to keep decapsulated 
cysts In the (oilimn. bll t ;11 ,0 can capture paltlcles at or Ill:ar the bottom or the 
tank in beller manner (Bengtson <'I (/1. . 1<)<) I ) 
The principal rood during the Ilrst \\cd or larval rearing in aquaculture 
production aruund the \\urld IS Ar"'IIII<I nauplii (Curbin ('/ (/1., 1983). It has been 
In lise for the cOlllmercial clllti \ ation or p:nacid shrimp species (lieinen, ILJ76; 
Ilansun & ('oodwi n. 1977: I. iao , 'I (II., 1 99~1. ,i nn: ILJ56 when Iludinaga for the 
Ilrst time successrully rt!ared I'elluell.l' j(lPOII /CII.' uSing A rlelllw nauplii (Liau el 
(/1.. 1'i'iJ), 
The ArlellllU nauplii arc also used as a cOI1\'cnienl food for the larvae of 
various Ii shes like cyprinids (Meske, 1973: Strowband and Dabrowski, 198 1), Ilat 
fishes (Shelbourne, 1968: Dye, 198U). bass (Gi rrin. l:3arahona-Fernandes and 
I,e Ruux, 1975: Barahona -Fernandes and Girr in , 1977), bream (Person - Le Ruyc\ 
and Verillaud. 1980 J, white fish (G unke!. I Q79. Fluchter, 1980). cat fi sh 
(ilogendoorn, 1980) and sturgeon (G un'ko, 19(2) 
I' rcy <'atdling. handling am] Ingc~tlon ability or the prnlator spenes diner 
rrom sllI.:cres tn SP:CICS and mustly dcpcnd on the srze of the prey " / .1'- (1 - " /." 
mouth size or the predator. Thlls. the Slt C ur c~ s t , nauplii. l11 ~ t a nauplii and adu lt 
Arl<!1II1<I dictales its usefulness as a li\e food. 
Sick & l3eaty (1975 ) shO\\cd that "h ile ,I/(Icrohracill lllll rosellhe/'}!,II stage 
VIII could not ingest sul1leicnt amounts ur ,, 11'/,'1111(/ naupl ii to give a positive 
energy b\llanc<:, it yielded better results 111 grOl\1h. de\'elopment and survival rate 
lV it h 5.5 mm juvenile Arlt'lIIlC1 as food i'urJom alld Preston (1977). came to \he 
samc wnciusion \i' f 1he turbut lal\ae ~j>;" Se\eral othl'r authors lUugal\ {'/ (II,. 
1<)75: Slnith. ll.)76 & .l' ~rson - I.e [{u)ct , ' I ,Ii., IlJ71q ha,,; applil!t1 tho ll'c~'l1 ique 
of Iccding Ihe adl·anced stages of nauplll l i ~ l' metanauplii , jll\cniic clc. 10 lish 
and crustaccan larvac. 
Pre-adul t or adult A rlc!1II1C1 are knO\\l1 to be a Illuch beller reference diet 
than formulated Iced for many or the aquaculture organisms like Hlllllllms 
III11(TIClIIIIIS (I lugher <'I "I .. 1974: (iallaghcr ('I ,,1 .. 1976). A I"cmhmcllllllll ros<'lIhcrl!.lI 
('\quacop, 1977). 1'('11<1<'11 .• k<,Wlllllrus (San Feliu ('/ III., 1976) l'ellcH'lIs 1I:.I(,CII.l" 
(Venkataramiah el 111., 1975). Cal/lllecllls .111/1" IIIS (Mill iken ('/ "I.. 1980). 'oIea 
SlIft'(/ and SCII/,Ii/lu,{III I1.1" IIII1X 1111 II I ('\r(lnOll(h and Spd torova. 1(17 1). ,\/)lIm.1 
allrallls ('\Icssio. 197-1). IJlcelllrarchlf.l IlIhrlLt (Ilarahona - Fernandcs and (jirrin, 
1976). '\nothc r popular usc or Art(,lIIill IS as a food for tropica l and ornam.:ntal 
pet fishes (~orgc l oos, 1979 and Lai ('I ClI.. 1987). 
Biometrics traits of Artemill 
Cysl diamctl' r 
Differences among geographical st rains or Arh'lIIl11 with regards 10 size or 
cyst and nauplii have b.:cn extcn ilTly studied by Vanhaccke & Sorgdoos 
( llJ80a) Thcy mad.: the detai led tudv or ~e\"e ntcc n geographical st rains. While 
the size or the hyd rated llntreah:d c~s t rangcd from 222.9 ~lIn 10 282.9 ~1I11 , the 
si/e of hydrated decapsu latcd cyst rangcd rrol1l 207.3 11111 to 266.3 pill depcnding 
upon the geugraphical region uf url gi n. iJitTcre ll(es het\\cen capsu latcd (untreated) 
and decapsulated cysts \\erc not consistent. and rCl ealed a varia tion of 3 ~111l to 
13.35 Illn in chorion thickness (Vanhacl'ke. l 'ItU). Cysts frol11 Ihe San Franciscu 
Ua)' and North lastern 13razil tend to Ix among the smallest avai lable whereas, 
those from India. Ch ina. Italy and I·ranl'c ar,' arnong Ihe largcst. I)a la lilr th.: 
ahove and olhcr slralns l'a n hl' found in thc \\ork or IY'\goSlillll ( 1965). Wil:~ins 
III 
(1972), Claus (' I ,,/. ( 1'177). Ural ( 1'I7'!) . :\mal ( llJXU). Vos C/ tI/. ( Il)X4 ). 
Nanayakkara cI "I. ( 1985) and Van lJallacr l"I ,,/. ( 1985). 
l)" Agostino ( 1965) rcported thaI wilh in Ihe same strain , the mean cgg size 
rcmai ned constant bet II een di nhcnl halche~, II hich II cre col b :ted duri ng di ITerenl 
reriods of the year. CySI sile arllCars to he t;cnetll'ally determincd, Slllce no 
ilP Jlrl~c lahlc si/c dilli.:rcnccs wcrc found hCIIIl'l'n cyst of dini.:renl harvests 
ohtaim:d from Ihc samc sourcc (Vanhaeckc 8: SlIrgcJoos, 1l)80a) and betwccn 
eys ts produccd from the samc inocul um but In ddTcrcll t countries (Vos e/ til., 
1984). Va nhaeckc & Sorgcloos (1980a) hal'c further confirmed the findings of 
I)' Agostino (1965) and Claus eI al. (1977). II 0 \\'cn: r. in a fcw cases, Vanhaceke 
& Sorge loos ( 1l)80a) reported significant dini.:rences among cyst batches of samc 
strains i.c" laboratory produced vcrsus origina l materia l and cyst co llected from 
pop Ul ations transplan!cd mtn dilli.:relll u ll lIllrics I l'I,US their parent il l s t(lC~ 
(seeding) matcriill. 
Vanhaecke & Sorgcloos (198Ua) stated that the consistency III cyst SllC of 
San Francisco Ilay ~tra in harYl'sted from natural r O(1ul ations as well as from 
labora lory gnlll n flopulations conlirrned Ihl' earlier observations made by 
l) ' Agostino (1965) on Ihe Cireat Sail I.a~e ..1 1'1( '111/<1. 
Vanhaeckc el ,,/. ( I'!R7) suggesled Ihal Ihe cysl diameler is conl rolled bOlh 
by gcnclic and environmcnwl factors. l'Urlher, il lias reported, bascd on Ihc 
values oblained from Ih~ crossbreeds, Ihal Ihe cySI diameler is inherited more 
from mOlher anti not equally inheriled from bOlh parental slrains (Vanhaccke ,' I 
ill.. l'IX7). Insll';ltI of being inlermed inl": bL'I\\ l'l' n slrains or bulh Ihc parcnls, Ihe 
cyst diamelers of cross breeds IS approxima lely clos~ r to that of fcma le parc nt 
1\ 
strain, irrespective of the male population crossed with. It was thus concluded 
that genetic factors detemlining cyst diameter are sex linked. 
Naupliar [)imension 
Naupliar size of dllrer~nt ..IrlL' lIIl<1 strains have be~n ~tudi~d by I) ' Agostino 
(1965) , Claus el ai, (1977) and Claus <'I ai, (1979), They observed remarkable 
size din'en:nce bet\\'een naupli i of different strains. Ilowever, most of the 
information available on naupliar length and olume is due to the result of the 
comparative studies by Vanhaecke & Sorge1oos (1980a) and Vanhaecke & 
Sorgeloos (1983). 
Vanhaecke &. Sorg.:Joo (1980a) studied the naupliar length. dry weight , 
organic weight and ash content of nauplii of seventeen strains collected from 
fourteen countries. They found that whi le large variations exist in dry weight of 
nauplii from different geographical strains, no significant difference is seen within 
the same strain. They reported that the size of freshly hatched instar-I nauplii 
ranged from 428 to 517 ~Im dependi ng on the strain. From the data presented by 
them (Vanhaecke & Sorge loos, 1980a) the maximum size dinerence between 
largest and smallest nauplii is less than 100 ~lm . 
Vanhaecke & Sorgeloos (1983) have reported that significant differences 
exist in the body volume of Arlelllw nauplii of different st rains with maximum 
difference occurnng between Ihose or San Francisco Hay strain and Italian 
parthanogenetic stra in. Th~ larg~s t nauplii [Ire produced by parthanogcnetic st rains 
with high degree of ploidy. 
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Growth and adult bod y size 
Salinity and temperature of externa l medium exert trcmendous influence in 
the b'T0I11h and size of ArrL'IIII<1. The adult size of ArlclII/(/ has an II1vcrsc 
relationship with sa linity of external medium (Martin and Wilbur, 1921; I leath, 
1924; Uond, 1933 and Warren. 1938). According to Wcisz ( 1946), the growth 
rate of Arrelll/{/. from hatching to sexual maturity, IS directly related to the 
salini ty of ex ternal medium. Reeve (1963) repo r1ed maximum gro\l1h 111 
A. /rO/lC iSCiJllll (Utah st rain ) in r ppt sa linity at 20°C. Uaid (1963) compared the 
growth rates of : l rl<:1111<1 ti:maks cul tured in 125 ppt and 65 ppt salinities and 
fOllnd that the gro\\'th rate was higher in the ronneL Sick (1976) could obtain 
6.0 mm sIze Arre/ll/U on 16th day in 3J ppt salinity at 25°C. Royan (1980) 
recorded 10.2 mm Arlo!/II/ll on the 19th day at 25°C. 
Vanhaecke & Sorge loos (1980b) did the comparative studies between the 
reference strain (San Francisco Hay strain, batch 288-2596) and other strains. 
They recorded the average length of 7 days old larvae as 3.16 ± 0.17 mm . 
Diflerences in growth rates among the various geographical strains were repor1ed 
by them. Compared to the rcli:rencc st rain they recorded slower growths in brine 
shrimp from Lamaca Sa lt Lake, Santa Pola, Salin du Gi raud and an unknown 
loca li ty in China but higher gro\lth rates in ,;amples from Adelaide, Manure, 
Hahia Salinas, Great Salt Lake, 13uenos Aires, Gakra Zamba and Chaplin Lake. 
Wear & Hasle tt (1986) recorded a mean length of 12 mm In 
A. jrancisclJnu from Lake Grassmere when grown at temperature and salinity 
ranges from 17 lO 26°l' and 1-10 lO 200 ppt respt:ctivc::ly In tht: same study 
11.0 mm and 1·1.0 II1Ill lI1ean lengths \Iere recorded l'or male and li.:mak 
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respl:l"livciy In 1·10 ppt at 17°l'. In ~6() ppt ,alinity. " rlc'III/I / Il:nwks and Illaks 
did not grow beyond the total mean length 8.U mm and 7.5 mm respectively at 
any experimental temperature 
Gajardo (' I u/. ( 1992) havc reported the maXlIllum, mll1lmum and mean 
lengths of " rlenl/(/ from Chilean Andes as 9.0 mm. 7. 10 mm and 8.04 mm 
rl:s pl:ctivciy at 22 "C temperature and 6U J1flt salinity. 
lriantaphyllids el o/. ( 1995) compared the growth of Arlellliu 111 dinerent 
salinities. Parthanogenetic population \'I:. A. l'urlitcI/1(Igenclica from man made 
salterns ncar the city of Tanggu, Tianjin pro\ ince and bisexual population vi:. A. 
jrallc/scUlIl/ from San Francisco Bay (California, USA) were groWll in different 
salterns. Minimum mean total length of 5.27 mm was recorded in 180 ppt salinity 
and maximum total length of 10.57 mm in 60 ppt sa linity on 26 day old 
"/ 1'11'111/(/ from Tanggll . Whereas. in San l' ranCI S((1 Hay strain Illininlllill rccortlt'd 
mean length was 6.37 mm in 180 Pflt sa lim t)' and maximum recorded mean 
length was I U.16 mm in 35 ppL 
Later, Triantaphyllids <'I (//. ( 1'l'l7) paformed morphological and 
allometrical studies with adult males and fema les of 1 t bisexual populations of 
1I1'1<'lIIio. In males, the minimum tota l length of 8.75 mm recorded was in San 
Francisco Uay, "hilc maxim um total length of 12.37 mm was in Urmiana Lake 
,t rains. In females also the trend \\as same \\Ith nllnimum length uf 11.14 111111 
in San Francisco lJay and maximum length 16.35 1I11ll in Urimiana strains. Ill , 
the Great Sa lt Lake strain (i\rgellt-I grade). the recorded total length "as 
C) .22 nun for males and 12.51 mm for t'cmates In anuther tin:at Salt I.a~ c 
sample (Argent pI. grade). these recurds wcre 84 1 mm and 10.83 mm 
1 ~ 
re5[lectivcly. The 'ta!l5tical anal)sls or bllllllctncal oata 5hol\'cO that Great Salt 
Lake (Argent pt gradc) gruup of A. JI'''''''''«II''' IS morphologically closer to San 
Francisco Bay stram than the Great Salt Lakl' (i\rgent -I grade) strain. 
Li fehistory anti reproductive traits 
According to Jensen (1918). thc , 11"I<'1II1lI from Great Salt Lake, IIhen 
reared in the laboratory at room temperature in brinc or unspecified sa lin ity, 
became sexually mature within 18 to 21 days afier hatching. 
Uarigozzi ( 1939) measured the a\crage time of develupment from hatching 
to sexual maturity in three populations of brine shrimp, vi:. bisexual animals 
rrom America. parthanpgcnetic females from sou th of France and North Italy, 
cultured in the laboratory using 18-20 °C artillcial sea water. The mean age at 
sexual maturit of the three populations \ aned between 22 to 28 days. Ilowever, 
these dilTerences \\ere not signillcant. 
Weisz (1946) reported that animals reared 111 dilute brine or 30 P[lt 
sa linity bccamc scxually mature in about 32 days alter hatching, while those 
rca red in more concentrated brine of 11 5 P[lt salinity attained sexual maturity in 
about 22 days. 
Von Ilcntig ( 1971 ) stud ied the inilucnce or salinity and temperature on 
various life processes of rI . .,,,l lIItJ from Urea t Salt Lake, Utah , USA and 
concluded that while the maturation rate . onset of reproduction, interval betl\'een 
clutches as well as total number of 0lT5pring arc primarily innuenceo by 
temperature, the clutch sile IS a functi on uf salinity. lie further I'Cjxlrteo that at 
low temperatures, repruouctlun IS poSSible unl~ al high salini ties. 
I:> 
Tobias 1'1 (/1. \ I'lRO ) ~tlldicd the <n ll:!1 lIlaturit~ III 17 g~(1graphical strains 
or IIrlell/llI and obs~[\~d \\id~ \ariatiuns in them. While Santa I'ola strain 
(China) matured on 21 ,t day, Buenos Air~s (Arg~ntina) strain attained maturity on 
the 11th day itself. In the Great Salt Lakc strain, maturity was attained on the 
13t1' day 
Wear cl (//. ( 1986) studicd maturation, fecundit), and generation time in 
A. /ranc/SCww. They reported that the males and females mature at 7.0 mm size 
In RO to 14U ppt sa linltv and a t~mpcrattlr~ ot 14 tu '2°C, In higher sa linities or 
200 to 26U ppt , maturity was achicn:d at 6.0 to 6.5 nll11 size. At g0l' 
temperature and 140 ppt salinity, maturity \\as achievcd at a total length of 
5.U mm. They obsc[\'ed that the ti me fur 50 % maturity was shortest 
(9 112 days) at 26"C temperaturc with I~ U ppt sa lin ity The mlnlnllnn gencration 
time in 80 ppt sa lini ty was two days at 26T while maximum was 5 days at 
14"C. 
Wear el ,,/. ( I '}8(,) also studi~d thc number of ullsprings produced per 
batch. Sa linity uf 140 ppt and temperature uf 26"C rcsulted in maximum number 
of prugeny, the av~rage b~ing 125.1 nus. At 260 ppt and 26°(, the mean 
number of offspring was minimum \'I:. 29.4 nos. 
Studies by Wear , ' I a/. (1986) showed thaI at 140 ppl, the time required 
for thc neXI generalion \\ere 13 and 14 days at 32 and 260C respectively. They 
also recurtkd th;]1 th~ g~neralitln lime ~,(Cl'l'dl'd 50 (bys at a temp,~ralure I,mer 
than 14°C and al 32 C. or ;]1 salinilY be) and 8U ppl. 
Reproductiv~ pall~rn and Illude of reproduclion III 6U ppt sa lin ity wen: 
siudied by Uro\\nc (1'I8U, 1982) "Iuk fecunolt\' has been studied III detailed by 
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Browne e/ III. (1984). I hc\' hal·c recorded the 10\lest average number of broods 
(30.60) per female in the Indian strain (Madras) and maxim Wll average broods 
(53.25) per Icmalc in the San Francisco strain. L·alilornia (USA). 
Ilcritabilily 
Ileritability IS one of the important properties of quantitative traits. It 
cxpresses the proportion of total variance that is attnbutable to the average elTcet 
of the genes. The term ·heritability· is used both in narrow as well as in broad 
sense. In a narrow sense. II is dc1ined as the ratio of the additive genetic 
vanance to the total phenotypic variance (I.ush. I (40) I kritability in the broad 
scnse IS the ratio of the to(,ll genetic I ariancc to total phenotypic variance. The 
total genetic variance includes additive genetic as lIell as vanance due to 
dominance del iation and epistatic interaction. ·1 he genetic interpretation of various 
components of vanance have been presented by Lerner (1958). Falconcr ( 1960) 
deli ned heritabil ity as the regression of breeding I·alue on phenotypic va lue 
(hI bill'), which is eljtllvalcnt to the squarc of nmeiatioll betwecn brecding 
va lucs ilnd phcnot ypk I·alucs (h 1 r:, ,1'). 
The importance of heritability In a breeding experiment lies In its 
predictive role cxprcsslng the reliabilitv of phcnotl"p ic valuc as a guide to the 
breeding va lue. It is of iml11ense use in l11a~ing decisions regarding the type of 
selection methods which \\ill allow the greatest or most rapid improvement or 
bolh. Ilcritability. In narrow sens.:, I most reliable for predicting the genetic 
ga llls from selection. The t;cnetic gaIn eXIXcted rrom selection is the function of 
hentabil ity, ~dcction intenSity and ~tandard U':I ia tion of th..: trait. For example. 
when a trait is highly heritable. the most economical and rapid improvement is 
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likely 10 bt.: made through mass selection. Un the other hand, when il is lowly 
heri table, one or other forms of family selection or progeny testing, or both, are 
likely to be more clTective than mass selection. Thus, heritability estimates arc 
necessary to a breeder for planning the breeding system and predicting response 
to selection, besides genetic evaluation of selection programme. 
For any trait. an average of heritability estimates, obtained from many 
populations, is useful only to categorize the expected ga ins m another population 
as large, medium or small. If one is interested in predicting genetic gam In a 
specific population as accurately as possible, then he must first estimate tht.: 
heritability from the population for \I hich prediction is to be made. 
Several methods are available for estimating heritability, such as sib 
correlation, regression of offspring on parent etc. (Lush, 1949; Lerner, 1950; 
Kcmpthrone, 1957 and Falconer, 1960). 
Heritability from sib correlation 
Perhaps the most popular method for estimating heri tahi lity in animal 
bn:eding is sib correlation. Uoth full sib as well as hal f sib correlations can bc 
utili zed for estimation of heritability. 
Heritability based on sib correlation method is usually calculated from 
variance component analYSIS. Common statistical model, used for estimation or 
heritability from variance component analys is. is that of King & 11~U1dcrson 11954). 
Single pair mating is one of the se\'eral mating designs available for 
c, tllllation of heritability from SIb cOlTelatl(ln. '1 his can be followed HI 
lIIulllP;lrouS animals such as swines. rats or min: and Imds like quai ls. chickens, 
turkeys etc. or any other species \\ hlch produce largc number of progenies in a 
IS 
~h(\rI timc (llecker. 197, I I hercl'ore. it IS al~(\ usci'ul In case of many aquatl l' 
species. In th is design. the mating produces SCI eral offspring simultaneously 
which arc rull sibs. The various components obtained rrom the analysis of such 
da ta is equiva lent to covariance or full sib. 
The components of covariance of full sib are as under: 
, 
0 " ~ - Cov I' S = 1/2 V to. 
I- 14/16 VAIl I- .. ....... etc. 
The sire component of variance (02s). thus estimates y, of addit ive genetic 
variance. 114 or dominance vanance and l arious amounts of epistati s vanance, 
The (J2w component or I'ariancc cstimates the reminder of thc gcnetic elli:ct plus 
the environmcntal variance. 
Thc standard error. which provides Information rega rding the precIsion of 
thc cstimatcs. IS uncomforlably high unless the number of individuals measured 
arc fai rly largc (Falconer. 1981 ). The total number of such individuals that can 
be measured arc limited by space. labour and cost. When nwnber of individuals 
measured per family arc Increased. the number of families that c.an be measured 
arc reduced, llencc. a compromise betwccn large fam ilics and manv families are 
essentia l. It also helps to minim ise the sampling variance of the correlation or 
regression. 
Falconer ( 1981 ) and Pirchner ( 1983) presented variOus fOrillulae to 
ca lcubk stantlard errors of heri tabilities estimated fro m regressIOn anti sib 
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correlation methods. 1Ii11 & Nicholas ( 11174) de,·eloped fornlllia for covariance 
relating to several important combinations in order to combine heritability 
estimate from onspring parent regression and Sib analysis. 
Ilcritability IS innucnced by ellvironment to which the individuals are 
subjected. Several studies have ShO\\11 that dilTcren t environment changes the 
heritability. McLaren ( 1976) obser- ed that age at sexual maturity in copepod 
htry l <!lIlllrt/ l/{mll11C1111 is highly heritable (U.71) only in fema les, if grown at 
15°C. When grown at 10ce, the magnitude of the heritabi lity estimates decreased 
considerably and there was no detectable maternal effect. On the other hand, the 
results in male onspring were more or less consistent at both the temperatures. 
Although heritability is essentiall ' a property of trait , it is also a property 
of population, and varies from population to populalion. Its va lues lor body siLc 
of larvae and post larvae in 1'<' IWl' lI.\" \ ·C/II /{ I11I (' 1 and I'. .l"ly lim.l"lri.l" are highly 
Iluctuating (Lester, 1988), wilh large errors that encompassing the whole range of 
heritability rrom 0.0% to I UO.O ~ O . 
Since the value or heritability depends upon the magnitude of dil1erent 
components of variance, a change III any onc of thcm will definitely affcct it. 
Heritability estimatc for the same trai t may ~ary with age. Lester & Lawson 
(1 990 ) estimated the heritabi lity of size at difle n:nt ages. lIeritability estimates for 
size ranged from 0.0 to 0. 16 alte r Ian al gro \\ th and 0.0 to 0.59 aftcr post-la rva l 
growth 
I:alconer ( 1<)60) suggested that heritability estimates derived from patcrnal 
half sib correlation arc morc rdiable, si nce, they arc least alTected hy 
environmental variations. On the othe r hand. cstlillatcs derived from maternal half 
sib correlation arc more biased since 
maternal efTects and/or dominance deviations. The heri tability estimates obtained 
from full sib correlation mcthod is expected to be somcwhat inh.:rrnediate between 
paternal and maternal half sib correlation methods in va lues, so also with regards 
to degree or bias (Jerome 1:1 al., 1956). Robertson (1959a) stated that the 
estimates based on rull sib correlations are subjected to the large sampling 
variations and as such sample size should be substantially large to place any 
reliability or this method. The heritability estimates based on rull sib correlation 
contain a portion due to dominance deviat ion, and 111 principle, such estimates 
should be larger than tllOSC obtained rrom parent ollspring regression. 
Although there IS an abundance or heritability estimates reported ror 
va rious traits of li ve stocks, and to a lesser extent of Ii shes, there an: no reports 
or the heritability estimates fmm :1rl t?nI;lI. Though. llrowne ('I III. ( 19R4) estimated 
the genetic component or number ur trai ts 111 Arlt'nlw. there have been no 
attempts to estimate the heritabilitv of any of the quantitative traits using the 
standard procedure. The genetic portions or the traits estimated by them are as 
under. 
Oll'spring per brood (42.66 ~o ), broods per remale (23.06 %). ollspring per 
day per female (58.7<) %). period betwcen broods (56.09 %), percent off 'pring 
encysted (0.0 %). percent cyst hatched (0. 0%), total ollspring per remale 
(41.74 %), remale pre- reproductivc period (55 .71 % ). remale reproduction penod 
(J 1. 33 %), female post-r"producti ,'c period (O.U %). total lema Ie liiC-span (3 .67 %) 
and total male li re -span (28.48 %) rur all sexual populations. They 
(l:lrowne c l ul., 1lJ84) have also estimated the maximum genetic component from 
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(lid World exual populations as 62 23~o I(lr period between broods and 
minimum as 19.72 % for total female lifc-span. 
According to Tackrert el al. ( 1987). cyst diameter is a genetically 
controlled characters in tlr/elll/a which is not equally inhe rited from both paternal 
strai ns. but rather more from mother shrimp. They also observed that temperature 
resistance is also under genetic control. 
The heritability esti mates reported for some of the other aquatic animals 
are presented here under : 
Gall (1975 ) observed a reduction in heritability of growth with age in the 
rainbow trout. While the heritability of earl y growth was around 50%, and the 
weight at one year of age had a low heritabili ty of 20 %. 
McLaren ( 1976) stud ied the heritabili ty of adult size In copepod, 
I:'III)'/CII/OI'<I herdllll lll)', and indicated that it was hi [!hly heritable (0.97) only in 
males, when grown at 15°C. Uut. at 10ce. the estimates of heritability were quite 
low and non-significant. lie also obsef\ cd strong matemal elTects. 
Klupp ( 1979) has estimated heritability in rainbow trout at 1.06 ± 0.49 for 
weight on 125 days of age and 1.05 ± 0.60 for head length on 68 days age. 
While heritability estimate for head length on 18-1 days of age was 0.65 ± 0.32, 
heritability of all other traits were higher than this value. 
In rainbow trout . the henlabliitl' lin number or eggs per bruod. esti lllatc:d 
from full sibs data. were O. 19 ± 0 06 (Uall. 1975). 0.-1-1 (Ga ll &. Gross. 1978) and 
0.50 ± 0.17 (ilaus. 1984 ), but "as 0.33 ± 0.2U "hen estimated from sire data 
(Ilaus, 1984). 
" 
The estimated heritability of weight ami length in AtiJntic salmon were 
0.08 and 0.12 respectively from sire component or variance, but were 0.15 and 
0. 17 respectively from dam component (Refstie and Steine, 1978). 
Rerstlc ( 1980) estimated a low heritability value or 0.06 ror three years 
class body weight in the rainbow trout from the sire component of variance. 
However, the values derived rrom dam component or variance were 1.32 and 
1.04 from unadjusted and adjusted data (for environmental erfects) respectively. 
Ilcritabili ty or slaughter wcight or rainbow trout reared in seawater ror 
18 monUls was estimated from full sib data by li unnes & Ujedrem ( 1981). The 
est imates rrom si re and dam components were 0.55 and 0.03 respectively. Pooled 
heri tabilty estimates rrom the sire components were as 0.17 and 0.23 ror weight 
and length respectively. 
Uusak ( 1983) estimated heritability for 56 day's weight by half sib and 
rull sib analysis in mosquito fish (jalllhll.\I(/ cI/Jrl1is as 0.16 and 0.2 1 ror male 
0.60 and 0.K6 for female respecti\dy. 
l3usak & Gall ( 1983) estimated heritabili ty for 60 days weight as 0.25 for 
male and 0.77 for females in mosquito fish ( i (/lIIh,IS/(/ l llJil1is. 
l30ndari el uf. ( 1983) obtained a moderate heritability of 0.38 for females 
and 0.20 for males in high bod) wei ght line, indicating a sufficient level of 
aduiti ve genetic variance for the mlpro\ cmcnt of growth rate in the channel 
catfish. 
In Atlantic salmon, heritabilit ies estimateu hy Iialseth ( 1984) were 
0.37 ± 0.16 and 0.30 ± 0. 16 from full sib and half sib fami ly data respectively. 
In mussd MI/l II" ,'dill", I-. Iallct ('I <I/. ( I'lX6) reported the heritability or 
larval shell length from the dam component (hl = 0.19 ± 0.04) to be approximately 
as large as the heritabi lity based on the si re component. In tJle same report, the 
heritability for shell length or adult maintained at two environments, VI:. I::nv-I 
and Env-2 were 0.'12 ± 0.27 and 0.22 ± 0.U7 respectively. Further, they reported 
the heritability for juveni le she ll length as U.62 ± 0.U6. 
After 10-years of selection and breeding in coho salmon, the heritabil ity 
estimated for g!h month body weight, through full sib analysis, by Hershberger el 
til, (199U) ranged from U.48 to U 66. 
Guo-Sheng Su eI ,,/. (11}96) esti mated low heritabi lity va lues mnglllg from 
U.03 to 0.13 for body weight in rainbow trout (}/lc llrhvlldlll,\' lIIyki,\'.I'. They also 
reported that heritability estimate tends to increase with age; being lowest (0.05) 
at 168 days but highest (U. IO) at 336 and 364 days. 
Taniguchi el (I/. (1996 ) reponed in gynogenic diploid ayu (I'lccoglo.l'.I' II.1' 
1I11/l'eli.l' ), a heritabi lity of 0,795 for fork length , 0.811 for standard length and 
0.681 for body wei ght at 9 mon ths of age. The heritabilities were relatively high 
( > 0,5 ) for 5 morphometric traits "C, head length, snout length , upper jaw 
length, orbit diameter and depth of caudal peduncle and 3 metric traits dorsal lin 
mys, pelvic fin rays and \ enebrae. The heritabilities were rather intermediate 
(0.2 < 1/ < 0.5) for 5 traits I ' C lower jaw length , body depth, body wid th , 
preanal length and caudal pedunek kngth hut low for 3 trait I 'C trunk length, 
pectoral fin rays and ana l fi n rays 
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lIeritability estimates based on lanalKe l'omllOncnt an:liysis may be 
subjected to large sampling crror and may be over estimated because of scx 
linkage and maternal as well as non-additive gcnetic effects. 
Ileritabi lity, estimated for total length as wcll as wet weights at 6 and 10 
weeks of age in J'el/tleu.' fllll/We/lIll werc approximately 0.10 (Uenzie el aI. , 
1997). The dam components of both total length and weight were reduced from 
0.5 to 0.6 at 6 weeks to 0.3 to 0.4 at 10 wceks of age. The reduction in darn 
cOlllponent with age is suggcstilc of largc non-addrtive genetic nnd/or common 
environmental effccts. 
Although theoretica l limits of heritability estimates are 0 and I, there are 
number of reports of heritability estimates which arc out side these values, 
pertaining to a number of domestic animals and lishes. Some of these reports 
pertaining to the aquatic animals arc prest'ntcd In '1 ahle I There arc no reports 
of heritability estimated from Sib data in Art, 'flU{/ . 
Heritability estimates from regression of offspring on parent 
The resemblancc betwccn the rclati l'cs is the basic genetic phenomenon 
displayed by metric characters. Thc dcgrce of resemblance is the property of 
character that can be detennined bl" relatively simple measurements made on the 
population without any special experimcntal techniques. The degree or 
resemblance provides the mca ns for estimating the amount of additive genet ic 
variance. An understanding of the causcs of resemblance between the relati ves IS, 
therefore, fundamental to thc practical study of metric characters and its 
application in the animal and pl ant improl"l:mcnt program Illes. 
Table 1 Heritability estimates outside the theoretical limits reported in literature 
'~~Spec~ .. ' 
.' 
Traits~ I . HeritabililY . "Methods of 
0 
AutboT'~ 
. 011 .;v,~ ,;; -;;"i ,., I -or 
" .. 
~~ e$timllte$ .j,; ,-,:" 
. 
Rainbow trout 630 days of weight 1.04 ±0.12 Family component Gall and Gross 
in kg of variance (1978) 
Rainbow trout 125 days weight 1.06 ±0.49 Family component Klupp (1979) 
of variance 
Rainbow trout 140 days weight 1.04 Dam component of Refstie (1980) 
vananct: 
Rainbow trout Dead fry -0.02 ± 0.01 Sire component of Kanis et al. 
vanance (1976) 
Rainbow trout 2 year Weight -0.01 to 0.34 Sire component of Gunnes and 
varIance Gjedrem (1981) 
Rainbow trout 2 year length -0.03 to 0.32 Sire component of Gunnesand 
vanance Giedrem (198 I) 
Rainbow trout K - factor -0.02 to 0.06 Sire component of Gunnesand 
vanance Giedrem (1981) 
Tilapia 90 days length -O.02 ± 0.07 Darn component of Tave and 
vanance Smitherman 
(1980) 
Fresh water 311 days weight -0.14 ± 0.25 Sire component of Malecha et al. 
prawn male (g) vanance (1984) 
Erylemora Age at maturity 1.13 Dam within McLaren (1976) 
herdmany sirecomponent of 
varIance 
Channel catfish 30- days length 1.22 ± 1.11 Sire component of Regen (1979) 
vanance 
Channel catfish 150 days length 1.13 ± 0.92 Sire component of Regen (1979) 
vanance 
Channel catfish Fry mortality at I.l 0.9 :!: OJ to Sire component of Durborow et al. 
ppm dissolved 1.7 ± 0.1 variance VD (1985) 
oxygen 
Brown trout % Dead eyed egg -0.01± 0.01 Sire component of Kanis e/ al. 
vanance (1976) 
Brown trout Number of pyloric 1.10 ± 0.26 hiS Bergot et at. 
caeca toO.I O± O.O (1976) 
Brook trout Survival to 144 -0.04 ± 0.04 Sire component of Robison & 
days vanance Luemoert (1984 ) 
Brook trout Survival to 243 - 0.02 ± 0.04 Sire component of Robison & 
days to O. IO± 0.0 vanance Luemoert (1984) 
Atlantic salmon K factor, 3-year -0.12 to 0.04 Sire component of Gunnes and 
vanance Gjedrem (1978) 
Atlantic salmon % smnlting at I -0.04 ± 0.09 Sire component of Refstie et al. 
year variance (1977) 
Guppy Lateral line scale -0.57 ± 0.22 Sire component of Shami and 
count to vanance Beardmore 
1.14 ±0.80 (1978) 
The rescmblance oct\\ccn parent and oOspring could oc measured hy two 
ways ( I) by regression of offspring on parents, or (2) by correlation between 
parent oOs pring. 
Measuring thc regression of off~f1 ri n g on parent is straightforward, if the 
number of ofTsprings obtained rrom each parcnt is constant. Ilowcver, in most 
animal husbandry data, all the parents do not produce equal number of 
offsprings. In computing regression \\; th \ariable number of offspring per parent, 
the problem of weighing these numbers ari~es . The two most commonly used 
practices arc ( I) repeating parents' record with each record or offspring, 
(2) averaging all the oOsprings of a parent. and to regress each average on the 
appropriate parent record. The fonner practice 1I"0uid oc va lid if the correlations 
among the oOspring of a parent \\ ere to be zero, whereas the latter would be 
va lid if the correlation among the memocrs or each progeny group were to be 
one. Obviously, the real situation III most animal husbandry material I. 
intermediate to these two extremes, although usua lly nearer to former 
(Kempthorne and Tandon, 1953). 
Ileritability estimates can also be obtained by regressions of offsprings on 
dam , si re and mean parent. All these hcri tahil ty estimates arc almost unhiased in 
a narrow sense, because they inc lude only a little epistatic va riation and no 
domi nance va riation. Ilowe\ cr. \\ hen maternal effect cannot oc ignored, then, 
regress ion of olTspring on si re estimate would be more unbiased, as compared to 
others, as it remai ns unaffected by any materna l cfTect. This estimate, however, is 
less commonly llsed because of the lesser (kgrees or freedom usually available 
for it. Moreover. it is .lot be a\ ai lablc for sex limited traits. 
Further these estimates arc fn:c or <:lII ll"Onmcntal sources or l'ol'a riance as 
parcnt and ofisprings arc usually measured over dirrercn t periods and they arc 
also not biased by selection of parents. This is because when, as a result of 
selection, the variance among the parents ge t reduced, the covariance also 
decreases proportionally, so that regression of olTspring on parent remains 
unaltered. The precIsion of such estimates, however, is reduced (Jain, 1(82) and 
they are least arrected by system of mating (Reeve, 1953,1955 and Wilson el ul. 
1(66) 
Ileritab ility estimates from regressIOn or ofii;pring on parents repo rt<.:d for 
various aquatic orga ni sms an.: prcs<.:nted h<:low: 
Kincaid (1972) has arrived at heritability va lues ranglllg from 0.26 to 0.29 
for the body weight of rainbow trout on 150th day of age. 
McLaren ( 1976) estimated heritability or adult size 111 cope pods uSing 
parent oils pring data. lie estimated heritabilities from various combinations like 
rcgr<.:ssion of mail: offspr ing on mean parent. male orrspring on male parent, 
male oil·spring on female parent. fcmale otli;pring on mean parcnt, female 
otlspring on mail: parent. fcmale orrspring on female parent at dirrerent 
temperatures. The 100\est estimated heritab ili ty was - 0.63 for female orrspring on 
male p.1rent at tO°C temperature while maximum was 0.74 for maJe offspring 
on male p.1rent at 15 C C. 
Mcl.aren and Corkctt (I978) estimated the heritability of body Size In 
marine copepod ! ' s clldIlC<1!U/I/iS Sf' . at 0.98. 
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I kritability estllllates ranged from 00·' to n. 1ll ror carly growth in 
()rcochrollli.\· lI ilotiCllS rrom regression of orlspring on parents Crave and 
Smitherman, 1980). 
Brody e/ 01. ( 198 1) esti mated the heritability of growth III carp at 47 % 
from parent offspring regressIOn. 
There an.:, however. no reports of heritability es timates lISlIlg rcgn,:ssllln or 
onspring on parent ror any of the traits III A rlelll Ill . 
Realized heritability 
Student (1954), \\ ho introduced the concept of rcali7.cd heritability, 
dclined it as "the ratio of cumulative response and cumulati ve selection 
di (Terential", while Falconer (1954) deli ned it as "the regression of cumulati ve 
response on cumulative selection din·crential '·. 
IIi ll (1971,1972 a. 11) showed that population Size, selection intensity. 
Ilumber of generation of selection and the parameter themselves arc the fac tors 
which in ll ucnce the precision or vanance of reali/cd heri tabili ty estimatcs. 
Pi rchner ( 1983) proposed that whcn epistasis, dum inancc and common 
cnvironmental effccts are unimportant , heritabilities from sihs correlation should 
be simi lar to realized herit.1bilit ies, and heritabilitv estimates from offspring parcnt 
regression should also correspond to realized heritabi lity. 
In general , thi S mcthod of eSlimatlllg herltahllity appears optimal. Ilowever, 
fcw eristatie combinations may he inherited in first few generations and in suc.h 
cases, sckction response will be larger in carlier than in later generations of 
selection. Selection responses. hased on such epistatic genc combinations, arc not 
static and when the selection ceases. the cristatic combinations di si ntegrate and 
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corresponding response disappears. Thus. it overestimates permanent sciection 
response by this amount. Additionally, maternal effects can innucnce selection 
response, in both positive and negative directions (I'irchner, 1(83). 
Therefore, the realized heritabi lity has the appeal of being very simple 
computationally and it is operationally useful in describi ng the response to 
selection. 
There are, however, no reports of realized heri tability estimates for any of 
the Arlemia traits. Its studies in other aqualle animals are also very few and 
some of them are mentioned below. 
Thien (197 1) reported realized heritability of 0.10 In male and 0.16 in 
female for growth rate in Flla!'/(/ 1II0SSUlIi/JIC IIS. 
In U. 1I1I01/cl/.I'. the realized heritability for body weight was - 0.05 , 
although seil:ction lIas cn rried out for increased hody weight (Teichert 
Coddi ngton. 1983). 
80ndari el af. (1983) obtained a realized heritability of 0.23 ± 0.05 111 
/"i/a!,/({ (II/rca. 
According to 80ndari (1983), the realized heritability for body weight in 
tilapia was considerably lower (0.10) than heritability va lues estimated from sire 
or darn components of variance. 
In Thai rcd tdapia, the realized heritability estimate were 0.17 for length 
and 0.19 for weight (jarimopas. 19R6). 
Teichert Coddingtun & Smllhennan ( 1986) have estimated the realized 
heritability at 0.10 for early rapid growth in Fdal'1lI III/I/Iic({ . 
Realized heritability or ei ght month budy weight uf cohu sallilun reared 
111 salt water were 1.22 ± 0.32 for odd year line and 0.81 ± 0.30 for even year 
line (Hershbergor, 1990). 
Realized heritability over five generations of selection were 0.126 for 
males, 0. 13 for females and 0.19 for combincd sex in 0. allrells for weight 
(Sanchez el al., 1995). 
Correlations 
'1 he association between two traits, that can bc directly observed, is the 
phenotypic correlation. This may be due to gcnetic or environmenta l factors , or 
combination of both. Genetic correlation bctwccn two traits IS defined as "the 
corrciation between genetic effects that influence the two traits". Genetic 
correlation can also be defined as the "correlation of the breeding va lues", while 
thc cnvironlllental cunl!iatiun IS the "cun<:iatiun ur environmcntal deviatiun 
together with non-additive genetic de\ iation". Gcnetic correlation estimates the 
extent to which two traits are controlled by the same gene. 
The theory of gcnetic correlation has been disc ussed in detailed by 
Hazel (1943), Lerner (1950) and Falconer (1960). The genetic correlation between 
two traits may be due to linkage, pleiotToPY or a combination of the two. The 
genetic association due to linkage appear to be imponant when base population 
is derived from a cross involving sc \"Cra I lines. It is transient 111 nature and 
breaks down automatically when selection is conducted for several gencrations. 
Pleiotropy is the propeny of a gene, whereby it an<:cts two or more characters 
silllu itancously. Pleiotropy IS the u\crall or nd elfcct ur all the segregating genes 
that alTeet bOlh the characters. Some genes Illav increase both the characters, 
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whilc others may increase (Jnc hut reduce the uther. ·1 he Illnller tcnds to calise 
positive correlation while the latter a negative one. If both the characters have 
low heritability, then the phenotypic correlation is determined chiefly by the 
environmental correlation. If they have high heritahilities. then the genetic 
correlation is more important. 
The magnitude and direction of correlatcd response to selection, among 
other factors, depend upon the genetic corrciation between the selected and 
unselectcd traits. 
Genetic corrciation estimates permits to predict the correlated response in 
the unselcctcd traits due to selection for primary traits. Ilowever, as indicated by 
the work of 130hren el uf. (1966), prediction of com:lated responses to selection, 
beyond a single generation is, likely to be highly inaccurate without certain prior 
knowledge of magnitude and composition of the genetic covarIance. This implies 
that. highly accurate estimate of genetic correlatiuns within a population IS 
necessary to accurately predict correlated responses. e\ en for a single generation. 
Thus. genetic correlation estimates as such arc or any rcal \alue. only when used 
in the population from which they arc eSl1l11ated. An average of genetic 
correlation estimates. from different populations. is probably of value only as an 
indicator of the expected genetic correlation bct\\een two traits. 
l rrors of genetic correlation estimated from variance and covariance 
analysis. have been discussed by Tal lis (1959). Robertson (195%) and Ilammond 
& Nicholas (1972). Errors ur phenotypic correlatiun have been discussed by 
C,oulden ( 1962). If genetic correlatiun and heritabilities arc estimated frum same 
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set of data, the error or the fonncr is likely to he larger thaJl that the latter 
(Pirchner, 1983). 
Like the herit abi lities, there are no reported st udies of the genetic and 
phenotypic correlations among vanous trai ts in A r/clIl/u. These studies in aquatic 
species are limited to rainbow trout, salmon and common carp, and they indicate 
a very high and positive correlation between the body length and weight in them. 
Wohlforth and Moav (1972), while studyi ng the growth of seven groups 
of common carp at dilTerent periods, round a very high correlation (r = 0.97) 
between initial weight and gro\\1h during fall. Ilowevcr. they recorded a negmive 
correlation (r = -0.10) between ini tial weight and weight gat n during winter. 
The genet ic correlation between length and weight, of Atlantic salmon, 
was estimated to be 1.00 by Refst ie & Steine ( 1978). 
In rainbow tro ut also the genetic and phenotypic correlations between 
weight and length at one year age were very high vi:. 1.02 and 0.93 respectively 
(Refstie, 1980). Similarly, the genetic and phenotypic correlations estimah:d by 
Gunnes & Gjedrem ( 198 1) were also found to be very hi gh (0.98 and 0.88 
respectively). Rcfstie & Steine (1978), Gunnes &. Gjedrem (1978) and Relstie 
( 1980) postulated that these two traits are large ly controlled by same gene. 
Phenotypic and genotypic correlations between growth and fecundity of 
rainbow trout were stud ied by workers like Ga ll ( 1975), Gal l & Gross ( 1978), 
Ilaus ( 1984) and lI alseth ( 198-1 ). They observed that female body weight is 
correlated with egg size. egg volume and egg number. 
Resllonse to selection 
Lush (1945) linked selection to the architectural process for creating a 
building of original design from already available material. Animal breeders 
define their des ign in terms of a desi red phenotype and their building materia ls 
are alleles distributed among the genomes of individuals in the population, which 
qual itatively or quantitatively condition the expression of their phenotype. 
Selection does not create new alleles. It merely expedites the propagation of 
favoured allelic combinations and promotes the progressive elimination of those 
with less favourable effects. 
Lerner ( 1958) defined se lection as "non-random difTerential reproduction of 
genotypes". It is a process in which certain individuals in a population arc 
allowed to reproduce the next generation while others are prevented from doing 
su. The primary objective of the selectiun is to change the gene frequency in the 
desi rable direction. Selection in the quantitative traits results in the change of 
population mean. 
Response to selection may be defined as the diflc rcncc between the mea n 
phenotypic va lues of the ofTspring of the sc lected individuals and that of the 
paternal generation from which the individuals were selected. The expected rate 
of improvement from selection depends upon selec tion intensity, degree of 
heritability of the trait under select ion and generation interval (Dickerson, 195 1). 
Ho\vever, Dickerson (1955) observed that expected genetic change was somewhat 
greater than realized genetic change for the survivors. lie used the term genetic 
slippage to describe the si tuation where the ex pected genetic gain is found to be 
grea ter than reali zed ones. lIe concl uded that no n-addi ti ve genetic eflects, 
included in the estimates of genetic parameters, \\'ould be a consistent cause or 
overestimation or expected response to mass selection. 
The theoretical mode~ and consequences or se lection for metric traits have 
been discussed by Griffing (1960, 1962) under the assumption of a constant, 
environment When the environment is constant from one generation to the other, 
the response to selection following 'n' cycles or selection should he equal to 'n' 
times the selection intensity times the heritability. However, it is seldom possible 
to have a constant environment oyer a lung period ur time and as such, the 
generation means remain confounded \\ith the environmental effects. This makes 
it difficult to assess the efiecti vencss of selection and to know how much of the 
improvement is due to selection and how much due to progressive change in the 
environrnents. In order to OVl'rcumc thi s di Oicultv and to measure the 
environmental trcnd during the course uf selection, usc or a randolll hn;d control 
population was suggested bv King , 'I al. ( 1959) and Gowe ('/ al. (1959). 
Marks (1978) concluded from his se lection experiments that major genes 
were the first to be influenced by selection, followed by the additive action of 
mi nor genes in the later stages of selection programme. Due to tllis reason, 
response to early generatiuns uf selection are expecteo to be greater than those in 
the later generations. 
The dilTerence between the mean phenotypic yalue of the selected parents 
and the mean of the population from which they wen: selected is calico the 
selection difierentiaL It is the measure of selectiun pressure actually applied to 
bring about a change in the selected trail. Selectiun dilTerential expresscd in the 
standard deviation unit of the sekcted trait is kn0\\11 as intensity of selection. 
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"'or.tu,... 
Claylun <'I (1/. ( 1'157) ~uggesled Ihal Ihe l<:a li/cd rc~punse \\as heluw Ihc eXllCl'lcd 
response al lower inlensilies of seleclion bUI al higher selection inlensities, there 
is close agreemenl between the expected and rea lized genetic gains. Robertson 
( 1960) showed thai 10lal response was max im ized when about half of Ihe 
population were selected as parenls for the next generation. 
Falconer (196U) distinguished between the expected and Ihe effective 
election differentials because, in practice the individual parents do nol conlribute 
equally to the olls pring gcncralion. The majur faclors contribuling towards the 
dillcrences between expecled and elleclive seleclion dillercnlials arc Ihe 
difCercnlial rale of egg produclion among parents, ferlili ly and halchabilily and 
surviva l of progenies. The expected selection di lTerential refers 10 the mean 
phenotypic dl!viation of Ihe parenls as slated above. The effective seleclion 
dilTerential on the olher hand, is Ihe \\e ighed mean deviation of Ihe parenls, lhe 
weighl being given 10 each parenl or pai r of parents proportionale 10 Iheir 
conlribution 10 Ihe next generalion. Uy weighing Ihe selection dille renlial , one 
can measure Ihe joinl ellecls of nalural and arlilicial scleclions. A comparison of 
weighed (effeclive) and unweighed (expecled) seleclion differential, therefore, may 
bl! used 10 find out the t:ffect of nalural sdeclion during Ihe course of artificial 
se leclion. 
I{esponse to individual mass selectiun 
Indi vidual seicclion, sometimes referred 10 as mass scieclion, is Ihe 
si mplest mClhod oC selectiun , \\ hich ilwolves choosing of the individuals 10 
becume parenls of Ihe nexl general ion, based on Iheir own phcnolypic 
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performance. Individual selection IS used to Improve the perlormance of highly 
heritable traits. 
However, there are no reports on the selective breeding of Arlellllll. 
Although, some attempts have been made on linlishes, the crustaceans remained 
rather neglected as far as genetic improvement through selective breeding is 
concerned. 
An account of artificial selection experiments that have been undertaken 
in certain aquatic organisms are presented here under: 
Hayford & Embody ( 1930) reported successful improvement of growth 
rate m saJmonids by selection. Riggs and Sneed (1959) and Dollar & Katz 
(1964) reported improved growth in the rainbow trout through selection. 
An early attempt for artificial selection in rainbow trout was made by 
Lewis ( 1944), who reported positive response in carly spawning, egg number and 
yearling weight. 
Donaldson & Olson (1957) reported significant improvement in grO\vth 
rate, egg production and age of spalll1ing in the rainbow trout SIIIIIIO gu;re/llcr; 
aller 23 years, involving 7 - JO generations of individual selection. 
Significant response to individual selection for early sexual maturity has 
been reported in chinook salmon by Donaldson & Menasveta, 196 1. 
Selection experiments conducted by Kincaid c ( al. (1977) lor growth In 
rainbow trout yie lded a gain of 30 ~o 0\ cr the three generations of selection. 
The gain in body weight of Atlantic salmon as reported by Gjedrem 
(In!}) was 7.7 % per year and 30 % per generation. 
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III oysters, the tlltal gain In groll1h r~porlcd 11m; 2J '~o tN~wkirk &. 
lIaley, 1(82) and 16.8 % (Nc\\kirk &. lIaley, 1983). 
In channel catfish, grown in earthen ponds, illdividual selection for body 
weight carried out by Dunham and mitherman (1983) resulted ill a gain of 
16 % in the first generation it elf. 
Mallet c l 01. (1'186) reported that the per CCllt lI1eall change in larval 
shell lcngth of the mussel Alrlrills ('dllits was 4.7% per generation, with a 
selection inh:nsity of 5 %. 
Mass selection for gris le length in Atlantic salmon Sl1illl(l soiaI' by Friars 
el Ill. , (1990) yielded a selectioll differential of 1.52 standard deviation or 6.7 cm 
and gains of 0.57 standard deviation on an index scale in progeny. The selected 
stock was reported to yield all average of 5744 eggs per female as compared to 
44 30 by the control. 
Ilershberger ('I (/i. (1990) recorded that body weight of coho salmon after 
8-month rearing in saltwater increased from 239.0 gm to 432.5 gill aller live 
generations of selection of odd year line and from 2<)6.2 gm to 666.7 gm in the 
IIflh generation of even year line. An increase in body weight was also observed 
in freshwater phase. The odd year line increased from 14.6 gm to 19.2 gill and 
even year line increased from 17.6 gm to 23.8 gm in freshwater phase. A weight 
ga ll1 of 6.4 - 7.0 % per generation li as recordcd for scven month in freshwat er 
phase. Ilowever, 8 1I10llth saltll atcr IIcigh t sholl cd an average weight gain of 
10. t5 gill per generation. 
Toro & Nellk ir l.. (199 1) r~por1ed a significant response tn selection for 
decreased shell length in (}rC!(lChrollll' , hi/,'/I"' . 
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Lack of response or \\cak response to mass selection has been reported 
In a number or selection experiments in a I'arietl' or fishes. Ryman ( 1973) 
reported a weak response to within family selection in the guppy l.eh,s/e.l· 
relic lI/llills , where mass selectiun had been inclkctive ea rlier. Kinghorn ( 1'110) 
reported no response to selection for high gro\\1h in common carp. Hulata el a/. 
( In6) reported that two gem:rallons of mass selection for growth rate In 
Oreochrolllls lli/OliclIS (Ghana strain) did not reveal any improvement over that of 
original base population. 
Asymmctrical response In males and females havc been reported by many 
workers. In caged channel catfish, gain ror 40 week body weight was 8 % and 
29% for male and female respectively (l:3ondari , 1983). From fourth generation of 
selection in Mosquito fish, weight gain of 12 % in male and 19 % in female has 
lll:ell reported by Uusack (1983). Frum the li l'e generatIOns of individual ~decti(ln 
for body weight in U. 1lI/III/CIIS. Sanchez ( 1995) reported that the average genetic 
ga ins were 25.6 g, 11.2 g and 177 g in male. female, and control line 
respcctivl!iy. 
Hi-directional mass selection 
A dilTerential response tu bi-d irectiunal selection has been repurted by 
many workers, although. selec tion was ini tiated from the same base population 
Moav & Wohlrarth ( 1976) re ported a lack of response to within spawn 
selection for high growth rate III carp . . 0 \ cr fill: ge nerat ions. hut they indicated 
a relatively strong response to selection for slow growth ratc in first three 
generations. 
'X 
Selection lor body \\el ght In ti lapia ( J. 1II1"IICI/1· was carried out by 
Abella e/ al. ( 1986) He reported that the hi gh body weight line was 18% 
heavier than the contemporaries selected for low body wei ght. 
Ilondari ( 1986) observed asymmetrical response in channel catlish to bi-
directional selection for 4U weeks body weight and total length. In the first 
generation, the downward line did not respond to selection while the response 111 
the upward direction was 72 to 78 % greater than control fo r body weight and 
17 to 18 % for total length. In the second generation, the observed responses for 
body weight and total length were 17.U and 4.2 % greater than control in upward 
direction, and 44.2 and 16.3 % in do\\11Ward direc tion. 
In a bi-directional mass selection study in U.S. red tilapia, Llehrends <'I 
(I /. ( 1987) found no response to selection for high body weight , but the response 
to selection for low body wei!!ht was signi ficant. 
lIuang & Liao ( 1990) reported that brood til apia from high body weight, 
low body weight and contro l lines were significantly different in body weight 
and total length. 
Rochctla c/ lIl. ( 1996) obseT\ cd from the indi\·idua l selection for second 
month body weight 111 guppy that while the down line did not respond to bi-
directional selection, the up line respondcd positil cly. 
Rea li zed responses, mall)' a timcs reported to be lower than the predicted 
responses, are due to VI> and VI eOl'Cts. changes In the environment 
(VI, 8.:. VI ; _ 1' ), as we ll as sampling error resulting fro m working with a small 
I){'jlulallnn era ve , I 91{I, ) 
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Correlated response 
When selection is practised for any particular trait , changes are observed 
In some of the unselected correlated traits, along with change in the trait under 
selection. This change in uTlselectcd traits is called correlated response. It may 
result from genetic effects and/or environmental influences. Falconer (1960) 
derived a formula to quantify the correlated responses and Harvey & 13earden 
(1962) presented a procedure for calculation of the expected correlated change In 
standard deviation units, when direct selection was practised for another trait. 
Yamada ( 1965) suggested that expected secondary selcction ditlcrential III 
the unselected traits, when selection was conducted for a particular trait, was 
equal to the selection differcntial of selected trait multiplied by the phenotypic 
regression coeflicient of correlated traits on the selected trait, only if selected and 
unselected traits were correlated \\; th each other, and the two variables were 
nonnally distributed. 
Freeden (1984) stated that if correlated responscs prove undesirable, they 
may eventually nullify the improvement being sought in net productive merit and 
thus, impose a practical selection limit. Correlated responses may reflect multiple 
action of one or very fcw genes. Correlated responses may also reflect changes 
in some endocrine function that has a key ro le in producing the phenotypes 
desired from selection. For example, the pituitary function, because of its 
prufound influence un the phys iulugy uf growth, may be the underlying ubject of 
phenotypic selection for growth ratc. In such cases, selection for growth will 
have far reaching implications in respect to all developmcntal functions mediated 
by pituitary secretions. Another cause of correlated responses is the fact that 
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spccilic individuals, designated by selection fo r breeding usc, contribute a random 
half of their entire genome to each of their progeny. The transmitted genes, even 
through totally correlated with the object of selection, may become fixed due to 
chance alone and may lead to an apparent association among the traits. The 
likelihood of such fixation has an inverse relation \\~th population sIze. 
Direction of correl ~ ted response in the unselected traits is generally same 
as that of selected traits, if both of them have a positively genetic correlation. II 
negative genetic correlation will, however, reverse the direction of correlated 
response. The magnitude and direction of correlated response to selection, among 
other factors, depend upon the genetic correlation between the selected as well as 
unselected traits. Like the direct responses, there are no reports of the correlated 
response pertaining to Arlellll<l. 
Ricker (1980 a, b) reported a correlated response of age at sexual maturity 
In cham and chinook salmon. The result indicated a positive genetic correlation 
between age of maturity and gro\\th rate In cham salmon but a negativ(! 
correlation in chinook salmon. 
As per Gall & Gross (1978) the egg volume is the principle determinant 
of egg number and body weight has a strong positive innuence on the egg 
volume in rainbow trout. 
Haus (1984), while working on the rainbow trout , found a small negative 
genetic correlation between egg volume and body weight, implying that selection 
for higher body weight would result in a correlated reduction of egg volume. 
Gjerde & Gjedrem (1984 ) studied the genetic correlation between age and 
body weight in Atlantic salmon and rainbow trout. While they observed a 
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m:gative genetic correlation ur high magnitude of (-0.52) between body weight 
and age in Atlantic salmon , the magnitude of correlation in rainbow trout was 
lower (-0.11 ). Thus, it can be expected that, when selection is practised for 
improvement In body weight, a correlated response in the fonn of early maturity 
shall also be obtained. The magnitude of this correlated response is more In 
Atlantic salmon, as compared to rainbow trout , by virtue of the high a negative 
correlation in the fonner. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Experimental material and setup 
llase population 
Arlemia [ranciscana (Kellogg, 1906) from Great Salt Lake, Utah was used 
for conducting experiments during the present investigation. Base Population was 
raised by hatching the cyst of San Francisco Bay Brand of lnve Aquaculture, 
Inc, (batch no. 425 G, 06345). 
Hatching anti management practice 
The cyst was incubated in 30 ppt seawater at the rate of 2.5 g ilitre in a 
measuring cylinder. The pH of the seawater was 8.2 and temperature 30° C. Cyst 
was placed for incubation at 14 .00hrs (02.00 p.m.), so as to ensurt: proper 
illumination during the initial incubation period. Continuous circulation of cyst in 
the water column was ensured by use of an aerator throughout the incubation 
period of 24 hours. The cysts hatched into free swimming nauplii on the next 
morning at 08.00 a.m. The aeration was then stopped and measunng Jar was 
covered with black cloth. Nauplii were allowed to settle at the bottom of the 
cylinder and then si phoned out into a I-litre beaker from the bottom of 
measuring cylinder with a 3 mm siphoning tube. hom this beaker, nauplii were 
once again siphoned out into another I-litre beaker so as to separate out 
unhatched cysts. 
The nauplii thus collected were transferred to a 12-lilre plastic basin 
containing 4 litres of 3S ppt seawater. Salinity level was gradually raised to 90 
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ppt by adding filtered saturated brine, prepared by dissolving the crude salt in 35 
ppt sea water. The reproductive output of ArtellllO is found to be optimal in this 
medium i.e. 90 ppt tUowen, 1962; Urowne, InO, 19K2). Initially, nauplii were 
stocked at the rate of 20,000 no/ litre in 4 litres of seawater as suggested by 
Dhont et III., t 1993). The volume was then progressively increased up to 10 litres 
on the 6th day by adding I litre of 90 ppt sea water everyday. Artclllill were fed 
as per diet (3) of Alejandro et al. ( 1995), with little modification (20 g baker's 
yeast + 0.5 g Spirulina powder + 1.8 g ml cod liver oil ). Every day, 10 % water 
was siphoned out with faeces and remainder food, aOer cleaning the basin 
carefully with hand. Siphoned out water was replenished wi th an equal volume of 
90 ppt brine solution. Salinity of the culture media was checked everyday using 
refractometer, and was maintained at 90 ppt. On attaining sexual maturity, the 
individuals were divided into three groups, and designated as SNS, BNS and 
Control line respectively. 
As soon as the males started clasping the females to fonn pairs, sixty-one 
pairs were picked up, and each pair was then kept in a 200 ml bottle containing 
90 ppt sea water. They were fed ,,;th the same food as mentioned earlier. 
Bottoms of the bottles were cleaned every alternate days aOer carefully removing 
the breeders along with the supernatant water. After cleaning, the animals were 
placed back into the original bottle along with the same water. Bottles were 
examined twice a day, during mornings and evenings, for the release of nauplii . 
The collected nauplii were maintained individually in SO ml bottles and fed with 
the same teed as mentioned abo\·e. On the 3,J, 6th and 9th days, the rearing 
bottles were cleaned and water was changed. 
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Fig-I. Schematic representation of Individual selection programme 
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Selection Programme 
Method of selection follolled for [licking up the desirable individual s to 
become the parent of the next generat ion was Mass selection (individual 
selection) and the tra it under selection was the naupliar size (length in 11m). Bi-
directional mass selection was practiced with the aim of developing two divergent 
stocks. 
For this purpose, the base populat ion was divided into three equal parts to 
be designated as Small Naupliar Size (SNS) line, Big Naupliar Size (BNS) line, 
and Control line. The criteria of selection were smaller naupliar size in SNS line, 
larger naupliar size in BNS line and no selection was practiced in control line. 
Schematic representation of se lection programme is presented in Fig I. 
Selection programme in the SNS line was initiated by picking up sixty 
one pairs from base population of SNS group and keeping each pair in separate 
bottles for releasing nauplii . Ten nauplii from each of the 61 pairs of SNS 
constituted the So generation of the SNS line. Individual data on the various 
traits, as listed in the Table 2 & Table 3 were recorded from them. On the 9'h 
day, all individuals selected from the So generation on the basis of smaller size 
at naupliar stage were kept as pam III separate bottles to facilitate mating. Ten 
progeny from each of these pairs constituted the first selected generation (SI) of 
SNS line. This process of selection and breeding was repeated, till the 6°' 
selected generation (S6) of SNS lias produced. Recording of data, on the traits 
under study, was carried out indi\'idually from each animal III every generation. 
The selection and breeding in the second group (UNS) was also carried 
out as outlined above. but with the dlni: rcnce of selecting bigger Imuplii in place 
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Table 2. Traits measured in both males and females of each 
generation from all the lines before pairing. 
Sr. No. o __ Trait measured 
I Nauplier size (length) 
2 Length on 3 days of age 
3 Length on 6 days of age 
4 Length at sexual dimorphism 
5 Age at sexual dimorphism 
Table 3. Traits measured in females in each generation from all 
the lines after pairing. 
Sr. No. Trait measured 
I Age at first offspring laid 
2 Length at first offspring laid 
3 Number of offsprings in first brood 
of smaller nauplii, and the selection was practiced till the 5tl ' selected generation 
(S5 of BNS ) was available. 
The control line, which originated from the third division of the base 
population, was also regenerated along with each of the selected generation but 
without any selection. Breeders were picked up at random. The individuals of the 
control line were maintained similar to those of the se lected lines. Data on the 
naupliar size (i.e., tra it under selection) only was recorded from the control 
population. 
Numbers of pairs mated in each generation of the different lines are given 
In Table 4. The number of individuals measured for the traits under study are 
prcsented in Table 5 according to sex. line and generation. 
Population size and inbreeding 
The increase In the inbrceding coenicicnt per gcnerat ion for the selected 
line was calculated by using the following formula (Write. 1931): 
C. F = 1/8 Nm + 118 Nr 
Where, 
Nm = Number of male parents which had progeny survIVIng up to first 
reproduction. 
Nr = Numher of fem ale parents which had progeny survIVing up to lirst 
reproduction. 
For the control line C. F was calculated as per fo rmula of Uowe el ul. 
11959) as under : 
'" F = 31 32 NnI + 11 32 Nr 
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Table 4. Number of individuals measured according to sex, line and generation. 
Generations 
Line Sex 
SO SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 
Male 239 223 246 226 102 95 116 
Lower Female 255 195 275 202 154 190 118 
Total 494 418 521 428 256 285 234 
Male 239 187 215 162 65 78 -
Higher Female 255 171 186 153 91 168 -
Total 494 358 401 315 156 246 -
Male 239 98 75 70 51 63 45 
Control Female 255 112 91 88 59 81 58 
Total 494 210 166 158 110 144 103 
Table 5. Number of pairs mated in each generation according to line 
Generations 
Line 
SO Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 
Lower 61 55 63 50 39 39 30 
Higher 61 43 48 37 26 33 -
Control 61 65 78 79 54 71 51 
Expected increment In the inbreeding coellicient for the various lines are 
presented in Table 6. 
Statistical analysis 
Means and Standard error 
The mean, standard error and coellicient of variation were computed for 
each trait using the following fonnulae. 
It 
I I Yi 
'r 
n 
s 
c. V (%) - __ X 100 
Where, 
Y = mean. 
Yi = measurement of a trait on i1h individual. 
n = number of individual 
I Y, ~ 
n 
n - I 
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Table 6. Expected increase in inbreeding coefficient 
Generations 
Line Cummulative Average aF aF 
SO SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 
Lower 0.0041 0.0046 0.0040 0.0050 0.0064 0.0064 0.0083 0.0388 0,0055 
Higher 0.0041 0.0058 0.0052 0.0068 0.0096 0.0076 - 0.0391 0.0065 
Control 0.0041 0.0039 0.0032 0.0032 0.0046 0.0035 0.0049 0.0274 0.0039 
Heritability 
The heritability of the selected and unsclected traits were estimated from 
full sib data and from regression of offspring on parent. Heritability for each line 
was initially estimated within sex and within generation. These estimates were 
then pooled over generations, within sex and line, to provide mean estimates. 
Realized heritability was also calculated for each line separately, within sex, from 
the regression of response on cumulative selection differential. 
a) Heritability estimate from full sib data 
The variance component analysis was used to esti mate sire component of 
variance and heritability from fu ll-sib correlation. The linear statistical model lIsed 
was ' 
Where, 
Yik = Observation of the k'h progeny of the i'h sIre 
~l = Overall mean 
Si = Effect of i'h sire 
e,• = Random error attributed to individuals, assumed to be 
nonnally and independently distributed with mean zero and 
variance O l c. 
The degrees of freedom (D. F.), SUIll of squares (SS), mean sum of squares 
(MS) and expected sum of squares (EMS) used for estimation of heritability arc 
given below: 
-18 
Analysis of variance 
Source of -
variation D.F. SS MS EMS 
Between sires S-l SSs MSs 2 K 2 cr W + lcr S 
Between sire 
within n. - S SSw MSw cr2w 
, progeny 
Where, 
S = Total nwnber of sires 
n. = Total nwnber of progeny 
Kl = Average number of progeny per sire 
cr2s = Sire component of variance 
cr2w = Error variance component 
Computational formula 
Source of variation Swn of squares Mean squares 
Correction terms (C.T.) Y" L 
-
ni 
Between sires Yi2 MSs = SSs/S- 1 
L - - C.T. 
nt 
Progeny within sire Vi. MSw = SSw I n. - S 
ITYij2 _L --
i i ni 
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I~stimation of variance component and heritability 
1 
(J IV = MSw 
MSs - MSw 
The value or Kt was calculated rrom the rollowing ronnula: 
I G n· 1 ] K, = -- 11 . - -'-
S - 1 n. 
Standard error or heritability was calculated as per Swinger e/ ul. (1964) 
usmg rollowing ronnula: 
S.E. h\ = 2 
2 ( n. - I) ( I - t ) I [I + (K, _ I) t j l 
K, l (n. S) (S- I) 
Where, 
't' IS interclass correlation. 
t = ----
The heritability estimates wen.: pooled over generations, within line and 
sex for selected and unsclectcd traits, following the procedure of Enfield e/ ul. 
( 1966). The fonnu la for pooling the estimate is as follows: 
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2 Pooled h = 
ho
l 
-- t -- t -- t -- t -- t 
Vo VI V2 V) V~ 
-- + -- t -- t -- ,. 
Vo VI Vl V) V~ 
S.E. of pooled h2 = 
-- t -- t -- t -- t - - t 
Vo VI Vl VJ V~ 
Where, 
.. .. +--
Vn 
t 
ho2, h 2 h 2 h 2 I 2 h 1 I, 2, } 1 14 t •• . " ' n are the heritabili ty of character In 
corresponding generatior So, SI, S:, S), S~, ... , Sn 
the 
. ... , V n are the squares of standard error of 
corresponding heritabilities. 
b) Heritability by regress ion of offspring on parent . 
Ileritabi li ty of the tra its was estimated also from the regressIOn of 
ofTspring on parent. Si re-Son and Dam-Daughter data were used for this 
purposes. Statistical model and computational formulas are as follows: 
i) Statistical model 
z, = pX, I C, 
Where, 
Zj = Value of ofTspring of thc ilh SIrC 
Xi ~ Observation of the i'h SHe 
P = Regress ion Z on X 
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Where, 
ej = Error associated with Zi 
ii) Computational Formulas: 
N 
N 
(DC) (LZ) 
LXZ = LXZ ----
N 
N = Number of parent offspring 
A LXZ 
COVXY = 
N 
A 
C OVX7 LXZ 
b = = 
Ox 1 LX1 
(because N - I is common to both numerator and dl.!nominator ) 
Heritability was estimated as under: 
'.!, COY or 
bop = 
I 2 - ? b 1 - - '-'P 
A 
h1 = 2 COY Xy l ox' = 2b 
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Standard error of heritability was calculated as per Klein el aI., 1973 
using foUowing formula: 
(L x:zl 
S. E. (b) = 
S. E. (h2) = 2 S. E.(b) 
Correlation 
The genotypic and phenotypic correlations were estimated uSlDg vanance 
and co-variance component analysis (Becker, 1975). The analysis of vanance 
table, for estimating the variance component, was same as the one used for 
estimating heritability. The procedure for analysis of covariance is given below: 
Analysis of variance 
Source of 
• 
d. f. M. C. P. E. M. C. P. 
variation 
Between sires S - I MCPs Covw + K Covs 
Between progeny 
n. - S MCPw Covw 
within sire 
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Computational procedure 
Source of variation S. C. p. M. s. C. p. 
Correction term (CT) x.. Y . -
n. 
Source of variation XjYj. SCPs 
L -CT 
I 
n. S - I 
Between progeny within Xj.Yj. SCPw 
Slre L L Xjj Yij - L --
ii i nj. n. - S 
Estimation of covariance components: 
Covw = MCPw 
MCPs - MCPw 
Covs = ---- -
K 
Estimation of genetic correlation (ra): 
Covs 
ra (SY) = ,/ 
y Var s(x) Var s(y) 
Estimation of phenotypic correlation (rp): 
COVS + covw 
rp (Sy) = 
V"ar S(X) Var ,,{Y) y var S(Y) Var w(Y) 
Standard error of genetic correlation was obtained as per Robertson 
(1959b). using following formula: 
1 - ~a 
S. E. (rG) = 
V2 
S. E. (h2 x) S. E. (h2 y) 
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Standard error of phenotypic correlation was obtained as per Goulden ( 11J62), 
using the following formula: 
S. E. (r,,) = 
I -
, 
J"p 
n - 2 
The genotypic and phenotypic correlations among the varIOus traits were 
estimated for each line, sex-wise and generation-\\~se, and then pooled over 
generations as per Enfi elds el al. (1966). The procedure involved is same as the 
one described for heritability, except that the heritabilities were replaced by the 
respective correlation coefficients. 
Selection differentials 
The expected selection differential was calculated as the difference between 
the mean of the selected individuals and mean of population, before selection, 
from which individuals were selected. The effective selection differential was 
calculated by weighing each parent by the number of its offspring. 
The effect of natural selection was calculated from the ratio of effective 
selection differential to expected selection dlOcrent ial (Falconer, 1960). 
Standardized selection differential (Intensity of selection) 
Effective setection differential 
=---------
Phenotypic standard deviation 
Since the selection was applied in both the sexes, the value of intensity of 
selection ( i ) was estimated as the means of the two sexes i.e. i = Y, (im I if) 
(Falconer, 1981 ). 
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Realized response to selection 
Response to selectiun was calculated buth at genetic and phenutypic Icvds. 
Realized phenotypic response per generation (mean phenotypic response) for the 
selected trait (naupliar size) was estimated \~ithi n sex for each line separately, 
from the regression of generation mean on generation number. 
Realized genetic gai n (~G) per generation was estimated III a similar 
manner, but uSing generation means of se lected lines (Corrected for control 
deviation). Estimation of generation mean, corrected for control deviation, was 
done by using the fomlUla: 
fiG = (Sn - Cn) - (So - Co) 
Where, 
Sand C represent the selected and control lines respectively while 
subscripts represent the generation. Environmental eOccts between generations 
were corrected by taking mean difference between selected and control lines and 
assuming that environment has almost similar eOect on them. 
The regression (b) of generation means (Yl un gcnerutiun number (Xl was 
calculated as follows. 
Where. 
IXY -
n 
n 
Y = Mean value of the trait under selection 
X = Generation number 
n = Numtcr of paired observations 
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The standard error of the regression was calculated as per the formula 
given below: 
S. E. (b) = 
~ (I XII] n - 2 IX2 n 
The coefficient of regression estimated uSing the above fonnula was tested 
for its significance using the follolling formula of 't' test: 
b 
= with ( n - 2 ) degrees of freedom, 
S.E (b) 
Where there are n pairs of observations. 
Predicted response to selection 
The expected genetic response per generation was calculated for each line 
separately, within sex, as per the procedure described by Falconer (1960). The 
following formula was usr:d for prediction of ro::sponse. 
Where, 
R = Average predicted response per generation 
i = Average intensity of se lection 
a 2p = Phenotypic standard de\'iation of the trait under selection 
hl = Pooled heritability of selected trait 
Pooled herit.lbility was lIsed for prediction of response since it IS supposed 
to be more accurate than individual generation estimates (Kinney and Shoffner, 
19(7). 
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Correlated response to selection 
The estimate of mean correlated response per generation was obtained by 
regressmg the mean value of unselected trait of every generation on the 
generation number. The expected response in the correlated trait Y, due to 
selection on trait X, was calculated as per l'alconer ( 1981 ), using following 
formulae : 
CRy = i hx hy rA a py 
Cry = Expected response in the correlated trait (Y) due to selection 
of trait X. 
= Intensity of selection 
hx, hy = Square root of heritabilities of selected (X) and unselected 
(Y) traits . 
apy = Phenotypic standard deviation of unselected trait (Y). 
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RESULTS 
1.0 PHENOTYPIC PARAMETERS. 
The length of the fres hly hatched nauplii within the base population varied 
fro m 38 1.8000 Ilm to 564.4000 ~ in males and 398.4000 Ilm to 572.7000 ~lm 
in females. The mean naupliar length was 486.9912 ± 2.1136 Ilm in males and 
490.5754 ± 1.8157 Ilm in females. The mean length on 3 days of age were 
1.8679 ± 0.275 mm and 1.8712 ± 0.0270 mm for males and females 
respectively. Mean va lues for the length recorded on the 6'h day were 
4.1005 ± 0.0754 mm in males and 4.2990 ± 0.0793 mm in females. Age and 
length at sexual dimorphism were 5.8861 ± 0.0663 days and 3.8004 ± 0.0238 
mm respectively in males and 5.9766 ± 0.2043 days and 3.9053 ± 0.2740 mm in 
females. Age and length at the time of laying the first offspring were 
16.00 ± 0.2259 days and 10.0888 ± 0.854 mm respectively. The total number of 
oOs prings laid in the first brood was 53.5696 ± 1.3675. Phenotypic parameters of 
A. ! rullciscUIlU within the base generation are presented in Table 7. 
2.0 GENETIC PARAMETERS 
2.1 HEIUTABILITY OF SELECTED TRAIT 
Heritability of naupliar length was estimated from the regression of 
progeny values on parent and also from the analysis of variance of full sib data 
sex-wise, for each generatiun. These estimates an: presented in Table 8 and 9. 
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Table 7. Phenotypic parameters of Artemiajranciscana (base generation). 
Male 
Naupliar length (pm) 486.9912 ± 2.1136 490.57 -4 ± 1.8157 
Length on 3 days of age (mm) 1.8649 .10 0.0275 1.8712 ± 0.0270 
Length on 6 days of age (mm) 4.1005 ± 0.0754 4.2990 ± 0.0793 
Length at sexual dimorphism (mm) 3.8004 :r 0.0238 3.9053 ± 0.0274 
Age at sexual dimorphism (days) 5.8861 ± 0.0663 5.9766 ± 0.2043 
- Length at first offspring laid (mm ) 10.0888 ± 0.2259 
Age at first offspring laid (days) 16.0000 ± 0.2259 
Number of offspring in first brood 53.5696 ± J .3675 
Table 8 Heritability estimates for naupliar length in SNS and BNS lines by parent-offspring regression. 
II, "'" 'I , ,~ij1 , ',.I Heritability ± s.! ':~ ;,. II, " 
, 
I'· ,.,. 
."- 'r i'i .;, ~ ' ii, '. ff, . SNS 'i~ % ~, ,/ ~, :)1' , ::~J:' ~'1! ':B~S "" : ,.~ "',,, I '~, ~on , , ," 
·1' " 
. Mille offspring OIl " Female ofl'spriDg OIl Male offspriD8 OIl Female offspring on 
, Ill; male Dlli'ent ,~, faBale"arent , malep,.-ent ferQaJe parent 
,'. 
'. 0 0.585 I ± 0.2 I 53 0.3766 ± 0.1899 0.5851 ± 0.2 153 0.3766 ± 0.1899 
, ;, -
: i., J" .'r, I"; , 0.3770 ± 0.2305 0.3249 ± 0.2337 0.2558 ± 0.2097 0.0210 ± 0.2238 
, i ' .. 0. 1836 ± 0.2460 0.6866 ± 0.2955 0.0760 ± 0.3120 0.3120 ± 0.3153 
. '", :."'~ 
,~ ~, i '-~ , ,ij -0.1262 ± 0.3470 0.2989 ± 0.4299 0.6902 ± 0.4717 0.2186 ± 0.4781 
4' 0.460 I ± 0.4320 0.1162 ± 0.3817 1.1806 ± 0.5280 1.0798 ± 0.4993 
~) S, , " O. I 034 ± 0.6839 0.3857 ± 0.4384 1.3522 ± 0.2834 0.9488 ± 0.4454 
, 
,.i \t 6 " 0.3791 ± 0.3393 0.4577 ± 0.4577 - -
..:'1. 
pOoled lleritabllt}t 0.1113 ' ~ 0.0766 0~\± 0.1l08 ' 0.5777 ± 0.1154 ' 0.3364 t o.I." 
,~b rS.E, Iv ; ' . .:. I 0.2064 ±O·OIJSt 0,1698 :t: 0.0748 -O;03P ± 0.048Q " -0.01)73 ± 0.01083 , 
Table" Heritablity estimates for naupliar length in SNS and BNS lines from full sib analysis. 
1.4669 ± 0.092 1 1.3877 ± 0. 1001 
1.4146 ± 0. 1027 1.1054 ± 0. 1426 1.0412 ± 0.1541 1.1672 ±0.1442 
1.1 034 ± 0. 1263 1.0561 ± 0.1246 0.9996 ± 0.1445 1.2J82 ± 0.1338 
1.1297 ± 0. 1315 1.1099 ± 0.1422 1.2696 ± 0. 1416 1.3 709 ± O. I J02 
1.2898 ± 0. 1740 0.8401 ± 0. 1768 1.2007 ± 0.2368 1.4979 ± 0.1441 
1.3 1 53 ± 0. 1731 1.1078 ± 0.1479 1.1155 ± 0.2300 1.6253 ± 0.0895 
• and •• indicat.es the significance of the b at P<O.ool and P<0.005 respectively. 
As can be seen from the above tables, though the estimate showed variation 
from generation to generation, the estimates rrom b,~, were or mediulTl magnitudc 
compared to the estimates from full sib data which were very high. The pooled 
estimates of heritability. which is considered tll be more reliable than individual 
estimates. also exhibited a similar trend. The heritability estimates from regressIOn 
of progeny on parent, pooled over the generations, were 0.2 I 23 ± 0.0766 and 
0.3885 ± O. 1108 for males and females of SNS line. The corresponding figures in 
BNS line were 0.5777 i 0.1154 and 0.3364 ± 0.1176 respectively. While the 
heritability estimates from the sib data, pooled over generations, were 
1.3256 ± 0.0474 and 1.1 004 ± 0.0522 for males and females respectively in SNS 
line, the corresponding estimates In UNS were 1.2580 ± 0.0583 and 
1.422 1 ± 0.0479 respecti vely. Though, the standard errors associated with 
individual estimates were generally high, they were of lower magnitude in case 
of pooled estimates. 
The regression of heritability estimates on generation numbers, which 
indicate the ehange in heritability over the generations, were of low magnitudes. 
2.2 IIERITAIlILlTY OF UNSELECTED TRAITS 
Heritability of all the correlated traits under study were estimated from 
both regression of the offspring on parent as well as from si re component or 
variance, result ing from the analysis of variance of full sib data. 
Initially, heritabilities were estimated generation-wise, within sex and line. 
The male offspring was rq,'fessed on si re \\h ile female progeny was regressed on 
dams. The individual estimates varied from low to mediwn magnitudes. These 
individual estimates were pooled o\"\:r generatiun and mcan heritabilities were 
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estimated. Using the full sib data also, heritabilities were initially estimated sex-
wise and line Wise, for each generation and they were then pooled over the 
generations. 
The two sets of heritability estimates are presented below for each of the 
correlated traits. 
2.2.1 Length on 3 days of age 
Ileritability estimates from b,'I' for the length on 3 days of age of both 
SNS and BNS lines were of low magnitude in most of the cases. The pooled 
heritability estimates were also low except in I:lNS females where it was of 
medium magnitude. The estimates are given In Table 10. The pooled heritability 
estimates for males and females of SNS line are 0.1524 ± 0.1008 and 0.0206 
± 0.1146 respectively and corresponding values of UNS are 0.0264 ± 0.1476 and 
0.4292 ± 0.1414. The heritability estimates from si re component of variance were 
of very high magnitude. All the estimated values of heritability exceeded normal 
limits. But the standard errors were of very low magnitude. The heritabil ity 
estimates for males and females of SNS line were 1.3989 ± 0.0442 and 1.4762 
± 0.0384 respectively and corresponding \alues of UNS were 1.6580 ± 0.0349 and 
1.5549 ± 0.0394. The heritability estimates from sire component of variance are 
given in Table II. 
2.2.2 Length on 6 days of age 
Heritability estimates from b"p for the length on 6 days of age in both the 
lines were generally of low magnitude, \lith few exceptions, especially in females 
('l'abk 12). The pooled heritability estimates \lere al so low, being 0.111 0 
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Table 10 Heritability estimates for length on 3 days of age in SNS and BNS lines by parent-offspring regression. 
Olllleralipn 
0.3272 ± 0.3651 0.1167 ± 0.3841 0.3272 ± 0.3651 0.1167 ± 0.3841 
-0.0367 ± 0.1791 0.0754 ± 0.2416 0.3846 ± 0.3079 0.2208 ± 0.2553 
0.3649 ± 0.2309 0.0054 ± 0.2689 0.2773 ± 0.4340 0.7167 ± 0.4279 
0.3748 ± 0.2081 0.3921 ± 0.2250 0.1030 ± 0.3009 0.5656 ± 0.3 l 80 
-1 .2492 ± 0.4398 0.4899 ± 0.5939 0.0717 ± 0.4385 -0.3061 ± 0.4680 
0.6337 ± 0.4066 0.1743 ± 0.4015 -1 .3157 ± 0.6860 1.1496 ± 0.3538 
6 0.12 13 ±O.3893 0.3435 ± 0.3223 
Pooled hllritabllil)f 0.1524 ±G.tOOl 6.4192 't 6.1414 
Table 11 Heritability estimates for length on 3 day of age in SNS and BNS lines from flllll sib analysis. 
1.4797 ± 0.0890 
1.3098 ± 0.1148 1.2159 ± 0.1328 1.4365 ± O. I 131 1.5804 ± 0.0890 
1.2446 ± 0.1158 1.3806 ± 0.0977 1.7995 ± 0.0439 1.5938 ± 0.0848 
1.4833 ± 0.0943 1.5125 ± 0.0965 1.4 169 ± 0.1220 1.5138 ± 0.1079 
1.5270 ± O. 1297 1.6130 ± 0.0907 1.4883 ± 0.1745 1.6665 ± 0.1032 
1.3434 ± 0.1682 1.3332 ± 0.1258 1.4345 ± O. 1750 1.4713 ± 0.1170 
1.5015 ± 0.1246 1.6081 ± 0.1014 
1.3919 :t 0.044% 1.4761 :t 8.0J84 1.6S80::I: 8.0349 
Table 12 Heritability estimates for length on 6 days of age in SNS and BNS lines by parent-offspring regression. 
0.1548 ± 0.2178 I 0.4412 ± 0.3198 0.1997 ± 0.2236 I 0.5562 ± 0.3262 
0.1063 ± 0.1953 0.2466 ± O. 1681 0.17660 ± 0.3009 0.0135 ± 0.2215 
0.3761 ± 0.2678 0.2523 ± 0.1618 0.10.30 ± 0.8544 0.0910 ± 0.3284 
1.4873 ± 0.8()76 0.6415 ± 0.7159 0.6095 ± 0.3117 1.0176 ± 0.8112 
0.5578 ± 0.3082 0.0109 ± 0.2693 -0.0543 ± 0.07840 0.6623 ± 0.1982 
0.1516 ± 0.4417 0.7984 ± 0.3821 
uno ± 0:1017 ,~~ I, ' ~1 ,±.o.09z3 ,'" ,' I, I., ilO.1335 ,.± 0.0784 
±0.1027 and 0.254 1 ±0.0923 for males and females of S S and 0.1335 
± 0.0784 and 0.3232 ± 0.1137 in I3NS lines. The heritability estimates from sire 
component of variance fonm full sibs data are presented in Table 13, these 
estimates were of very high magni tude like that lor the length 011 3 days of age. 
The pooled heritability values in SNS line were 1.2757 ± 0.0499 and 1.4407 
± 0.040 I in males and females respectively. The corresponding values for BNS 
were 1.2615 ± 0.0565 and 1.3852 ± 0.0499 respectively. 
2.2.3 Length at sexual dimorphism 
The generation-wise heritabilities as well as pooled heritabilities for the 
length at sexual dimorphism estimated from b." are given in Table 14. It ean be 
seen from table that both the individual estimates and the pooled estimates were 
very low. The pooled estimates were 0.0133 ±0.0836 and 0.0078 10.0807 for 
males and females of SNS line and -0.1255 ± 0.0896 and 0.0772 ± 0.0963for 
males and females of I3NS line. The heritability estimates for length at sexual 
dimorphism in SNS and UNS lines from full sib data are presented in Table 15. 
Most of the estimates were wi th in the nonmal limits for heritability whereas the 
remaining one were slightly greater than unity. The pooled heritability fo r males 
and females were 0.8679 ± 0.0596 and 1.0264 ± 0.0534 respectively in SNS line, 
and 1.0221 ± 0.0643 and 1.0314 ± 0.06 15 in UNS line. The standard errors 
estimated for heritabilities were of lowl:r magnitudes. 
2.2.4 Age at scxual dimorphism 
The heritability estimat<!s of the age tdays) at sexual dimorphism in SNS 
and UNS lines by parent offspring regressIOn were genera lly of low magnitude 
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Table 13 Heritability estimates for length on 6 days of age in SNS and BNS lines from full sibs analysis. 
1. 3639 ±O .1027 
1.2423 ±0.1216 1.5228 ±0.0940 1.3483 ±0.12S0 1. 4077 ±O .1160 
0.9129 ±0.1365 1.1188 ±O.1202 1. 3009 to. U06 1.13'97 ±0 . 1430 
1.JllOO ±0 .1329 1.2497 ±O. 1298 0.8773 ±0 . H14 1.1773 ±1.1S37 
1.5009 ±0.1353 1.6478 ±O. 0838 1. ·6134 ±O .1393 1. 6478 ±O .1081 
1.0866 ±0.2653 1.1512 ±0.144S 0 .4246 ±0 .2408 1. 36.20 ±O .1333 
1. 5549 ±O .1140 1. 6065 ±O.1019 
'4¥I$ 
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Table 14 Heritability estimates for length at sexual dimorphism in SNS and BNS lines by parent-offspring regression. 
-0.1706 ±O.15 19 -0.1706 ±O.1519 
0.0177 ±O.3307 0.393 OtO.2480 0.024 ±O.3463 0.36·11 vO.3788 
0.0989 ±O.1682 -0.0021 ±O. 1864 -0.2113 ±O.2395 0 .0340 ±O.2011 
0.2 13 1 ±O.I705 0.0335 ±O.149 8 -0.086 ±O. 1448 -0.0225 ±O.1972 
-0.3065 ±O.4235 0.4384 to.5439 -0.0865 ±O.4865 0.1921 to.7948 
0.0834 ±O.3260 -0.4502 ±O.2S33 -0.0826 ±O.5415 0.4805 ±O.2665 
-0.J516±O.4417 0.0421 ±O.3 125 
Table 15 Heritability estimates for length at sexual dimorphism in SNS and BNS lines from full sibs analysis. 
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(Tabk 16) wIth the pooku estimates lor males anu IClllalcs bClng 
U.U 172 ± 0.0l!9U anu U.1277 ± U.U397 in SNS linc, anu U.U7l!3 ± U.U387 anu 
-0.OU09 ± 0.0061 in I:lNS respectively. Heritability estimates for age at sexual 
dimorphism of SNS and I:lNS lines from full sib data were of medium to very 
high magnitude, though the standard errors were of low magnitudes like other 
correlated traits. The poolec estimates were 1.1 049 ± 0.0520 and 1.1795 ± 0.0420 
for males and lemales respectively in SNS line. The corresponding values of the 
BNS lines were 0.7940 ± 0.0523 and 1.3211 ± 0.U463 for males and females 
respectively. Indi vidual heritabilities and pooled heritabilities from full sibs data 
are presented in Table 17. 
2.2.5 Age at first offspring laid 
The heritabilities from the parent olTspring regressIOn for age at the time 
of first offspring laid are given in Table 18. The estimates were of very low 
magnitude. The pooled estimates were 0.0881 ± 0.0842 and 0.1862 ± 0.0942 III 
SNS and BNS females. Heritability estimates from full sib data are given III 
Table 19. The estimates were of very high magnitude with low standard errors. 
The pooled estimates were 1.5l!33 ± 0.U506 and 1.802U ± 0.0333 in SNS and 
BNS females respectively. 
2.2.6 Length at first offspring laid 
Heritability for length at first offspring laid as estimated from bop varied 
considerably b.:twcen generations from low to high values Crable 20), with 
pookd estimates being 0.370U ± 0.11 OU and 0.1304 ± 0.1441 In SNS and I:lNS 
lines r.:spectivciy. Ilowever, pooled estimates of heritabilities frolll the sire 
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Table 16 Heritability estimates for age at sexual dimorphism in SNS and BNS lines by parent-offspring regression. 
-0 .0325 ±O.1355 0.1617 ±O.1502 -0'.09 13 ±O.2290 0.3695±O.2209 
0.0246 ±O.1658 0. 1137 ±O.0430 0.0431 ±O.0412 -0.OOI4±O.0061 
0.3950 ±O.444 1 0.3783 ±O.3553 0.4986 ±O.7406 0.69385 ± 1.3891 
-0.3669 ±O.7621 -0. 1031 ±O.6349 0.51189 ±O.8801 1.389 1 ±O.0295 
-0.3605 ±O.3389 0.2825 ±O.2293 0.5324 ±O.1579 O.0265±O.1260 
-0.1839 ±O.4735 0.7851 ±O.3823 
Table 17 Heritability estimates for age at :sexual dimorphism in SNS and BNS lines from full sibs analysis. 
1.2987 ±0 . 1160 1.7522 ±O.5390 1. 2110 ±O. 1404 1. 54,67 ±O. 0947 
0.4121 ±0 . 1354 0.0434 ±O.0962 - 0.0477 ±<> .0962 0.0394 ±0.1495 
0.7906 ±0.1463 0 . 7664 ±O.1570 0.5267 ±0 . 1707 0 . 8108 ±0.1769 
1. 4479 ±0 . 1460 1. 4926 ±O . 1124 1. 7078 ±O .1096 1. 7632 ±O. 0763 
0 . 8123 ±0.2272 0.9438 ±O. 1574 0.1007 ±0.1948 1. 3397 ±O. 1363 
1.5047 ±O.1240 1 . 7682 ±O. 0641 
POGled llerltabllity 1.1049 ±o.OS20 1.I7~ ±o.0420 1.3211;1: 0.046J 
.. -----------
Table 18 Heritability estimates for age at first offspring laid by females in SNS and BNS lines by parent-offspring regression. 
±0.1078 0.0403 ±0 . 1078 
-0.2377 ±0.5198 - 0 . 6758 ±0.3672 
0.0928 ±0.1934 0.0270 ±0.7872 
-0.0059 ±0.3450 0 .4879 ±0 .5609 
0.8828 ±0 . 5146 0.2655 ±O.8527 
±0.2857 1.5779 ±O.2770 
Table 19 Heritability estimates for age at first offspring laid by females in SNS and BNS lines from full sibs analysis. 
1.1560 ±<l.1508 1.1560 ±<l.1506 
1.68 15 ±<l.O850 1.6985 ±<l.0926 
1.7173 ±<l.0970 1.4238 ±<l.1969 
1.4330 ±<l.2146 1.7074 ±<l.1646 
1.6519 ±<l. 1181 1.7395 ±<l. 1258 
0.4006 ±<l.3323 ±<l.0404 
Table 20 Heritability estimates for length at first offspring laid by females in SNS and BNS lines by parent-offspring regression. 
:to.2874 0.3234 :to.2874 
-0.1471 :to.2626 -0.3766 :to.2732 
0.3624 :tOA063 0.0338 ±0.334 
0. 1268 :to.2071 -0.1127 :to. 5613 
0,5318 :to.3200 -0.3 I 07 :to,8195 
1.089 :to.2427 0,8786 :to.3329 
0.3100 
component of variance from full sib data were of high to very high magnitude, 
bei ng 0.7428 ± 0.0504 and 1.1141 ± 0.0456 for SNS and BNS females 
respectively. The generation-wise estimates for both the lines from full sib data 
are presented in Table 21. 
2,2.7 Number of offsprings in first brood 
Heritabili ty for the number of offsprings in fi rst brood was low to 
moderate magnitude in both the lines, excepting the third and fourth generat ions 
of SNS Crable 22). The pooled estimates were 0.3565 ± 0.1063 in SNS and 
0.33 11 ± 0.1046 in BNS. Heritabilities estimated from full sib data fo r the 
number of oOsprings in first brood were of high to very high magni tudes (,rable 
23). The pooled heritability estimates were 1.2095 ± 0.0787 in SNS and 1.1 450 
± 0.0829 in UNS. 
2.3 CORRELATION UETWEEN SELECTEI) ANI) lJNSELECTEI) 
TRAITS 
Genetic, phenotypic and envi ronrm:ntal correlation between Ule selec ted 
trait vi=. naupliar length and other correlated traits like length on 3-days of age, 
IcngUI on 6 days of age. length & age at sexual dimorphism, age & length at 
fi rst offspring laid and number of offsprings in fi rst brood arc presented below. 
The correlations were init ia lly estimated within sex! generation/line basis and then 
pooled over generations fo r each line W1tilln sex. 
2.3.1 Naupliar length and length on 3 days age. 
The estimates of genetic. phenotypic and environmental correlation 
coeffi cients be tween naupliar length and length on 3-day age arc presented in 
6~ 
Table 21 Heritability estimates for length at first offspring laid by females in SNS and BNS lines from full sib analysis. 
0.66\1 ±D. 1295 0.66 11 ±D. 1295 
0.6124 ±D. 1489 0.0906 ±D.1589 
1.2780 ±D.085 1 0.2256 ±D. 1456 
-0.1103 ±D. 1286 1.5546 ±D.0720 
0.867 1 ±D. 1485 1.3215 ±D. 1464 
Table 22 Heritability estimates for number of offsprings in first brood by females in SNS and BNS lines by parent-offspring regression. 
BNS 
Heritability S.E. 
0.3404 ±O.2202 0.3404 ±O.2202 
0.384 ±O.2645 0.2676 ±O.1652 
0.46 17 ±O.1945 0 .2527 ±O.2766 
-0. 1221 ±O.3262 0.2323 ±O.6172 
-0.1008 ±O.4639 0.3511 ±O.5925 
0.6445 ±0.276 0.5481 ±O.2539 
Po4(aed herli8b'!llY .' O~ itO.loo 0.3311 
Table 23 Heritability estimates for number of ~ffsprings in first brood by females in SNS and BNS lines from full sibs analysis. 
'ij 
" j tl I ,'~ " I '~, ,,' • •. J " i., ':.:: . SNS ,! " • ,f," r BNS 
G&!nention 
, . 
. 
.'c '1 '~f: ~. ~ R:~ {: :11 ~E. jJ ij . ~I I ~ , l~~"'ility S.E. ,. f(eritabT "1'\ "',i \I,i '. . ~ . 'i' I,tty I- " .. ~ 
, 
0 :~ 0.7911 :to. 1745 0.7911 :to.1745 
" 
,- < .. 
-:' ' 1 ~ 1.3998 :to. 1449 0.7991 :to. 2633 
"!h~ 2 • ! !>, " . 0.9864 :to.2560 1.1200 :to. 2659 
_~~~ ~ 3 I ·.}i:· " 0.9877 :to.3 196 1.7474 :to. 1439 
!~, 
'H 4 ,II 1.3002 :to.2100 1.0084 :to.3579 
, 
., II,'(! 
s 
:L ., 
1.4557 :to. 1731 0.751:8 :to. 1885 
':I ~ 
,O!ed IIeritIIblllty I. t.l09S " ±G.O,.7 I ~I 1.~"!11 I • ~.0Il9 .... 
, .:. .., 
" 
Table 24. As can be seen from the table, the genetic correlations were mostly 
positive in direction and low to medium in magnitude in both the selected lines. 
The pooled genetic correlation values were 0.3277 ± 0.0208 in males and 0.4908 
± 0.0193 in females of SNS. The corresponding va lues III LlNS were 
0.3537 ± 0.0213 and 0.1528 ± 0.1528. 
The phenotypic correlations were of lower magnitude and positive III most 
of the generations in male as well as females of both the lines. The pooled 
estimates of SNS and 13NS males were 0.1688 ± 0.0281 and 0.1939 ±O.0320 
respectively, whereas the corresponding values in females were 0.2740 ±O.0260 
and 0.1494 ±O.0307. The environmental correlations were predominantly negative 
in most of the generations in males as well as females of both lines. The values 
of environmental correlation varied from -0.0083 to 0.4279. 
2.3.2 Naupliar length and length on 6 days of age 
The estimates of genetic correlation in males and females of both the 
lines were of low magnitude with negative values in few cases. The pooled 
genetic correlation estimates in males were 0.3023 ± 0.2310 and 0.2668 ± 0.0273 
of SNS and LlNS line respectively. The corresponding values in females were 
0.2674 ± 0.0237 and -0.6121 ± 0.1255. 
The phenotypic correlations also showed the same trend as genetic 
correlations. Pooled estimates of phenotypic correlations of males and females 
were 0.1560 ±0.03 10 and 0.1584 ± 0.0262 respectively of SNS lines, whereas, the 
estimates in UNS lines werc 0.1155 ± 0.0323 in males and 0.1255 ± 0 .0106 in 
females. The envi ronmental correlations were of low magnitudes and fluctuated 
liS 
Table 24 Genetic, phenotypic and environmental correlations between sefected trait (naupliar length) and unselected trait ( 3-day length) in SNS and BNS lines . 
. ;; .~:' " :;.;~, ~'. MiI.I~;' . ~1 .~ '1.:' . .~. ~ I ~I :'l;:!~ . ' !'!I, ~: ~emal~ , ,~i(·,' " ~ ~~ }) ioe ~tjo~ , .,' ., . tI';. iI' ."," , ~ ~" "J::.1~ * ;, " . 1r. ~!"i)t .±Si~; ,.,~ ... "'tt~lli t,w) , U ~~ItM .:, .! . ,); ,;" ' ~r . f.ti ,I·, '~ 5;¥. t~ . ~I rE~~' ;. rQ I;;, b S.~. '.~ . < :!:S.H., ,' I" " h 1I:S, '.!,. 
,. 0 0.5680 0.0333 0.34 11 0.06 15 -0.55 16 0.513 0.0343 0.3225 0.0597 -0.4575 
i ,::~1 I, 
! ~ .. I 0.2492 0.0529 0.1489 0.0668 -0.2438 0.5198 0.0613 0 .3764 0.0677 -0.3297 
, 2 0.0991 0.072 0.1177 0.064 1 0.0457 0.2225 0.06 13 0.2 135 0.0592 0.1605 
i ' SNS 3 0.0533 0.0607 0.07 15 0.0666 0.0446 0.05 1 0.0638 0.1 483 0.0708 0.4279 
I ~~" ~~i . 4 0.032 1 0.0756 0.0286 0.102 -0.0083 0.5238 0 .0558 0 .2727 0.0783 -0.5060 
I ': i 'I 5 0.3 155 0.08 17 0.2281 0.1026 -0,2122 0.4558 0.0629 0.3166 0.0692 -0.3964 
I d ,.,' 'i' 6 0.2629 0.0627 0.1788 0.0921 -0,2044 0.7995· 0.0452 0.255 1 0.0898 -0.3196 
p~ • . 327" ~ 0.0241 '· 0.1_ ';:'1'$' . ~ , , .... . , 0;0193 ' , 0.17'40 o.OUO ~. _ 'Ii;" . ~.0~1 O.4?O1 , , 
0 0.568 0.0333 0.34 11 0.0615 -0,55 16 0.513 0.0343 0.3225 0.0597 -0.4575 
I I -0.0375 0.0762 0.0238 0.0743 0.1492 0.1363 0.0579 0.1235 0.0763 -0.0235 
, 
" 2 0.1363 0.04 12 0.1137 0.0684 -0.0549 0.3239 0.048 0.2089 0.0727 -0.3000 
~S 
3 0.3697 0.0598 0.2572 0.0766 -0.2733 0.3405 0.05 14 0.23 15 0.0792 -0.2643 
,Ri . :. 
4 -0.1096 0. 1062 -0.0223 0.1291 0.2124 -0.11 29 0.0539 -0.0085 0. 1072 0.2043 
5 0.5734 0.0753 0.326 0. 1084 -0.6014 -0.3984 0.0394 -0. 1709 0.0765 0.4876 
.~ "i; .~ 1'\ iU!31.;"" . ¥:i,3!1, . ~.:O.r,~ }l o.o~lO . . , ~I- ~ o.i~~. I/~ls~i 0.149,1 ~,O~~! , - i:l .'Ill , 
between positive and ncgatlVl! directions rrom gcncration to generation. The 
estimates for genetic, phenotypic and environmental correlation cocllicients are 
presented in Table 25. 
2.3.3 Naupliar length and length at sexual dimorphism 
Pooled genetic correlations were positive in males as well as females or 
both the lines, although estimates for individual generations varied. The 
coefficients were of low to moderate magnitude, with the pooled estimates being 
0.1782 ± 0.0328 and 0.3315 ± 0.3155 in males and females of SNS and 0.3315 
± 0.03 16 and 0.0740 ± 0.3850 in 13NS. 
The phenotypic correlation coefficients were generally very low in both 
the sexes of both the lines. The pooled estimates of SNS were 0. 11 60 ± 0.0228 
and 0.1512 ± 0.0267 in males and fe males respectivciy. The corresponding values 
in the BNS were 0.151 2 ± 0.0267 and 0.0529 ± 0.0328. Environmental correlation 
varied in magnitude and direction from one generation to other. The estimates of 
genetic, phenotypic and envi ronmental correlation between naupl iar length and 
length at sexual maturity are given in Table 26. 
2.3.4 Naupliar length and age at sexual dimorphism 
Coefficients of genetic correlation between naupliar length and age at 
sexual dimorphism were mostly negative in males of both SNS and 13NS lines. 
In fema les, the estimate nuctuated morc frcqucntly. The pooled genetic corrdation 
cocnic ients were negative and of low magnitudes in both sexes of SNS line and 
males of BNS line. On the other hand, the pooled esti mates in the females of 
BNS line were positive and high (0.7745 ± 0.0 tU8). 
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Table 25 Genetic, phenotypic and environmental correlat ions between selected trait (naupliar length ) and unselected trait (6-day length) in SNS and BNS lines. 
"., II lt~ , !l 
, 
Male . ~ ~. ~~ , ,: 'I' c,~' I: , . 'Fem~e ; • ~1 :!~ ~ .,. I ~. LiM Generation '~ ,. , . , . .. , ' ,;, ~ ~'p "~, 't , 11' , '1s:£. ;: IE . ~ I'i" ""'~j (. rp ~ , I ~\~±s£. r& /" 1.' . I · S ~. ," re> " :fS .J:.'~' : ,. 
, '" '1 0 0.5610 0.0363 0.3377 0.0615 -0.5714 0.4879 0.0397 0.2738 0.0607 -0.5348 
1 0.0864 0.0592 0.0471 0.0675 -0. 1017 0.0480 0.0630 0.099 1 0.0728 0.2349 
I~ 2 0.1780 0.0896 0.1298 0.0640 -0. 1183 0.3963 0.0669 0.2318 0.0590 -0.8922 
Ii: SNS 3 0.1543 0.08 15 0.0827 0.6660 -0. 1857 0.1627 0.0794 0.1102 0.07 12 -0.1529 I ~;, 
4 -0.1570 0.076 1 ·0.0857 ~' ~. ; , 0.1017 0. 1844 0.0809 0.0727 0.0935 0.081 0 0.0816 
.~ 5 0.11 75 0.1100 0.1633 0. 1040 0.1385 0. 1440 0.0896 0 .1 715 0.0719 0.4430 ~ '. ~~ . , 6 0.2941 0.0578 0. 1992 0.0918 -0.2378 0.033 1 0.071 3 0.0147 0.0769 -0.05:86 
l ~i1;;W]:~ [ . ,\ . ii, ", 1"' • .30~ ," 1:; om o"i I: ~j~ I 1,\:, q.o;h~, 'i~';; _ .~ r 1:'0 ~:167~ , ,'. I.~ OiO~7 :i., ~-~~ g.OU1" i : .li ~ -iii '1ot ~.;O.I.SU [" 
"i~ , 0 0.561 0.0363 0.3377 0.0615 -0.5714 0.4879 0.0397 0.2738 0.0607 -0.5348 
" 
I -0.0175 0.0828 0.0277 0.0743 0.1245 0.0331 0.07 13 0.0 147 0.0769 -0.0586 
2 -0.0424 0.0817 0.0109 0.0688 0.1446 0.3169 0.074 0.2089 0.0727 -0.3000 
BNS 
3 0.08 12 0. 1037 0. 1106 0.0788 0.0894 -0.11 87 0.0776 0.0 113 0.0814 0.4599 
I,;': ' 4 -0.4 188 0.076 1 -0 .1863 0.1268 0.6101 -0.5241 0.0407 -0 .2589 0.1036 0.5693 
5 0.2742 0.2236 0.1002 0.114 1 -0.4600 -0.8457 0.0148 -0.4127 0.0707 1.0027 
. loaw' .tl .. ~ , O.orl3 ~ O. ~ ,l55 " ! 0 tl.0J23,' , ;,' - . Ito ':0.6111 ,.~ o.ti~ ·0.0106 r~' 0.30S1 I .' -;.:~ .~J. 
Table 26 Genetic, phenotypic and environmental correlations between selected trait (naupliar length) and unselected trait (length at sexual dimorphism) in SNS and BNS lines 
,'. , d 11 'c , , ' , II MaI~ 
, 
. " ~ I, ~I F":"";;I~ ,) .,' , '" Line .GeocnIioo ,~,~ , ,I; , ~ '" d ' r, O! is:E, ,j 're ~ r rE': nIII" '11 is,E, ,r. I •. ±S.B. , 
~~ r. 0 0.3306 0.0627 0.1664 0.0645 -0.4262 OA086 0.066 1 0.2327 0.06 14 -0.244 1 i!\' ~: ~!i~" ': 1 0.1036 0,0633 0.0695 0.0674 -0.0592 0,0267 0.0815 0.0897 0,0728 0.4141 W' 2 0,2607 0,0909 0.1462 0.0639 -0.2724 0.3589 0.07 11 0,1826 0,0596 -1.3 181 
, 
Sills 3 OA319 0. 1036 0,209 1 0.0653 0,5926 0,3463 0.08 19 0.1510 0.0708 -1.3043 
~t I~: 4 -0,2184 0.0993 -0.0847 0.1017 0.3899 0,0507 0.0989 0.0180 0.0814 -0,0834 .~: 5 0,0713 0,1422 0.0600 0,1052 0.5026 0. 1904 0.1293 0,1280 0.0723 0.0906 
'/j 6 0.0398 0.1294 0.0583 0,0935 0.1124 0.8287 0,0928 0.1987 0.0910 -0.1572 
P1MJ!led '.1112 0:.0328 0.1160 o.onl, - I'; 0.3315 0.3155 0.1511 0.0267 • ~"> 
~~'~~: 0 0.3306 0,3306 0,1664 0,0645 -0.4262 OA086 
0,0661 0.2327 0.0614 -0.2441 
I -0,0108 -0,0108 0.0209 0.0743 0,1269 -0.1628 0.0688 -0,0833 0,0767 0.2452 
2 -0.0812 -0.0812 0.0262 0.0688 0.3920 0.2393 0.0760 0,0609 0.0742 -0.7158 
om 
3 -0.088 -0.0880 -0,0097 0.0793 0.2617 0,1332 0.11 56 0.1386 0.0806 0.1380 
:7 4 -0.4259 -0.4259 -0. 1876 0.1268 0.6640 -0.8046 0.0502 -0.22 12 0.1046 0.6320 
» 'f< 5 0.3505 0,3505 0.1685 0.1131 -0.4862 -0.3001 0.062 1 -0.1283 0.077 2.0502 
' ~ !"\ .'~ 
.' , •. ,!itS " o:.:O~16 :0":511 " (j.OU~ ,!~ - "~, 1' \ ""- .1, . c·~ . .'.:. ',\: O.O~28 , ' -;~; 
' :'" -r: 0.07"" ., ,0.3,1110 ,. O.~~9 
The phenotypic correlation coefficients also showed a simi lar trend as that 
of genetic correlation coefficients but were of lower magnitudes. The pooled 
phenotypic correlation coefficients were very low and negative In direction 
excepting females of I3NS line (0.0833 ± 0.0308). The environmental correlation 
coefficients did not present any definite pattern either in terms of direction or 
mal,'llitude. The estimates were negative in all the generations excepting base and 
sixth generation females of SNS line. However, in males of SNS the estimates 
were positive except first, second and fourth generation. In I3NS line, the 
estimates of environmental correlation cocnicient have ranged from low to high 
magnitudes, in negative and positive directions. The estimates of genetic, 
phenotypic and environmental correlation of naupliar length and age at sexual 
dimorphism arc presented in Table 27. 
2.3.5 Naupliar length and length at first offspring laid 
Although the naupliar length showed negative and weak correlation 
coefficients with length at first offspring laid in base and first generations of 
both the lines, the subsequent generations showed positive correlation with 
improved magnitude. The pooled genetic correlation coefficients were of high 
magnitude in HNS li ne (0.7934 ± 0.0107). but of moderate magnitude In SNS 
line (0.25 19 ± 0.0348). 
Phenotypic correlations were of lower magnitudes. The estimates were 
negative III base and first generation of SNS. whereas, in UNS line it was 
negative In third generation also The estimates of the pooled correlation 
coefficients were 0.0302 ± 0.0463 and 0.0807 ± 0.0506 in SNS and UNS lines 
respecti vely. The environillental correlations were just the opposite of genetic and 
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Table 27 Genetic, phenotypic and environmental correlations between selected trait (naupliar lengtll) and unselected trait (age at sexual dimorphism) in SNS and BNS lines. 
' Male " . l: FemaJ~ t: , , ., Line Generation ,. 
f<J ~~, , Fo 'tt, 11 ,p : !. '. fB~i III' 
.r ±SJ=:. f. " ,!±S.B. ., fE , ~1 }'r,S.E. ±S,.,. 
" i~ 0 -0.5563 0.0409 -0.3215 0.0619 0.7483 -0.3490 0.0702 -0 .1303 0.0626 0.4321 
'co: 
I 0.0325 0.0569 0.002 1 0.0676 -0 .1111 0.0266 0.0445 -0.0027 0.0731 -0.1025 
~ " 2 -0.0395 0.1369 ·0.0433 0.0645 -0.0294 - 1.3353 0.2825 -0.2148 0.0592 -0.0606 , 
i~ SNS 3 -0.0442 0.1036 ·0.0005 0.0668 0. 1610 0.0315· 0.1144 -0.026-3 0.0716 -0.2928 
4 0.2092 0.0789 0.112 1 0.1014 -0.3173 0.0507 0.0989 0.0180 0.0814 -0.0834 
5 -0.0713 0.1422 0.0600 0. 1052 0.5026 -0. 1394 0.1035 -0.1551 0.0720 -0.6972 
,j 6 -0.253 1 0.0628 -0.1517 0.0926 0.3186 -0.5851 0.0625 -0.2432 0.0901 0.1487 
..... ·O.UIl o.om .0.0763 clOZ13 .o.I~ '. . ~ ~.1Ul ,I b.l6Ii" - .unl3 -, 
0 -0.5563 0.0409 ·0.32 15 0.06 19 07483 -0.3490 0.0702 -0.1303 0.0626 0.4321 
I 0.0366 0.0925 ·0.0 160 0,07'13 -0. 1989 0.0023 0.0615 0.0067 0.0769 0.0 151 
2 -0.0037 0.0763 ·0.0050 0.0688 -0.0066 -0.2342 0.1526 0.0023 0.0743 0.2575 
BNS 
3 -0 .1097 0.1328 ·0.0958 0.0789 0.0168 0.2353 0.0962 0.0342 0.0813 -0.5334 
4 0.5323 0.0570 0.2215 0. 1259 -1.0644 0.4154 0.0378 0.2352 0.1042 -0.3928 
il 5 -0.1281 0.4392 ·0.0186 0. 1147 0.3965 0.8823 0.0117 0.4474 0.0694 - 1.0268 
" Pooled -0.1368 0.021% c', 0.Oli%4 , 0.7,745 . '. .' I ~, O.O~ , " .o.09!iJ - ,! I ' O.OI,p " O.P33 , .co 
phenotypic corrdations as far as direction was concerned. In base population and 
initial generations, the coeOicients were positive, whereas, In the later generations 
they were negative. The estimates are presented in Table 28. 
2.3.6 NaupJiar length and age at first offspring laid 
The genetic correlation codTicients in SNS line were of low to moderate 
magnitude and positive excepting first and fourth generations, in which the 
estimates were negative. In BNS, the rG were positive and moderate to high in 
magnitude except the first generation, where it was negative and low. The pooled 
genetic correlation coefficients were 0.1469 ± 0.0269 and 0.9946± 0.003 In SNS 
and BNS lines respectively. 
Phenotypic correlations were of low magnitude except the fourth and fifth 
generation of BNS line. They were negative in first and fourth generations in 
SNS and first generation in I3NS, as in case of genetic correlation. The pooled rl' 
were 0.0729 ± 0.0458 and 0.2331 ± 0.0448 in SNS and BNS respectively. The 
environmental correlation coefficients were mostly negative except for first and 
fourth gener\ltion of SNS and second generation of BNS. The estimates of 
genetic, phenotypic and environmental correlation coefficients are presented In 
Table 29. 
2.3.7 NaupJiar length and number 1)( offsprings in first brood 
c. 
Genetic corrdations were positive in base population, but showed negative 
correlation In the fifth generation of both the lines. The pooled genetic 
correlation cm:rt1cients were also negative, there values being -().3347 ± 0.0350 
and -O.4g07 ± 0 0215 in SNS and IlNS lines respectively. 
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Table 28 Genetic, phenotypic and environmental correlations between selected t rait (naupliar length) and unselocted trait (length at first offspring laid) in S S and BNS lines, 
I" ," !', I '" " ~~;8 (P'e.i.~ , , ", "1 . ~""i\~' :;, ' " ,i! " .. : ~;. B~~ ~'etIlAle) ~ h . " I .\~ ,j , , . 
GeneiatiOllS,'; -L Ii, i' j, ' , " !' '. : 
I: 
1 , "1 " ~ ' , •• ±!i,E, I'p \, k: 
, , 
l I. i 
.' 
TO 
1 ' 
±S.R, t, ±S,E. 
': ~E [., , ro ±S.lt ·rE 
J< 0 -0.0689 0.0837 -0.0265 0.0808 0.0554 -0.0689 0.0837 -0.0265 0.0808 0.0554 
I~ l jl -0.1352 0.1229 -0.0249 0. 1020 0.2662 -0.07417 0.1481 -0.0326 0.1 178 0.353 8 
'" ~ 
, 
0.3495 0.0549 0.0863 0. 1265 -1.6087 0.3300 0. 1663 -0.0104 0.1428 -0.3114 
~, ~ 
:1 0.2576 0.0928 0.0600 0. 1578 -0.3984 0.1466 0.0459 0.0524 0.2179 -0.2180 
:1 4 0.1656 0.1306 0. 1160 0. 1316 0.11 01 0.5743 0.0489 0.2607 0.1734 -0.7767 
~ it ~! 0.6527 0.0961 0,1053 0. 13 17 -0.7029 0.8699 0.0115 0.46 12 0.1268 -1.0263 
,~ ,.~ , '.15tl . 'O~ 
, • 'r O.O~t ;,~ , 0.ci463 • ,'; '0:19304 0.0107 0.~1 O.~ .. - •. ' 
Table 29 Genetic, phenotypic and environmental correlations between selected trait (naupli..- length) and unselected trait (age at first offspring laid) in SNS and BNS lines. 
1'.1 IR. Jt !~ : i,l ;1; i,' ' !INS (~~) l' W !.~ <\..,; . t , ~~. ;'[,',;: p~S ~e~.~) ~t ' " .. ", 'Ii ,,~ I 
' ,:' "' " , '!" " .,' ', j,l'" . ,~. ' .j-. " . "'i'. f, I )~ion~ rJ:t ~I n. Q ~f . ;~'I~ 'li~ ii I!! (1 i'l: 1' . ,:;:",1, I {I~.), ' 'tli!.': '~ "X~ : tl·.ij~~ ,t~~it ,r i; ~tp I:t~" " . " . ,{t, , ~\';!!,; \ " ~9 iii . "; . ±~.~;;.~:~ I !i !rf '~)1 . . ±S.!!,' '", I '~ ", ~E , ' . ,'i o ,,; ~o' "~"" ' I;l,Ei , • " ii, ±$,.l!! '~1 tV J~ I"~ 0 , W t j 1 
l ,i\I.,i~b .';;ft~ 0.4969 0.0517 0.1906 0.0794 - 1.0345 0.4969 0.05 17 0.1906 0.0794 -1.0345 
·!,i" l i~~ -0.1455 0.0559 -0.0779 0.1018 0.2326 -0.1342 0.057 -0.1617 0.1163 -0.0822 
"f:- f :~\~ 0.1884 0.0555 0.1108 0.1262 -0.3423 0.4424 0.0695 0.1564 0.1411 0.8149 
1 ~!!I)\t 3 \\ 0.4336 0.0795 0. 1818 0.1515 -0.9393 0.4149 0.056 0.197 1 0.2 139 -0.4914 
, 
.~, <l1 . ,1: 
, , -0.3925 0.0734 -0.1632 0. 1307 0.5072 0.7581 0.0251 0.4766 0.1579 -0.6406 
,l'i i; , 0.3237 0.2107 0. 1178 0.1315 -0.1364 0.9947 0.0003 0.6202 0. 11 21 -0.8210 
PoaI~ .• 0.1,46' 0.OZ6~ 0.0729 " 
, 
O.~" 0.0003 '" 0.2331 0.0441 j. 0.04~ o. J r " - :' 
Phenotypic correlations showed almost the same trend as the genetic 
correlations, but wen: of low magnitUlh: III both lin~s . The pooled ph~lIotypic 
correlation coefficients were 0.0207 ± 0.0461 and - 0.0477 ± 0.050 I in SNS and 
BNS lines respectively. The environmental correlation coefficient were negative in 
base population but positive In fifth generation. Genetic, phenotypic and 
environmental correlation coefficients are presented In Table 30. 
3.0 RESPONSE TO SELECTION 
3.1 DIRECT RESPONSE TO SELECTION 
Bi-directional individual selection was practised In two sub lines of 
Arlemiu to bring about change in the naupliar size. While the selection was for 
Small Naupliar Size in one line (SNS line) it was for Big Naupliar Size in the 
other (BNS line). The responses in each of these lines undergoing selection in 
diametrically opposite di rections are presented below. 
3.1.1 Selection differentials and selection intcnsitics 
Expected and effective selection differentials and ratios of expected to 
effective are presented. sex-wise, in Table 31 for SNS and BNS lines. It can be 
seen from the tabte that both expected and effecti ve setection differentials were 
almost of the same magnitude in both the lines except in second generation of 
13NS lille. Hoth expected and clTccti\c selection dillcrentials averaged ovcr 
generations werc slightly higher in females of both SNS and I:3NS lines. The 
mean values for expected and clTecti\"c selection differentials were -16.6780 ~lm 
and -16.3966 ~lIn in SNS males. -199266 pm and -22.310 1 pm in SNS females. 
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Table 30 Genetic, phenotypic and environmenlal correlations between selected trait (naupliar length) and unselected trait (Number of offsprings in first brood) in SNS and 
BNS lines. 
, , , .. 
.} , , . , 
. ~: 8N8 (Feai.Je) .,. '1: BNS(F~~") ae-auoo. I' . " , " ~ ,.: ~f' . 
' ±S.E,. 
;. 
. ' ,!J"~ fo ±S.E. rp ,±S.E. IE 1'0 i· ±S.R. ' E 
~ (I ti 0. 2684 0 . 0828 0.1225 0 .0802 -0.2684 0.2684 0 . 0828 0.1225 0.0802 ·0.2684 
. ~,,~~ - 0 . 701 0 .0813 - 0.0358 0 . 102 0. 1299 0.0578 0.1422 - 0.1361 0.1168 ·0.9578 
'l 2 ~o\l, 0. 0458 0.1232 0.0688 0 . 1267 1.2957 0.5757 0.0757 0.244 0.1385 · 1.3921 
J i: <I,'" 0. 2636 0.134 0.0025 0 . 1581 -5 .2305 -0.1675 0.0608 -0.099.5 0.2171 0.1597 
," 'I - 0. 3548 0 . 1142 - 0 . 1271 
0.1314 0.6 168 -0.5722 0 .0879 - 0.29 0.1719 3. 1997 
.1-.~ 7 ~1l -0.6123 0 .0557 - 0.1966 0.1299 1.5939 - 0 . 7631 0.0268 - 0.463 0 . 1266 0.7068 
Potw ' ~!' 70.3347 I :· I I ".046' ' . Iii O.02I~ .o.G4717 O.Q!IOI . i! "1' O.~!!O O.OlO7 I' • , . .oM87 I' 
Table 31 Expected and effective selection differentials of selected trait (Naupliar length). 
,( '.t. , .' , , 
,,'. ~ ," If " $e~'~41itler~ntial'j'''I:'>'' !.~ ~L!i~ ~': ,; I ,: !ll ~1 A:. ,~. "I '1< \~ I' 'ExpCa;ed,j 
, L~ ~eraac . EtTeeIt~~ ~~ Line ,J. J~, ~of ,,:.,f~,:.,~Ma!;'(sik? l(~ ';~ !" I ~llh~ . ~~~ F.F1le:(sf) ,"1." ;t~ I ~, 1', ~~, ~~ + ~1, !'~ :~~~ J) 1" !" "~. 'to 
. ;p~~' ".:' E''X~er~i .. : 'l~\ Efr~,ve:'~ .;' ~'I . • i>:ec! ,j\!..J.;!'~ ~~JVe' .~~ I ~i E~,~ " ~ i '~, ,ltEtfcctive' ,~: ,~ , ;!,Ii" 'I'I ~ "~, l "". ' ~ I: ~~. i·' ~.~ 
~~. ~ 
'II J ,::SI, , .. -22.3572 -22.6214 -29.0732 -34 .6934 -25.7152 -28 .6574 0.8973 
i !, ! f' @ !f ~, S~~ ~ ,~~ -7.5564 -07 .6271 -09.7647 -09.5395 -08.6606 -08 .5833 1.0090 
, " ' 
j. Sl '. 
-22.5564 -19.9178 -20.944 1 -23.6779 -21.7502 -2 1. 79 78 0.9978 
SNS ' 
, ~ , . ~' 
~l '~~:;Ji'i~ •. ~~ " .ir Sf . It -21.0624 -22 .2104 -22,6878 -22.7640 -2 1.8751 -22 .4872 0.9727 ~ "IJ~ ss"'-:ir tGi ' -11,4735 -10.5024 -14,6694 -16,0655 -IJ .0714 -13 ,2839 0.9840 
.)~ 6 II 11(1 S6 . :il1! -15 ,0626 - 15.5006 -22.4208 -27,1208 -18,7417 -21.3107 0.'8794 
.. f~ :. "." lI. ';' S~", iii! 24.3535 24.2932 16.5644 16,8711 20.4090 20.5822 0,9916 
.;; , Ilsi' til 12,3317 06.6932 10,51 33 05 .7445 11.4225 06,1883 1.8458 
BN~ 
, . 
j, TS~ , 14,9593 17.7644 18.5833 2 1,0320 16,771 3 19.3982 0,8646 
~. , 
, .>I l,j S.. ~,' I'. 19,9610 19.6422 19,1587 17.0895 19.5599 18.3659 1.0650 ~< 
;£" S5 tt 'I ,i, ,.io" , 09.6486 10.9570 20.7704 23 .9843 15,2095 17.4707 0,8706 
\4(,,"'4+4 
The corresponding values in UNS line were 16.2308 ~lm and 15.8700 ~lm for 
males and 17.1180 ~11l1 and 17.00 19 ~lln for UNS li:males. The phenotypic 
standard deviations and intensity of selection arc presented in Table 32. 
3.1.2 Phenotypic response 
The generation-wise mean values of naupliar length of both SNS and I3NS 
lines arc presented, sex-wise, in Table 33. The mean naupliar length of SNS in 
males and females were 441 .6735 ± 2.3345 11m and 453.0534 ± 3.6845 11m 
respectively, afier six generation of individual selection, as against 486.9912 ± 
2.1136 11111 and 490.5754 ± 1.8157 ~.lIn in the base generation. Thc corresponding 
mean values in UNS were 495.5835 ± 2.8021 ~lm and 529.3720 ± 2.7009 ~lm 111 
fifth generation as against '186.9912 ± 2.1136 ~lm and 490.5754 ± 1.8157 ~lm 111 
the base generation. 
The mean naupliar length of females were always more than those of 
males in both of the selected line as well as 111 control line, though the 
differences were not stati stically significant except In the first , third and sixth 
generation of SNS and base, fourth and fifih generation of I:3NS line. 
The total phenotypic response i.c. cumulative decrease in nnupliar Size, 
from six generations of se lection for small naupliar size was - 45.3177 ~lm 111 
males and - 37.5220 ~lm in females of S S line. The corresponding values 111 
13NS line were 8.5923 ~lln and 38. 7966 ~1111 for males and females respectively. 
In the SNS line the average phenotypic response calculated from regression of 
generation means on generation numbers were - 5.7554 ± 1.4947 ~lm and 
- 4.9743 ±1. \~7 J.Ull In male and females of respectively. The corresponding 
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Table 32 Phenotypic standard deviation and selection intensities of selected trait (NaupJiar length) in individual selection. 
~ ~ip s~ d~OI1 (O:)~ , I ; ~) ~I ' seiectmn int~tyl." ' e' . •• ; 
!~ ill ,I AveraIPI Line ;. p •• 
'" " 
.' " Mal~' " ',I ' ''Female !l : 'il ,Male." ': ! II' I Female : , (im+if) I ~ E~ , , 
,~j iJ~<);~~ ".~:,!;Il!, 
' !,i fil .SI •• :~~ ~ ',i 32.6751 29.0519 -0.6923 -1.1942 -0.9433 
:,' . 57 
'II " , 
23 .9953 25. 1242 -0.3179 -0.3797 -0.3487 
, 
I~: S3 ,. 24.9532 24.5385 -0.7982 -0.9649 -0.8816 SNS S4 
" ' 
27.7239 31.5053 -O.ao II -0.7225 -0.7618 oj 
.; " S5 'I ' 21.3425 22.5058 -0.4921 -0.7138 -0.6030 
'"' 
'; '", 
, I" , ' , : S6 ~ , 29.4958 27.7016 -0.5255 -0.9790 -0.7523 
A"~ a , 26.6,,6 , .. '" 
, 
-O.1l~7 .... 71!!1 , , , %6.13" , , ,;:0'':045 
;? lP" SI " 32.6751 , 29.05 19 0.7435 0.5807 0.6621 
~, " n·; ,',3 ~ ': .,', .m 26.9532 26.55 14 0.2461 0,2164 0.23 12 , , ' S3 
:" 
BN ~; • 'r 23 ,6426 27 .3393 0.75 13 0.7687 0.7600 l~ {l" ~ , 28.5118 30.98 18 0.6889 0 ,55 16 0,6203 , ,54 '1 , 
, , 
SS " 
< 
26.1223 32.0504 0.4195 0 .7483 0.5839 
AvtlftPl1 
, 
27.5110 " \, , .. ., 0.5699 iI " 0.5731 0.!!71!! " '1 
.... ' 
19.t~ t! ij 
Table 33. Mean, standard error and coefficient of variation of (%) naupJiar length In SNS and BNS lines. 
I ~Ij~' '<';~Li\le ~ 1~:Gener.tion ~l I~'~ : {I ii:I"'~,ili~ ;~ (,~':\l ,>' Ii ill":,,', I~ ... ~~ ~~r.l'f" <~ Ii 0' ;' !( '1l'~e '" .'~ ~ ~II ~ ;~fr, " •• iil'" 
...'! . ~ • .'~~ , -~ '. ,N' .if " , X ~:tS.E. , ,', " C'~l%) , ,N : e' ~X ,Ilm :t5.E . 
., 
0 239 486.9912 ±2. \136 6 .71 255 490.5754 ± 1.8157 
I"'· 'I" I 223 467.5543 ± 1.6068 5. 13 195 472.8036 ± 1.7946 ++ 
I·;' 2 246 467.8579 ± 1.5877 5.33 275 471.2891 ± 1.4797 
If I 'SNS 3 226 453 . 1580 ± 1.8442 6.12 202 459.7709 ±2.21 12 ++ 
It, :: 4 102 466.6716 ±2.1132 4.57 154 469.4052 ± 1.8077 , 5 095 455 .5490 B .O I 04 6 .47 190 460.3879 ±2.0097 
1'1 ,~.'~. :1 6 116 441.6735 ±2.3345 5.72 118 453 .0534 B .6845 ++ il MS. E. @ -;5.7554 ± 1.4947·· -4.9743 ±1.1997 • . ~ . . · 
'-" " " ~ ,~ ~ 
- 1. .' '. 
, 
.. 
n I,', 
, 0 239 486.9912 ±2.1136 6.71 255 490.5754 ± 1.8157 + I ' 
I 187 504.5246 ± 1.9710 5.34 171 506.1070 ±2.0245 
'[ 
2 216 ' , 49 1.7750 ± 1.6087 4.81 186 494.7871 ±2.006 
3 163 492.7043 ±2.2332 5.79 153 496.2098 ±2.504 7 
, BNS 
,; 4 065 494.4246 B .2401 5.28 091 505.3978 B .3415 ++ 
I :~' 5 079 495 .5835±2.8021 5.03 168 529.3720 ±2.7009 ++ , 
I ~1 ,;: 6 . . . · . 
, MS. E. @ - 0.3883 ±1.5395 - · 5.5222 i:l.1979 • 
+ and ++ indicates that female naupliar length is signifjckntly di fferent from male naupliar length at P< 0.05 and P< 0 .01 respectively. 
• and " indieares that ' b' values are significant at P<O.05 and P< 0.01 respectively. 
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values in BNS line were 0.3883 ± 1.5395 ~lIn and 5.5222 ± 2.1979 pm. The 
mean phenotypic responses were statIstically significant except that of I:lNS males. 
3.1.3 Realized genetic gain 
The observed phenotypic response is the combined eOcct of both genetic 
and environmcntal factors. Since the cnvironmcnt rarely rcmallls same over the 
period of selection, separating out these efTects becomes rather dillieult. One of 
the most common methods for measuring environmcntal trend is the usc of an 
unselected control population, preferably from the same stock, as that of a 
selccted population. Such a control line was used in the present study also. 
The mean naupliar length of control line used in the study is presented 
sex-wise and generation-wise in Table 34. Though the mean naupliar length 
varied from generation to generation, the regression of control mean on the 
generation number was non-significant. This fact suggests that, the nuctuations in 
the control mean were due to random changes in the environment. Consequently, 
the genetic gains in the selected generations were calculated afier correction of 
generation mean of the selected lines to control means. The cumulative genetic 
gains realized in each generation of the two lines. estimated as control deviations, 
are presented in Table 35 and rig. 6 to 9. 
In the SNS line, the total genetic gains. I.e. decrease in naupliar length 
realized from SIX generations of individual selection for smaller naupliar length, 
was 41.7244 pm in males and - 38. 7585 ~lm 111 females. However, in 13NS 
line, the total genetic gams from fi, 'e generations of selection were 12.6427 ~lm 
and 39.4836 pm in males and females respectively. 
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Table 34 Mean, standard error and coefficient of variation (%) of naupliar length in Control line . 
!': Gmeration 
II 
N ~ti - . .!' if ~ I-lill ±S.B. ,1 • ' .. "I Ii X /!lin ±S.~. O.V~) 
... ~ , 
239 486.9912 ±2.1136 6.71 256 490.5754 ±1.81 S7 5.92 
,. 
098 486.6831 ±1.3985 2.85 112 490.9359±1.6230 5.34 
, i 075 483.3373 ±1.8828 3.37 091 489.0627±2.19 17 4.81 
070 481.474 ±2.0243 3.52 088 487.6298 ±2.3S64 5.79 
05 1 487 ,6906 ±2.2644 3.32 OS9 494.5766 ±2.6360 5.28 
s 063 482.9408 ±2.2847 3.75 081 489.8884 ±2.6595 5.03 
6 045 483.3979 ±2.7669 3.84 058 491.8119 ±3 .2209 4.96 
T b:ti5. E.' ; b ±s. E. 
NS indicates not significant 
-
Table 35 Cumulative genetic gain in naupliar length of SNS and BNS lines. 
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.,1 __ _ '-- I 
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The realized mean genetic gam per generation, estimated from the 
regression of control corrected generation means on generation numbers, wt!re 
- 5.2585 ± 1.2517 11m in males and -5.2289 ± 0.96831lm females of SNS, and 
0.9338 ± 0.9338 11m in males and 5.3493 :l 2.5384 ~lm in females of I3NS line. 
The mean genetic gains were statistically significant except that of I3NS males. 
3.1.4 Predicted genetic gain 
The expected mean genetic gam from SIX generations of individual 
selection for naupliar length in SNS and IlNS lines were estimated separatt:ly for 
both sexes, using pooled estimates of heritabili ty, mean phenotypic deviations of 
naupliar length from the generations from which parents were selected and 
selection intensities averaged over the generations. Two sets of predictions were 
made (I) by using pooled heritability estimates from full sib analysis and (2) by 
usmg heritability estimate~ from bup. Values of both the predictions are presented 
in Table 36 along with realized mean genetic gam. The predicted mean genetic 
gams wt:rc compared with realized genetic gai ns. It can be seen from the table 
that prediction made with full sib heritability were much higher than realized 
gains. whereas the predictions made with bop were more or less comparable to 
the realized gains. The ratios of the real ized gains to the expected gains, which 
gi cs an indication of the cOcct of natural ~clec tlon on arti licia l sciection arc 
also presented in Table 37. The ratio was highest in SNS male (1.5348) followed 
by BNS female (0.9503 ), SNS femal e (U.6096) and least in I3NS male (0.1028) 
lo r bop predictions. 
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Table 36 Predicted and realized mean genetic gain in naupl iar size (selected trait) of SNS and BNS lines. 
" ,Ii', '" flo , 
Line Sex 
" 
t ~. '" 
1. 
,,, 
Male 
' ~ 
, ; c r·!i;j 
I j\:- , SNS ~ Fe';": le ~ I' 
,; 
.. 11 M~ ":,' 
" n J,' , 
, Male . , 
.,' 'Br~s . , 'Female 
• 'e-. , , 
I, Mean 
" 
" f1enetic ~n 
Predicted using heritability 
estimates' 
Fulj sib 
-2 1.3934 
-24.2940 
-22.8437 
19.7738 
23 .7973 
21. 7855 
~@6"W. 
l. ... uv 
',r 
b<!p 
-3.4263 
-8.5773 
-6.0018 
9.0805 
5.6292 
7.359 1 
, 
Iffttrf ~ '"~ 3I:piII., ~ 
Ctnllli M.';nl F;5her;u ~ISUl" lb ... 
-i8e QU , ('Irnf) 
c.caJ,a.Q2 014, (ladia) 
Ratio of 
" 
fl. , real/;ed 
! gain to 
predicted Realized gain from 
full sibs h2 
-5.2585 0 .2302 
-5.2289 0 .2 152 
-5 .2437 0 .2296 
0 .9338 0 .0472 
5.3493 0 .2248 
3.14 16 0 .1442 
Ratio of 
realized 
gai.n to 
predjCted 
gain from 
bop 
1.5348 
0 .6096 
0 .8737 
0 .1028 
0 .9503 
0 .4269 
3.1.5 Time Trends in Phenotypic standard deviation 
Time trends in phcnotypie standard deviation (01') of the naupliar length 
111 the individual generations of SNS and BNS lines are presented sex-wise, in 
Table 37. The phenotypic standard deviation showed a declining trend (i .e. 
negative regression coefficient) in males of both SNS and 13NS lines, but 
increasing trend (i .e. positive regression coefficient) in females, as the generations 
of selection advanced. The regression coefficients in males were -0.5315 ±O.744 I 
~lm and -1.0421 ±0.603C ~lm in SNS and BNS lines respectively. Corresponding 
values in females were 1.2871 ± 1.0667 ~lm and 1.4256 ±0.4039 1.1In respectively. 
Ilowcver, none of these regression coefficients were slatistically significant. 
3.1.6 Realized heritability 
Real ized heritabilities estimated for each of the six sclected generations of 
SNS and five generat ions of the BNS are given in Table 38. The val ues wcre 
found to be moderately high, except a few, which were negative. The mean 
realizcd heritabililies in males and females were 0.4550 and 0.3056 in SNS linc, 
and -0.0085 and 0.3143 in BNS line. 
3.2 CORRELATEU RESPONSE 
3.2.1 Realized correlated response 
Correlated phenotypic response in unselected traits like lengths on 3 days 
of age, length on 6 days of age. h.:ngth at sexual dimorphism, age at sexual 
dimorphism, age at first offspring laid, length at first offspring laid and number 
of offsprings in first brood were estimated during the present study. Generation-
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Table 37 Estimates of phenotypic standard deviatioo of naupJiar size In SNS and BNS lines. 
Male 
32.675 1 29.05 19 32.6751 29.05 19 32.6771 29.051 9 
23 .9953 25 .1242 26.9532 26.S5 14 13.8705 26.2 160 
24 .9532 24.5385 23 .6426 27.3593 16.2885 23.5239 
27 .7239 31. 5053 28.511 8 30.9818 16.9479 28.2338 
21.3425 22.5058 26.1223 :>2.0504 16.19 13 26.11 36 
29.4958 27.70 16 24.9054 35.0074 18.1103 24.64 14 
25.2512 40.0241 18.5625 24.5414 
·0.5315 :1.11.7441 NS 1.2171:1:l.Ofi67 NS -t.042J ±CI.6I3f NS -3.~1 :l:2.~273 
NS indicates not significant. 
Table 38 Realized heritability estimates of naupliar length in SNS and BNS lines. 
" '" '.' 
. , 
, 
" Realize#, ~iiilil1ity . , 'l.".!~ •. (t , .. " u • i~:~ .t ... 1' . 
" 
c' ' 
• 
Generation. 
, 
,. , .. ', ' SNS BNS , 
, 
, MalJ' Fem.Je ' 
-'-
. Male Female 
"., 
'"f' ] " ; , 
" ' 
0.8694 0.6113 0 .7229 0.9376 
I ~'i . " ", 
, '~:i ' ,"t.l" l ;Z " ', ' ~ 1J 'r -0.0402 0.1551 -1.0339 -1.0767 
" j " 1 • ,,!I 0.6517 0.5500 0 .0621 0.0766 ,~ , 
, :l 4 -0.6416 -0.4246 0 .0862 0.4796 
I'·,:. S '., 0.9694 0.6147 ·0.1201 1.1543 
't; 'Ii 6 ," 0.9212 0.3271 - -
", . ~ 
Average 0.4530 ,. 0.3056 " , '().OO~5 0.3]43 
wIse estimates of mean values along with standard deviation, heritability as well 
as genetic and phenotypic correlation a/llong the above traits arc presented below. 
3.2. t.l Length on 3 days of age 
The mean length on 3 days age III both SNS and llNS lines, along with 
the correlated response, are presented in Table 39, seX-WIse, for each generation. 
Linear trend of correlated response in 3 day length of males and females of both the 
sexes are depicted in Fig 10 to 13 . The direction of change in this unselected trait 
was same as that in the selected trait, over the generations i.c. a decrease in 
SNS line, and an Increase In I3NS line. While the 3,d day length of mule 
decreased from 1.8679 mm of the base generation to 1.7067 mm In the sixth 
generation, Increase In BNS line was from 1.8679 mm to 2.2967 mill . 
Correspondingly, in females, the length on 3 days of age dccreast!d frolll 1.871 2 
10 0.0270 to 1.7363 ± 0.3066 mill in SNS line and increased from 1.8712 10 
0.0270 to 1.9512 ± 0.30 I 0 mm in llNS line. The regreSSIOn coefficient of 
generation means on generation numbers in males and females of SNS line were 
-0.0257 ± 0.0136 mm and -0.0333 ± 0.0185 mm respectively. The corresponding 
values in UNS line wcrc 0.0369 ± 0.0377 111m and -0.0087 ± 0.0211 mm. 
However, none of these va lues were found to be statistically signilicant. 
The generation means were tested for the signilicance of difference from 
base population mean, and most of them were found to be signilicantly different 
Crable 39). 
3,2.1.2 Length on 6 days of age 
The mean values of length on 6th day, along with standard errors and 
correlated response arc presented in Tahle 40. Unlike the length on 3,,1 day, 
7-1 
T.ble 39 Mean ( X ), Standard deviation (SE) and correlated response of length on 3rd day in SNS and BNS lines. 
. ~ -;, .1 ~ " , p Male ~'-liDe ~D j ~ , ' -~ , ,. c'!. "' ill ' 
. ;,. , • (nun)±SE comw~~~ , 
. " ",'" , ". ,.' 
'. ~~'" ,,' ,0, 
.1" 0 1.8679 ± 0 . 0275 0.0000 
1 1. 8031 ± 0.0199 -0.0648 
.. : ,. 2 1. 9474 ± O. 0217* 0.0795 
~S, 3 1.7167 ± 0.0200** -0.1512 
:~~ • 4 1. 7521 ± 0.0313* -0.1158 
,i, S 1. 7825 ± O. 0335 -0.0854 
, , , 6 1.7067 ± 0.0279** -0 . 1612 
~ ','. ,~ 
-O.O2! 7± a.oU6 NS . b±S.!'. , 
- -
0 1.8679 ± 0 . 0275 0.0000 , 
1 2.0690 ± 0.0277** 0 . 2011 
; 
, 2 2.0576 ± 0.0312** 0 .1897 
BNS 
3 1.9751 ± 0.0291** 0. 1072 
I 4 1.8123 ± 0 . 0456 - 0.0556 
" " 
, S 2.2967 ± O. 0526** 0.4288 
~S.L ,; ;ll 0..' ± '.OJ.77 NS .,'., ': ." I .·1 . , . . ~ 
• and •• indicate the significance difference from base population at P<0.05 and P<O.OI respectively. 
NS - Non-significant 
, , I, :'~ "' F~e "l "" .>i." ' ~, 
, X(~~):b!!E , , ~ Oo~~~~ ~ .,; 
1.8712 ± 0 . 0270 0.0000 
1.8485 ± 0.0218 -0.0227 
1. 9310 ± 0.0213 0.0598 
1.7563 ± 0.0224** -0.1149 
1.5791 ± 0.0275** -0.2921 
1.7600 ± 0 . 0235** -0. 1\12 
1. 7363 ± 0 . 3066** -0. 1349 
-0.0»3 ± 0.011! NS -
1.8712 ± 0.0270 0.0000 
2.0196 ± 0.0299** 0.1484 
2 .. 0229 ± 0 . 0289** 0.1517 
1. 9844 ± 0.0302 ** 0.1132 
1. 7972 ± 0 . 0353 -0.0740 
1.9512 ± 0 . 0310 0.0800 
0.. -0.0017 ± 0.02.1 N8 , i~ -~~ " 
~ 
E 
E 
-
.c 
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Cl 
c: 
Ql 
..J 
I 
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Fig. 10 Linear trend of correlated response in 
3-day length of SNS males 
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Fig. 11 linear trend of correlated response in 
3-day length of SNS females 
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Fig. 12 Linear trend of correlated response in 
3-day length of BNS males 
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Fig. 13 Linear trend of correlated response in 
3-day length of BNS females 
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Table 40 Mean (X), Standard deviation (S.E.) and correlated response oflength on 6111 day in SNS and BNS lines. 
•• ,I 1·'-, .' :~ .. " .,Male ~ , ," 
Lino 1'1 I >t. -,I' Oenerlrion 
.. ~. ' , ' - c\ E.l " , , ~~ " ~~ , ,'~ X',(mm):tSE COfreIaIei1 respOnse 
',,1 0 4.1005 ±0.0754 0.0000 
1"1 , I 5.0955 ±0.O737·* 0,995 
'" . 
2 5. 5441 ±0.O567·* 1.4436 
SNS . ~~ 3 4 . 6867 ±0 .O583** 0.5862 
'l' 
4 4.5637 ±0.1365·* 0.4632 
• 
I' 5 4.6718 ±0.1003·* 0.5713 
" 1\ 6 4.1980 ±0.1046 0.0975 
b:t8.L ',~ . , ".0541 :tG.ui06 NS ~ ~ - , " 
~ · " r~', 
" 
0 4.1005 ±0.0.754 0.0000 
I 5.3833 ±0.0838 u 1.2828 
2 5.9710 ±0.O605** 1.8705 
BN'S 
3 5.0649 ±0.O716** 0.9644 
1 ;' 4 4.5008 ±0 . 1522** 0.4003 
., 5 5.7481 ±0.1142** 1.6476 
" b±8.1'.. '.'" .,-\ '.~ D.1W ±e.1Ut"'NS rj _ J ", I 
• and •• indicate the significance difference from base popUlation al P<0.05 and P<O.OI respeclively. 
NS indicates Not significant 
~ , Female " it.., ~ ;; 
,t _ 
' " , X ?:mniHSE ' ~ ';i! QO~ '~Dse1 ' 
4 . 2990 ±0.O793 0.0000 
5. 5144±O. 0970'" 1.2 154 
6 . 0282 ±0.0690** 1.7292 
4 . 9680 ±0 . 0614** 0.6690 
4 . 0162 ±0.1274** -0.2828 
4.6310 ±0.0855** 0.3320 
4.5868 ±0.1l87 0.2878 
i 
-0..1041 ;to.U77 NS « " 
-
, 
4 . 2990 ±0.O793 0.0000 
5.7093 ±0.1002** 1.4 103 
6 .4144 ±0.0779** 2.1154 
5. 42 50 ±0 . 0784** 1.1260 
4.1834 ±0 .1463 ·0.1156 
4 . 8370 ±0.0884*" 0.5380 
,i; 
..o.1Ul ' (I ±Oa836' NS . ' _ W r. 
Fig. 14 Linear trend of correlated response in 6-day 
length of SNS males 
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Fig. 15 Linear trend of correlated response in 6-
day length of SNS females 
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Fig. 16 Linear trend of correlated response in 6-
day length of BNS males 
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Fig. 17 Linear trend of correlated response in 6-
day length of BNS females 
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length on 6th day showed an increase compared to the base population in both 
sexes of both lines over the generations. The generation means were tested for 
significance of dilTerence from base population. In SNS line, all the generation 
means of both sexes were significantly dilTercnt, excepting sixth generation males. 
In 8NS line also, means of all generations wcre significantly dilTerent, except the 
fourth generation females. Ilowever, the regression coefficients of generation 
means on generation numbers were found to be non-significant in both sexes of 
both the lines. The regression coefficients estimated for males and females were -
0.0548 ±0.1006 mm and -0.1041 ±0.1377 mm in SNS line and 0.1338 ±0.1621 
mm and - 0.0822 ±O.2036 mm in BNS line. Linear trend in this trait for males and 
females of both the sexes are shown in Fig 14 to 17. 
3.2.1.3 Length at Sexual Dimorphism 
The average length at sexual dimorphism III SNS and BNS lines are 
presented sex-WIse for each of the generations, III Table 41 . It is seen that 
though the average length of animals at dimorphism increased in males as well 
as females of both the lines over the generations, this increase was found to be 
non-signilicanl. The mean correlated response indicated by coefficient of 
regression of length at sexual dimorphism on generation numbers were 0.0413 
± 0.0273 mm and 0.0147 ± 0.0353 mm III ma les and females respectively, in 
SNS line. The corresponding values of BNS line were 0.0856 ± 0.0555 mm and 
0.0359 ± 0.0668 mm. The cumulative responses realized in each of the 
generations are also pres~nted in the Table 41 and Fig. 18 to 21 . 
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Table 41 Mean (X), Standard deviation (SE) and correlated response of length at sexual dimorphism in SNS and BNS lines. 
, 
• ~ ,; MaI~' :".'r. I!; .~ t; ~, " 
" 
, 0 
Line " 'Generation ".. ," ~' " ,;." 
' " 
I ~" : 1 , ',. - ',.' x: (mm)±SE '" ' " Cc;irrelate,l!' .. ponle! 
" iJM, ,', ", 0 3.8004 0 . 0238 0 , 0000 
!ft : I 4 . 1179 ±0. 0332** 0 , 3175 
2 4 .2300 ±0.0262 ** 0.4296 
SNS 3 4 . 0464 ±0.0219** 0.2460 
I ", 
4 4 . 2084 ±O. 0391 "'* 0 . 4080 
5 4.2754 ±0.O377** 0.4750 
" 
6 4 . 0880 ±0.026S** 0 . 2876 
b±8.1!., 
..• 
. '~j' 0,84130 ±O.~7:J NS ,I'! . 
0 3.8004 ±0 . 0238 0 . 0000 
' ~' ;., I 4 .2308 ±0.0376*· 0 . 4304 2 4.5100 ±0.0334** 0.7096 
:' ,f B)OfS 0 .3428 3 4 . 1432 ±0 . 0249** 
.,' 0.2890 4 4 . 0894 ±0.O369*· 
5 4.5580 ±0.0488"'* 0 .75 76 
b±8.L '!II' . 
. . 
'I ' 
'.0IS6 ±b,0$!S" ~S J • 
• and •• indicate the significance difference from base population at P<O,05 and P<O.OI respectively. 
NS indicates ot significant 
1; 'i 
Q.. "i:'" , F~e~ It \I' ' Ii ,~~ 
- ' 
'"" £ (rmiI):tSE " C~te<l.reiJ1O~" 
3. 9053 ±0 . 0274 0.0000 
4.3292 ±0 .0434*'" 0 . 4239 
4.4505 ±0 .0318** 0 . 5452 
4.1222 ±0 . 0240** 0.2169 
4.1727 ±0.0361* · 0.2674 
4.2821 ±0.0261·· 0.3768 
4.1667 ±0.0348·· 0.2614 
0.,147 ±O.03S3 HS . • 
3.9053 ±O. 0274 0.0000 
4. 4586 ±0 . 0512 · · 0 . 5533 
4.7302 ±0.0378** 0.8249 
4.2591 ±0.0304** 0 . 3538 
4.1355 ±0.OS08*· 0.2302 
4.4449 ±0 . 0317*· 0 . 5396 
' 0.139 ±O.066I NS . . 
" 
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Fig. 18 Linear trend of correlated response in 
length at sexual dimorphism of SNS males 
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Fig. 19 Linear trend of correlated response in 
length at sexual dimorphism of SNS females 
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Fig. 20 Linear trend of correlated response in 
length at sexual dimorphism of BNS males 
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Fig. 21 Linear trend of correlated response in 
length at sexual dimorphism of BNS females 
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3.2.1.4 Age at sexual Oimorphism 
Although the mean age (days) at sexual dimorphism showed a decrease in 
selected generations of both the lines as compared to the base population, 
(Table 42 and Fig 22 to 25) the change was not found to be consistent. The 
di lTerences were signi licant in the initial three generations, but were not so in the 
later generations, except in BNS male. 
Average of the generation means were below the base generation mean. 
The correlated response per generation estimated as regression coefficient of the 
generation means on the generation numbers, were 0.0756 ± 0.0615 and 0.0708 
± 0.0898 days in males and females respectively of the SNS line. The 
corresponding values of BNS were -0.02082 ± 0.0076 days and 0.0739 ± 0.1163 
days. The correlated responses in age at sexual dimorphism wcre not signilicant. 
3.2.1.5 Age at first offspring laid 
Although the age at lirst olTspring laid showed increase in several 
generations of both the lines, it did not reveal any definite trend either in the 
direction or magnitude of the change Crable 4] and Fig 26 & 27). The mean 
correlated response estimated as the regression coefficient of the age at lirst 
offspring laid on generation numbers 111 SNS and BNS lines were 
0.2237 ± 0.2440 and 0.2428 ± 0.3748 days respectively. The mean responses were, 
howeve r, not signilicant statistically. 
3.2.1.6 Length at first offspring laid 
Though the mean length at the time of first otTspri ng laid increased 
marginally in the se le~ted generation. none of the generations differed 
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Table 42 Mean ( X ), Standard deviation (SE) and correlated response of age at sexual dimorphism in SNS and BNS lines 
:,' " M.r-Ie ~ " , ,; •• 1 ~ 
" 
'c'i ~l Female ~' , 
Dine Generation '~, r, ." " 
: ; 
. 
'" 
, 
: d'", , ': !' r. 
. ! , ~ (l)ays)tSE '\ :,~ , Cdmtlat~ respQR'" '. . ~" ''l X(Days)±$E . " Correla!ed'rclOOose,' 
. ,l' ,'" 0 5.8861 ±O,0663 0.0000 5.9766 0.2043 0 . 0000 
., 
, 1 5.3094 ±0.0546·* -0.5767 5.2602 ±0 . 0550*" -0 . 7164 
! ~ , ' 2 5. 1255 ±0.O240· * -0.7606 5.0727 ±0.0173** - 0.9039 • 
SNS 3 5. 5265 ±0.O417·* -0.3596 5.3S42 ±0.0376** -0.5924 
4 5. 8824 ±0.0948 -0.0037 6.3935 ±0.O913 0.4169 
1·1, 5 5.7292 ±0.0747 - 0.1569 5. 8105 ±O.O614 - 0.1661 
. 
6 6.0598 ±0.0886 0 . 1737 5 . 8305 ±O.0919 -0.1461 
MS.!:' 
., ~ ~"! ' O,07!6 ±to061! . N8 . - . . , 0.". ±e.o". NS "' --
, 
, 0 5.8661 ±0.0663 0.0000 5. 9766 ±0.2043 0.0000 
1 5 . 2246 ±0.0437·* - 0.6415 5.2209 ±0 . 5386** -0.7557 
, 
2 5.0417 ±0.O136·* -0.8244 5.0376 ±0.0177** -0.9390 
BNS 
- 0.7152 3 5. 3742 ±0.O453 ** - 0.4919 5. 2614 ±0.0423** 
4 5.8923 ±0.1299 0 . 0262 6.3261 ±0 . 1303 0 . 3495 
f 5 5. 2532 ±0.O685 ** -0 . 6U9 5 . 7857 ±0.O454 - 0.H09 
1it8.1:. 
-
,~ 
, .... oio. ±to0076" NS 
-
I lI!r. 0.1739 ± M163 NS ,: -
• and " indicate the significance difference from base population at P<O,05 and P<O.O 1 respectively. 
NS indicates Not si,gnificant 
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Fig. 23 Linear trend of correlated response in 
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Fig. 24 Linear trend of correlated response in 
age at sexual dimorphism of BNS males 
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Fig. 25 Linear trend of correlated response in 
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Table 43 Mean (X), Standard deviation (S.E.) and correlated response of age at first offspring laid in SNS .and BNS lines . 
. CleneWiOD 
x (DaYI)±SE 
o 16.00()() ±O. 2259 
17 . 9545 ±O.3905** 
2 16 . 371;8 ±O.H85 
3 16.0000 ±O . 3318 
4 18.2295 ±O.4326** 
5 17.4754 ±0.4046** 
b±S.& 
•• indicate the s ignificance difference from base population at p<O.OI . 
NS indicates ot significant 
0.0000 
1.9545 
0.3718 
0.0000 
2.2295 
1. 4754 
16 . 0000 ±O .2259 0.0000 
19.0886 ±O.3429** 3.0886 
17.6667 ±O.6915** 1. 6667 
15 . 4688 ±O.5255 - 0. 5312 
17.9744 ±0 . 4726** 1. 9744 
18.8077 ±0.4859** 2.8077 
0.24l8' ±O.37" NS . 
., 
>. 
" 
Fig. 26 Linear trend of correlated response in age 
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significantly from the base population Crable 44 and Fig 28 & 29). After fi ve 
generations of selection, the mean length of females at the time of tirst offspring 
was 10.1184 mm in SNS and 10.6473 mm in HNS line as against 10.0888 mm 
in base generation. The correlated responses were very negligible and non-
significant as can be noted from the regression coefficients, which were 
0.0163 ± 0.0297 mm in SNS line and 0.0861 '± 0.0786 mm HNS line. 
3.2.1. 7 Number of offsprings in the first brood 
The mean number of offsprings in first brood and correlated changes in 
this tra it for both SNS and BNS lines are given in Tobie 45 . Linear trend of 
correlated response in number of offsprings in the first brood by females of both the line 
is depicted in Fig 30 & 31. Generally, the number of offsprings in first brood 
showed a substantial decline. The mean number of offsprings laid in first brood 
declined from 53.5696 ± 1.3675 in base generation to 38.2459 ± 1.3092 in SNS 
after six generation of selection and to 26.3462 ± 0.8898 in HNS line nfter five 
generations of selection. Test of significance for difference between the generation 
means and base population means were significant in all generat ions. The mean 
response was quite substantial as seen from the regression of number of offspring 
in first brood on the generation nwnbers, which were -2.4883 ± 1.0412 in SNS 
line and -4.8971 ± 0.9020 III BNS line. Nevertheless, both the regression 
coefficients were signi ficnn!. 
The mean values of the lifehistory characteristics such as age at first 
offspring, time between broods and percentage of encysted offsprings recorded on 
the completion of selection are presented in Table 46. Total life sp.ln was 
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Table 44 Mean (X), Standard deviation (SE) and correlated response of length at first offspring laid in SNS and BNS lines. 
~~~ !(. '. ! .: oW· ,', ';'n. . ,.," BN~ ' "" )11' !>:, S~S .. ~ ;,,'1\ Ii. n. r1 '" I,., ,'I,h' .' 
,: . 
., Female I' "'! ".!!'J' ,",'" . ,ifi Female Genention ,I " .. , 
x::-~ , • I! ~, ,If! ' i' " . " .' , ., ' ,i' , xl~)±sE ,., , II , )', C!>rreIatJd _Il10 
0 10 . 0888 ±O .O854 0.0000 10.0888 ±O.0854 
1 9.8999 ±0.0910 -0.1889 10.2183 ±O.1137 
2 9. 9895 ±0.1401 -0.0993 10.168 ±0 . 1398 
J 9.8388 ±0.1332 -0.2500 9 . 6686 ±0.1574* 
4 10.0913 ±O .1210 0.0025 10 . 4583 ±O.1963 
5 10.1184 ±0.1292 0.0296 10.6473 ±O .1608 
, 
b:t8.r;. )~ 0.0163 :tiI.O~ ·~s I~ . ", . 0..ol61 ';±o:om NS J , . , , . 
• and •• indica", the significance difference from base population at P<O.05 and P<O,OI respectively, 
NS - Non.significant 
" 
' ~.' 
,., '" f~r.~ I I" 
, I,i'~ 
. 
coo-el~ ~ . 
0 .0000 
0.1295 
0 . 0792 
-0.4202 
0 . 3695 
0.5585 
: ~ . '11-' , - , . ::"''' 
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Fig. 29 Linear trend of correlated response in 
length at first offspring laid by BNS females 
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Table 45 Mean ( X ), Standard deviation (SE) MId correlated response of the mllmber of offsprings laid in first brood by SNS and BNS 
lines. 
aen-ion 
X±S.B. 
o 53.5696 ±1.3675 0.0000 53.5696 ±1.3ti75 0.0000 
42 . 6545 ±lo1996** -10.9151 47 . 8861 ±1.2026** -5.6835 
2 40.8462 ±lo 3690** -12.7234 37 . 8413 ±1.1925** - 15.7283 
3 36.2708 ±1. 4854** - 17.2988 34 . 2188 ±1.8419** -19.3508 
4 40.6885 ±1. 5969** -12. 8811 37 . 3333 ±1. 6090** -16.2363 
5 38.2459 ±1. 3092** -15 . 3237 26 .. 3462 ±0. 8898** -27.2234 
b±S.II • '4.197. ±il.9(m H'. 
•• indicate the s ignificance difference from base population at P<O.O I . 
+ and ++ indicate the significant difference of ' b' at P< O.OS and P<0.01 respectively. 
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Fig. 31 Linear trend of correlated response in 
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50.909 I days in base population. as against 52.74 days in final generation of 
SNS line and 51.0 12 days in I:lNS line. Time between the broods. which was 
3.6632 days in base population. changed to 4.21 days in SNS line and 5.00 days 
in UNS line. No significant change was observed in the percentage of encysted 
offspring. which was 49.9448 in base population. 51.7444 in the final generation 
of SNS line and 51 .8729 in I:lNS line. 
Female reproductive characteristics such as broods per female. offspring 
per day per fema le. total offspring per female. pre-reproductive period. 
reproductive period and post-reproductive period were also studied Crable 46). 
Broods per female were 9.0003 in base population as against it was 8.440 I and 
6.0907 in the final SNS and I:lNS populations respectively. Offspring per day per 
female were 13.6875 in base population, which in final population increased to 
14.9601 in SNS. but decreased to 10.5999 in I:lNS. Total number of oO'spring 
produced were maximum in final SNS population (788.9966) but least in final 
BNS (540.7239) as compared to base population (696.818). Pre-reproductive 
period increased to 17 days in SNS final population as compared to 15.2121 day 
of base population. Similarly pre-reproductive period increased to 19 days in BNS 
final population. Reproductive period was maximum (35 days) in SNS final 
population but least (30 days) in BNS final population, as compared to 32.9697 
in base population. Post-reproductive period was 3.9091 in base populntion. 
4.202 1 in SNS final population and 5.0321 in UNS final population. 
3.2.2 Expected response in correlated traits 
Expected response in correlated traits. due to selection for nuupliur length 
estimated from full sib haitability. is presented In Tuble 47. Expected response 
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Table 46 Life history and reproductive characteristics recorded before selection (base 
generation) and after selection (final generation) in SNS and BNS lines . 
• .., I'" , 
I~ , .. J1uI_c:ted .. .... 
, CII8nIcIas I-Bue peo.I , .. 
,. 
... 
'INS " SNS 
. '.' 
'" . 
. . t.:7- ~ - ~ -, . 
Age It offiprinp ~(dIys)"O, 15.2 121 17.2156 19.7892 
- - . 
T otaIlife !pili (.) 50.909 1 52.7400 51.0124 
Time between broods (days) 
.. 0£< 
03 .6632 4.2100 5.0000 
- .... '7' ...... _-
345.7576 Total ~i reIeIsed "':Zi 380.7348 260.2348 
. " 
~':,,;":]''i'~~ ~ T~ cyst released .... ;", '" ;:;~, 351.0606 408.2618 280.4891 
TataI~·· .~ Ins 
~,,~ ~ . 
696.8180 788.9966 540.7239 
. . 
. , .'" PerI:Clll¥1lf eney'ied oft'aprinss ~ 49.9448 51.7444 51.8729 
Broods per:fi:male' 9.0003 8.4401 6.0907 
~per day ~feawe 13.6875 14.9601 10.5999 
~~~(~) 
. ' ~ : c, ' = 15.212 1 17.2156 19.7892 
RcpfoducIion perIOd (dayI) 32.9697 35.5326 30.4536 
•... 
PoeI-t~ petiod (days) 3.9091 4.2021 5.0321 
Table 47 Expected response in correlated traits due to selection of naupliar size, estimated from full sibs heritability. 
-0.2555 -0.3454 0.1988 -0.5807 
-0.0438 -0.1289 0.0879 0.0252 
0.1327 0.1935 -0.0472 0.3960 
-0.34129 2.5770 
-0.2809 0.7855 
~bI!r of OffsPrings in rnt ·brbod 3.9773 -3.3071 
In traits like length on 3 days of age, length on 6 days of age and length at 
sexual dimorphism were negative in both the sexes of SNS line, whereas, they 
were positive in BNS line, excepting the length on 6 days of age in females. 
Expected responses for the age at sexual dimorphism were positive in females of 
both the lines and SNS males, whereas it was negative in BNS males. The 
expected response in traits like age at first offspring laid in females was negative 
in SNS line but positive in BNS line. Expected responses for numbers of 
olTsprings in first brood of females were positi ve in SNS line but negative In 
ENS linc. 
Expected responses in correlated traits due to selection for naupliar length, 
estimated from bop heritability Crable 48), were similar to full sib heritability 
estimates, in direction but were of lower magnitudc. 
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Table 48 Expected response in correlated traits due to selection of naupliar size, estimated from bop heritability. 
Traits Bl!{S, 
Male . Female 
-0.0118 -0.0123 0.0150 0.0126 
-0.0302 -0.0862 0.0647 -0.1364 
-0.0022 -0.0067 0.0000 0.003 
Age at sexu&I dimorpbilll' 0.0066 0.0378 -0.0148 0.0000 
-0. 1438 0.4289 
-0.0394 0.1228 
Number of offlJlrinJl in ftlt 1.2830 -0 .8650 brood 
'. 
DISCUSSION 
Arlemia has gained Immense importance In aquaculture, especially as an 
ideal and nutritious live food for the larval stages. Hiologically, it IS an 
interesting material, an atypical animal inhabiting hypersaline conditions and 
showing both parthanogenctic and sexual modes of reproduction. Genetically too 
it is a characteristic animal, with high plasticity and natural existence of various 
ploidy forms. The premises of present study is that. since the size of Arlemitl 
nauplius is an important criteria for its ctTective ingestibi lity. and since there 
exists wide variations In the naupliar Size, there is an urgent need to evolve 
dillcrcnt lines/strains. with varying size speci fications, to suit the specific 
requirements of cultured organisms. through selective breeding. The need for 
developing 'mini cyst' for application In aquaculture has been emphasized by 
Lenger el al. (1986). This in tum calls fo r an in-depth knowledge about the 
quantitative genetics of Arlemia, which at present is almost non existing. It is 
also essential to evaluate the response to selection. before resorting to large scale 
selective breeding programmes. 
The genetic studies in Arlemla are limited to cytogenetics. genetic diversi ty 
In bisexual and parthanogcnctic forms. c"olutionary divergence and speciation, 
electrophoretic analysis of isozymes, DNA lingcrprinting etc. (8arigozzi and 
8aratelli-Zambruni. 1982.1983: Abreu-Grobois and 8eardmore, 1982: 
Abrcu-Grobois, 1983). There is, however. an apparent lack of knowledge on the 
quantitative genetic parameters of the Arll'mia populations. Though the 
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electrophoretic studies (Abreu-Grobois & Beardmore, 1980;1982) have demonstrated 
the existence of large amount of genetic variations in the gene pool of 
A. frunciscana and striking genetic heterogeneity between strains and In some 
cases within strains, which expresses itself as differences in murphulogy (Amat, 
1980) and in a number of fitness characteristics(Gajardo & Breadmore,1989; 
Zapata e/ al. 1990; Browne and Bowen, 1991) there has been no attempt to 
properly quantify the variability, by estimating the genetic and phenotypic 
portions of the variance and heritability estimates. Such estimates, along with 
phenotypic parameters, are vital pre-requisites for formulating both selection and 
breeding strategies (Simon, 1970). 
PHENOTYPIC PARAMETERS 
The mean length of base population nauplii in the present study was 
486.9912 ± 2.1136 ~m in male and 490.5754 ± 1.8157 ~m in females. These 
values are well within the range of naupliar sizes reported by Vanhaecke & 
Sorgeloos (1980a) for A. !rallciscollU. The mean naupliar lengths reported by 
thcm arc 489 ~lIn and 486 ~1l1 in twu samples uf the population vc GSL I and 
GSL2 respectively. It can be noted from the values presentcd above that the SIZC 
variation between sexes starts right at naupliar phase itself. The females tend to 
be larger as compared to males. and th is dincrence in size between sexes 
increased with age. On ] ,d day of age. females were measuring 1.8712 ± 0.0270 
mm as against 1.8679 ± 0.0275 mm of males. The recorded mean length on 6th 
days of age In males and females wcn: 4.1005 ± 0.0754 mm and 
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4.2990 ± 0.0793 mm r~s pccti \'ely as agai nst t h~ mean length of 3.22 ± O.nl 111m 
reported by Tobias I!I al. (1980) in A. jrallcisCIlna. Vanhaecke & Sorgeloos 
(1980b) reported the average larval length on seven days of age to be 
3.16 ± 0.17 mm for the San Francisco Bay strai n and stated that Great Salt 
Lake, Utah strain showed 125 % more growth (i .e. 3.95 mm) than the San 
Francisco \:lay strain. The mean lengths of combined sexes observed in the 
present study resu lts an: comparable with that of the Great Salt L.ake, Utah 
strain. This is quite natural , since the same strain has been used in the present 
work. The mean length at sexual dimorphism recorded in the present study was 
3.8004 ± 0.0238 mm and 3.9053 ± 0.0274 for males and females respectively. 
The mean age at sexual dimorphism was found to be 5.8861 ± 0.0663 days for 
males but 5.9766 ± 0.2043 days for females. It can be seen from the results that 
males reached sexual dimorphism at an earlier age and at a lesser length as 
compared to females. The age (16.00 ± 0.2259 days) and length (10.0888 ± 
0.0854 mm) of female at first offspring la id as well as the total number of 
offsprings in first brood (53 .5696 ± 1.3675) compare sufficiently well with 
standards values of the natural stock of A. jranciscono. 
GENETIC PARAMETERS 
Heritability of the selected trait 
Heritabili ty of the trait under selection I.e. naupliar size (length) was 
estimated using two of the standard procedures I'C. , ( I ) regression of on'spring 
on parent and (2) analysis of full sib data. 
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The estimates from rq;rc;SltJn of oll"spring on parents were of mediul1l 
magnitud~ and within nonnal limits, while those rrom rull sib data were 
generally beyond the nonnal limits in most of the cases. The pooled estimates or 
heritabilities rrom parent offspring regression were 0.2123 and 0.3885 ror males 
and females respectively in SNS line, and the corresponding values in BNS were 
0.5777 and 0.3364 r.::spectively Crable 8). The pooled heritabilities estimated rrom 
rull sib data were 1.3256 in males and 1.1004 in females of SNS while the 
corresponding valucs in IlNS were 1.2580 and 1.4221 respectively (Tahle 9). 
Heritability estimates rrom full sib data is the heritability in the broad 
sense, and is thc ratio of the total genetic va riance to the total phenotypic 
variance. The total gendic vanance includes addi tive genetic vanance, vanance 
due to dominance: d~vtation and epistatic interaction. High heritability values 
r~cordcd rrom full sib data, Vls-u-m the parent oHspring regressIOn, may be due 
to a substantial quantum or dominance deviation and I or epi stat ic interaction III 
the population under study. 
Maternal clTects and genetic differences among families also can result in 
an inOated heritability estimate from full si b data (Lester, 1988). The higher 
estimates obtained in the present study are on simi lar lines to those reported by 
Lester (1988) ror early growth in a penaed l'enaells slyliraslns. The heritability 
of early growth, estimated from full-sib data in his (Lester, 1988) Experiments I 
and II respecti ve ly were 1.3 I ± 0.62 and 1.27 ± 0.53 for protozoea I, 1.09 ± 0.81 
and 0.64 ± 0.58 for Mysis I and 0.84 ± 0.79 and 1.02 ± 0.60 for Post larvae I. 
lie concluded that heritability estimates from full sibs data are most likely to be 
aHt:cted by maternal enects and geoetic differences among families and there is 
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no way that the two causalile factors can be separated when dealing with full-
sibs. 
Another point, which needs to be considered, is that Arlemia is an 
atypical animal with lower phylogenie position i.e. less evolved, compared to 
higher vertebrates, plants etc. in which heritability estimates are always within the 
theoretical range. Aquatic animals are ectothermic, and lack sophisticated 
endogenous homeostasis like mammals and birds (Wickins, 1981). As such 
environment has a profound effect on their phenotypic expression. This may be 
one of the reasons why the estimated heritability values are higher than normal 
limits. In the present study, the heritability was estimated from animals which 
were maintained in identical environment and management practices, under 
laboratory conditions, excepting for the factor of ambient temperature. This was 
so became, the experimental period was spread over all the seasons vi~. Summer, 
Monsoon and Winter. Since the heritability estimates from full sib data are 
affected by environment, the above factor might have also contributed to its 
higher magnitude, as compared to those estimated from parent-offspring 
regression, which were free from environmental effects. Experimental evidence for 
the variations in heritability estimates emanating from environmental factors li ke 
temperature are available in copepods also. McLaren (1976) estimated the 
heritability of adult size of copepod (l::lIrylcmvra herdmall)'l as 0.0 for male at 
10°C and 0.97 at IS°C. This shows that., heritability estimates of growth 
character are inlluenced a lot by environmental factor like temperature. Malecha 
el 0/. (1984) estimated the heritability in broad sense for grow'lh of the juveniles 
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or the prawn Mocmhrachillll/ ro.l't'llhergii as 0.35 lor females and 0.0 lor males, 
and concluded that the heritability estimates ror growth have sex-linkage. 
The eITect of environment on estimates of heritability has already been 
proved by Hedgecock eI u/.( 1976) and Hedgecock & Nelson (197R) in the 
American lobsters, wherein the estimates were 0.30 without environmental 
treatment, but 0.38 with temperature treatment. Fairfull el a/. (1981) reported 
heritabilities ranging from O.! 5 to 0.62 for size at specific moult over diITerent 
diet treatments in the American lobster. 
In the present study, although, the generation-wise and sex-wise estimates 
of heritability indicated variations, they do not seem to follow any specific trend, 
as already reported by Dempster and Lerner (1951); Dempster el a/. (1952); 
Falconer (1955) and Friars el a/. (1962). This was true for both sexes, irrespective 
of the method of estimation. 
The regression of heritability estimates on generation number, which is 
known to indicate mean change in heritability per generation, also did not reveal 
any specific trend. Evidence of change in the genetic variations within the 
populations Ullder selection, as manifested by changes in heritability estimates, 
was reported to be positive b j Scosseroli (1957) in IJro.wphi/a lI/u/wlO}!.u.I'ler. On 
the other hand, workers like Yamada el al. (1958): Gowc (1970): Poggenpocl & 
Erasmus (1978) etc. reported negative trends. Fairly constant estimates of 
heritability over the generations, for other terrestrial animals, were reported by 
< 
geneticists like Dempster & Lerner (1951); Dempster el al. (t 952); Falconer 
(1955 ) and Friars el al. (1962). Changes in genetic variance, due to selection 
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L pressure, appear to be controlled hy specific genetic constitution of population at 
the commencement of se lection. 
Compared to very high heritability of 0.98 l'or body weight 111 the 
copepod I'seuducalalllLf, estimated by McLaren & Corkett (1978) uSll1g parent-
offspring regression, the heritabilities in Arlelllw na uplii estimated in the present 
study using the same method were of medium magnitude. 
As mentioned earlier, pooled heritability estimates for naupliar length of 
both SNS and UNS lines by parent-olTspring regression were within normal 
limits, and of medium magnitude, unlike the estimates from fu ll sib data. This is 
very much on the expected lines, since heritability estimates from parent-offspring 
regression is the heritability in the narrow sense, which includes mostly additive 
genetic variance, very little epistatic variance and no dominance variance. Further, 
these estimates are free of the environmental sources of covariance, since the 
parent and offspring are usually measured over different time periods. lienee, the 
estimate from regression of offspring on parent is bound to be more reliable than 
the estimates from the full sib data. 
It is clear from the heritability estimates In the present work that there is 
profound genetic effect on naupliar length of A. !raI1Ci.\H I/IU. It also indicates that 
a substantial portion of the variance in the population is due to additive genetic 
vanance, which can be exploi ted through a simple mass selection. The higher 
estimates of full sib heritability highlight the importance of non-addi ti ve genet ic 
factors contributing to the variability. 
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lIeritahility of thc unsclcctcd traits 
The heritabi li ty estimates of unselected traits from parent-ofls pring 
regressIOn as well as from full sib analysis showed a similar trend as that of 
naupliar size Crable 10 - 23). While the heritabi lity estimates from full sib data 
were beyond nonnal limits in both the sexes of SNS and BNS lines, those from 
parent-onspring regression wert: generally within the normal range. The probable 
reasons for very high estimates from full sib data have been already discussed in 
the context of the heritability of naupliar size. Ileritability va lues beyond nonnal 
limits reported in the literature for a number of traits in various aquatic species 
are given in Tabk - 1. 
In " enaells slylimslris, a crustacean to which group Arlelllia also belong, 
Lester (1988) reported heritability values of 1.3 1 ± 0.61 and 1.09 ± 0.&1 for post 
larva I and mysis 1 respectively, from full sib analysis. All the heritability values 
estimated in the present work from full sib data are on the higher side and, 
therefore, must be viewed with caution. The heritability estimates from the 
regressIOn of olTspring on parents must be considered as the realistic and should 
be used for prediction of correlated response in Arlellliu. The estimates from h,,1' 
reveals thnt while traits like length on )nI day and 6tl1 day as well ns number of 
olTsprings in the first lay low to moderately heritable in the narrow sense, traits 
like age and length at sexual dimorphism and at t.he time of first olTspring laid 
were poorly heritable, indicating a corresponding level of additive genetic 
variance for the traits. 
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Correlation hetween selected and unsclected traits 
Association between the tll'O trai ts, which can be directly observed, is 
called phenotypic correlation. Thi may be due to either genetic or environmental 
factor, or combination of both. The magnitude and direction of correlated 
response to sdection, among other fac tors, depend upon the genetic correlation 
between selected and unselected traits. Genetic correlation estimates permit 
prediction of correlated response in the unselected traits, due to selection for 
primary trait . Environmental correlation is the correlation of environmental 
deviations together with non-additive genetic deviations. In the present study 
genetic, phenotypic and environmental correlations of the se lected tro it I.e. 
naupliar lenb1h with other traits like length on 3-days of age, length on 6 days 
of age, length at sexual dimorphism (in both the sexes) and with age at first 
on"spring laid, length at first offspring laid and number of offsprings laid (in 
females) were estimated. The correlations were initially estimated within 
sex I genc:rat ion I line hasis and then pooled over generations for each line within 
sex. 
Though the individual estimates of genetic and phenotypic correlations or 
naurliar length with length on 3 days of age and 6 days of age varied between 
generations, the pooled estimates were positive in males as well as females of 
both the lines excepting for the length on 6 days of age in BNS females. The 
environmental correlations were predominantly negative for length on J days of 
age, but lluctuated between posi tiv.: and nega ti ve di rect ion in case of the length 
on 6 days of age. The correlated n:sponses reali zed in both these tra its (Tables 
39 & 40) actually corroborate the validity of the direction of the pooled 
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estimates vi:. a decreasl! in length on 3 and 6 days of age in SNS line and an 
inoreast: in BNS line, excepting 6 day length of I3NS femal es. 
Although the pooled estimates of genetic and phenotypic correlations of 
naupliar length with length at sexual dimorphism were of low magnitude, they 
were invariably positive in direction. Environmental correlation Ouctuated between 
moderate to low values with positive or negative direction. An increase in the 
kngth at sexual dimorphism was observed as the correlated response in both the 
lines, although it was expected only in BNS line. 
Genetic and phenotypic correlations of naupliar length with age at sexual 
dimorphism, pookd over generations were nega tive in both sexes of SNS and 
BNS males, but positive in BNS females. Environmental correlations were also 
negative in most 01" the generations. The eOi:ct of these genetic correlations were 
not properly reOected in the correlated responses of age at sexual dimorphism. 
Although the pooled estimates of genetic and phenotypic correlations of 
naupliar length with age and length at first offspring laid Ouctuated greatly In 
magnitude, they were always positive In direction, In both the lines. 
Environmental correlations Ouctuated from positive to negative directions with 
moderate to high values. Correlated response showed an increase in both the SNS 
and BNS lines. 
The pooled estimates of genetic correlation of naupliar length with number 
of offsprings laid by the females in the first brood were negative and of medium 
magnitude in both the lines. Phenotypic correlations were of very low 
magnitudes, being positive in SNS line but negative in BNS line. Environmental 
correlations Iluctuated betlVeen positive and nega tive with low to high values. 
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The dissi milarity among the sexes and lines wi th n:gards to the direclion 
and magnitude of tht: correlations might not be real. It is quite possible that 
si nce there is only very low level of corre lation, the nuctuation resulting from 
any sampling error could have negated it and taken the estimate to the opposi te 
direction. 
[n view of the low levels of genetic correlations between naupliar size 
and most of the unselectcd traits observed in this study, only marginal changes 
are to b.: expected in these traits in the form of correlated response. 
There arc only a very few reports on the genetic and phenotypic 
correlations in aquatic animals vi:. tilapia (Robinson and Doyle, 1990), rainbow 
trout (G unnes and Gjedrem, 1981 ; Refstie, 1980) and coho sa lmon (Hershberger 
el uf. , 1990). There are, however, no reports on the genetic and phenotypic 
correlation in the Arlt'l/l/(/ to do any sort of comparison with the result of the 
present study. 
RESPO NSE TO SELECTION 
DIRECT RESPONSE 
Selection differential and selection intensities 
The ratios of expected selection differential to effective selection 
dinerentia l were very close to 1.0 in almost all the generations of both the lines 
Crable 3 t). This means that the expected selection differentials were effective In 
all the generations. Since almost aJl the selected individuals have contributed to 
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the next generation, the inbreeding coeOicients wae negligible In all the 
generation of bo th the lines (Table 6). 
The ratio of the effective to the expected selection diOerenlial provides a 
measure of the inOuence of natural selection. When this ratio is appreciably 
greater than one, natural selection may be considered to have favoured artificial 
selection. On the other hand, when this ratio is appreciably smaller than one, it 
indicates that natural selection has acted against artificial selection. As can be 
seen from the Table 31, there was fairly good agreement between expected and 
el1ective selection dil1erentials in both lines, suggesting that effect of natural 
selection is probably not that important during artificial selection for naupliar 
length. 
In the present work, selection intensities were of moderate magnitude 
whi le the intensities wen: -0.8011 to - 0.3179 and -1.1942 to -0.3797 in males 
and females of SNS, the corresponding values in HNS line were 0.2461 to 
0.7435 and 0.2164 to 0.7687. Lasley (1978) has given the percentage of male 
and female progenies required for hrood stock replacement as 4-5 % and 40-50 % 
respectively in beef cattle; 1-2 % and 10-15 % respectively in swine and chickens. 
Such broodstock selection programmes for domestic animals resulted in selection 
intensities of 2.0 to 2.7 lilr males lind 00 to 0 ~ for femlli<:s (Falconer, I'IXI). In 
comparison, sciection intensities ohtained during present sllldy wen: of lower 
magnitude. In spite of th is, substant ia l progress could be made in both lines, and 
the inbreeding coemcient could be kept at minimum Crable 6). Hence, there is 
ample scope for intensifying the selection intensities and attain higher selection 
response. 
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')henotypic responses 
Selection studies in aquatic invertebrates so far have been limited to the 
biva lve molluscs like cultivable oysters (Newk irk and lIalley, 1982,1983), mussels 
(Mallet el III., 1986) and pearl oysters (Wada, 1996 and Velayudhan, 1996), there 
being none from the crustaceans including the Arlel/I/(J. On the contrary, lot of 
work is being carried out on the selective breeding of domesticated land animals 
such as poultry, cattle, pig and fishes like trcut, salmon, tilapia, channel catfish 
etc. As such, one of the objectives of the present work was to study the 
response to selection for reduced and increased naupliar lengths which has got a 
direct bearing on aquaculture, as al ready explained in the "Introduction". 
Incidentally, this is the first study of its ki nd in Arlelllili . 
In the present work, bi-{jirectional selection was practised In A. 
/rlillci.m uUl, one for n:ducing naupliar Ic:ngth (SNS line) nnd the other for 
increasing naupliar length (IlNS line). Generation-wise phenotypic responses in 
naupl ia r lengths realized from selection Crable 33) show that there was a positive 
phenotypic response in both the lines. The total cumulative decrease in naupliar 
length from SIX generat ions of selection for smaller naupliar size was 
-45.3 177 ~Im and - 37.5220 Jlm In males and females respectively. These work 
out to be - 9.3057 % and - 7.64 86 % of the naupliar size of the base population. 
Simi larly, total cumulat ive increase in naupliar length from five generations of 
selection for larger naupliar size were 8.5923 ~lIn and 38.7966 ~Im in males and 
females respectively, which indicated an increase by 1.7644 % and 7.9084 % of 
the naupliar size of the base population. The mean decrease in the naupliar 
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l icngth per generation in SNS line lIen: 5.7554 pm and - 4.9743 pm for males 
and females rcspt!ctivdy. The corresponding increase per generation in UNS line 
were 0.3833 ~lm and S.52n ~lm respectively. It can be thus seen that while both 
the sexes readly responded to selection for decrease in naupliar size in SNS line, 
there was a dilTerential response to selection for the higher size in UNS line. In 
BNS line, the females showed 14.5 times higher response than males, while III 
the SNS line both sexes showed comparable response. It is rather dillicult to 
explain whether this low response In males is due to attainment of the 
genetically pre-set maximum size for that sex or due to any other reasons. 
The point to be noted in this context is that the male nauplii were always 
smaller than females in both SNS and I3NS lines as well as in the base 
population. The smaller size of males as compared to females may be the 
nature ' s proVISIOn to enable them to clasp the female quite easily and to 
maint.1in buoyancy during copulation. The males might have reached the SIZe 
limit set by nature and hence the poor response, when selected for larger size. 
Very few bi-directional selection studies, with reference to growth, have 
been reported in aquatic animals. While Moav and Wahl forth (1976) observed no 
response from five generation of selection for high growth rate in common carp, 
there was a strong response to se lection for slow growth rate. In channel cat 
fish , Bondari ( 1983) reported response to selection for body weight and length in 
both upward and downward directions. Huang and Liao (1990) reported little 
response to mass selection for high body weight as well as for low body weight 
in tilapia. Behrends el til. ( 19!!7) and Rochella (1996) could not observe any 
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response to selection for growth in the U.S. tilapia and guppy, respectively. Lack 
of response was attributed to the prolonged domestication process in these fishes. 
Realized genetic gain 
Since phenotype is the product of the combined effect of genotype and 
environment, the realized phenotypic response does not indicate the true genetic 
gain from selection. Therefore, genetic gal,l realized in each generation was 
calculated by subtracting mean control values of each generation from the 
corresponding selected generation mean Crable 35). Genetic gain, calculated aner 
subtraction of mean control values from selected generation mean, is free of 
environmental elTccts, and therefore, gives the true genetic gain realized from 
selection. 
The cumulative genetic gam In SNS line after six generations of selection 
for decrease m naupliar size were -41.7244 ~lm and - 38.7585 11m in males and 
females respectivciy. Corresponding values of genetic gams after five generations 
of selection in ENS line for increase in naupliar size were 12.6427 11m in males 
and 39.4836 11m in females. The realized genetic gain per genera tion estimated as 
the regression of cumulative genetic gain on generation number, were - 5.2585 
~lIn and - 5.2289 11m in males and females of SNS line and 0.9338 11m and 
5.3493 11m in BNS line. 
It can be seen from the companson of genetic gams with phenotypic 
gams that, though the environment had played a role in deviating the phenotypic 
response from genetic response, its effect was comparatively low. Most of the 
documented selection studies in the aquatic species have reported the response to 
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selection without considering the e!1I'irUlllllental clrccts. Therefore, they indeed 
represent phenotypic response on ly, and not the genetic response. 
It can be seen from th is study that, se lection of males for smaller naupliar 
sw: (in SNS line) n:sulted in a bet II: r genet ic response than the selection for 
bigger naupliar size (in BNS line). Dirrerent rates of response to bi-directional 
selection for the same trait have been reported in common carp by Moav and 
Wohlforth (1976). Though, they did not get any response from five generations 
of within spawn selection for high growth rate, a relatively strong response was 
realized from three generations of selection for slow growth. It was suggested 
that selection for high gro\\1h had reached a plateau, involving overdominance, 
which maintains genetic variat ion. In the present study, selection in both 
directions responded positivciy, though the rate of response was relatively of 
lower magnitude in the line selected for bigger naupliar size. 
Predicted genetic gain 
Tho predicted genet ic gain was estimated by fonnu la R ~ ioph2 in which 
'hl' is pool cd heritability of tra it under selection, '01" is average phenotypic 
deviation and ' i' IS average selection intensity. Selection intensities and 
phenotypic standard deviations used fo r prediction were of almost similar 
magnitudes in males and females of both the lines. Separate predictions were 
made using both the heritabilities, vc. , the estimate from full sib analysis as well 
as parent orrspring regression. Predictions with the full sib heritabilities, were of 
very high magnitude. Comparison of the predicted and rca li7cd genetic gains 
were used to evaluate the efTiciency of selection. In the present study, as can be 
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seen from Table 36, \vhik predicl!on hased on bop was more or less 10 
agreement with realiw.l gendlc gain, the prediction using heritability estimales of 
full sih were much higher than the realized gam, . Gjerde (1986) has concluded 
that predicted responses to selection usually prove 10 be overestimates, probably 
because most sources of bias cause an overestimation of heritability values. 
Similar observations are made in the present study also. Thus, while the 
prediction of response using heritability from full sih data arc far from the 
realized response, the prediction based on the bop heritabilities are more or less 
comparable to the realized response. This fact suggests that the heritability 
estimakd from the full sib data wac indeed inllaled by non-udditive genetic 
vanances, envi ronmental co-variances, maternal effects etc., un like the heritability 
from bop which contains only additive genetic vanance. Therefore, it will be 
advisable to use only heritabil ity estimates from parent-ollspring regressIOn for 
prediction of selection response in naupliar size. 
The ratios of realized gains to predicted gams bop were high in both the 
sexes of SNS and females of BNS, indicating high efficiency of selection in the 
present study. Comparison of these ralios revealed lhat the values were highest in 
SNS male selected for smaller naupliar size, but very low in BNS males selected 
for high naupliar size. It is a well known fact that when ratio exceeds unity, as 
observed in SNS males of the present study, it indicates that natural selection is 
also favouring the artificial selection. When the ratio is close to zero, it indicates 
natural selection acting against artificial seleclion. As a corollary, it can be 
presumed that nature prefers smaller males and bigger females. As discussed 
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clsewlu.:n.:, while higger Illales hqond the.: optimulll sizt:, Illay not be preferahle.: 
for the buoyancy during copulation, bigger fcmaks may be ideal for rcproduct ivc 
and maternal requiremenls. 
Howcver, there are no reports on the predicted and realized genetic ga1l1s 
in Arlelllia , to comparc with the.: findings of this study. 
Clayton el al. (1957) statcd that both predicted and realized responses to 
selection would be in close agreement, only at higher intensities of selection. The 
realized response at lower intensities is usually below expectation. The genetic 
gain realized in the present study really commensurate with the predicted gains 
(based on bop) even though the selection intensities were of moderate magnitude. 
llence, then: is ample scope to improve the response by enhancing the selection 
intensity. 
Time trend in phenotypic standard deviation 
In the present stud y, phenotypic standard deviations of naupliar size 
estimated generation-wise were of moderate magnitude in males and females of 
both the lines. This enabled us to keep the selection intensities at moderate 
magnitude and to avoid inbreeding. While the phenotypic standard deviation 
showed reducing trend in males with the advancement of selection, it was not so 
in the females. Ilowever, these changes werc of very low magnitude and 
statistically non-signi lican!. As the A. frunciscullu base population was raised 
from thc wi ld stock without any previous selection or even domestication, a 
substantial amount of variability is naturally expected in the stock even aOer six 
generations of selection. It implies that since the phenotypic standard deviations 
has changed only slightly in magnitude even after a number of generations of 
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selection, thae exists sco[lc f(lr further improl'cment through continued selection. 
The VI:.ry low and non-signiti an t \alues of regression heritability estimates of 
naupliar size on generation numbers, observed in thi s study al so support this 
VICW. Due to thc lack of sc icctlon studics in crustaceans, reports of the time 
trend In phenotypic va ri ahility associated with selection arc also not availahlc for 
further comparisons. 
Ilcalized heritability 
Pirchner (1983) proposed that when epistasis, dominance and common 
environmental effccts arc un important, heritability estimates from the regreSS IOn of 
on-spring on parents should also correspond to realized heritability. In the present 
study, while the rc::alizcd hcritahilities of female s of hoth the lines were almost 
close to the heritabilities from parent-offspring n:gression, there were considerable 
variations in males. As stated above, such variation can be caused by fac tors like 
qllStUSIS, <ll1m inance an<l W11lnHlIl cnvironmcnt, which substant ia ily at1i:ct the 
nall pl iar size. Reports of considerablt: variations between the realized and 
estimated heritabilities art: available in the li tera ture. For example, while the 
realized heritability in (}rl!(lchrollllS mill/fellS was -0.05 for increase in body 
weight (Teichert- Coddington, 1983), the heritability estimates based on sire 
ofls pring rebrression ranged from 0.04 to 0.10 for body growth Crave and 
Smitherman, 1980). There are no rcports, however, on realized heritability in 
Ar/elll ia. 
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COlmELA TEO IU~SI'ONSE 
I~ealiled response in unse lccted traits 
The realized response in the correlated traits such as length on 3'd day of 
uge, length on 6110 duy of age, I~ngth at sexual dimorphism, age at sexual 
dimorphism, age at li rst oO'spring laid, length at lirst ofTspring laid and number 
of olTsprings in first brood, as a result of selection for naupliar length, have 
been presentc:d in Tables 39 to 45 . Selection for reduced naupliar length in SNS 
line brought about a simultaneous reduction in 31d day length, 6tl1 day length and 
the number of oOsprings In first brood, and an increase in traits like age at 
sexual dimorphism, length at sexual dimorphism, age at first ofTspring la id and 
lenb>1h at first ol1spring la id. Selection for bigger naupliar length (BNS line) 
brought about simultaneous increase In lenb>1h on 3'd day and 6th day of age in 
males, length at sexual dimorphism, In both sexes and age nt first ofTsJlring laid, 
length at first oOs pring laid and age at sexual dimorphism in females. However, 
traits like number of oflsprigs in first brood, lenb'1 h on 3'" day and 61h day of 
age in female and age at sexual dimorphism in males, registered u decrease In 
UN S line. Although the sekcted generation mean diOered significantly from the: 
base: generat ion means, the average response per genera tion were not statistically 
signilicant, exct!pt that of the number of ofls pri ng laid in the first brood. 
The phenotypic paramt!te rs with respect to lile history and reproductive 
characte: ristics I'e. total lili: span, time bet\\een the broods, percentage of 
oOspring encysted, broods per female, onspring per day per female, total 
ofTspring per female, pre-reproductive period, reproductive period and post-
reproduct ive: JlI!riud were measured rrom the sdected lines, on completion or the 
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sek ction. Comparison of these \ alues with those of the base gem:ration were 
made to assess the corr.:iatco changcs in thcm (Table 46). This compari son 
indicateo that age at the timc of first on·spri ng laio and time between broods 
incn:ascd in both the lint:s. Whik the total life span registered an increase in 
SNS, it remained almost same in BNS. Though the total number of offsprings 
produced per !emale registered an increase in SNS line, but reverse was the case 
in I3NS. Similarly, while tht: total number of broods decreased in both the lines, 
the total numbers of onsprings produced increased in SNS line. Pre-reproducti ve, 
reproductive and post-reproductive periods showed only slight variations. 
I ~ xpl!clcd rl!spOI1SC ill lIl1sckcll!d Imils 
Expected responses in the correlated traits estimated from the full sib 
herit ahi lities ("I"abk 47) were of higher magni tude than those from parent 
onspring heritabilities (Tabil; 48) as in the case of selected trait. As described 
earlier, the very high va lues of expected response estimated from full sib 
heritability may be due to the fact that these heritability values have been 
inflated by non-additive genetic variance, environmental co-variance, maternal 
etll:ct etc., unlikc the hop heritabi lities which contains only the aoditive genetic 
variance. tn the SNS line, the expected responses fo r length at 3 days ano 
6 days of age were negative like those of rea lized correlated response in them, 
but the expected and realized gai ns were not in agreement for length at sexual 
dimorphism. Expected responses for age at sexual dimorphism in both sexes and 
number of ofrsprings laid in Ii:males of SN.:i were positive. While the realized 
response In age at sexual dimorphism showed a trend similar to the expected 
response, reverse trend was observed for number of olTsprings laid in first brood. 
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Expected response in age and length at first olTspring laid were negative, whereas 
the realizt:d gains were In the opposite direction. 
In the BNS line, expected responses and correlated realized responses 
showed similar trends in dlrt:ctlon, except the length on 3 days of age, in 
females. 
According to Bel I (1972), expected genetic gain In the correlated trait IS 
based on gC:llc:tic relations of additive pleotropic genes affecting the selected and 
unsekcted traits. Futher, Slllce the correlat ion due to non-additive genes and 
interaction among the genes are beyond estimation, certain amount of discrepancy 
between observed and expected correlated responses is inevitable. Bohren e/ lI/. 
(1966) and Kinney & Shoffner (1967), in thei r studies on terrestrial animals, 
stated that the prediction or corrdated respollsl!s was likdy to be less ace ural<: 
than prediction of direct response itself. As such, the disparity between predicted 
and realized n:sponses observed in some or the correlated traits is understandable. 
None of the work on aquatic animals, particularly dealing with 
invertebrates have cited the estimation of expected responses and their relationship 
with the realized rt:sponses. 
In bric:f it can bc: said that valuable infonnation on the quantitative 
genetics of A. /rallciSC<lIlCl could be elicited from this pioneering study, which 
had remained unexplored hithe:rto. For example, the heritability values of naupliar 
size and other quantitat ive traits using the two standard methods, besides the 
genetic, phenotypic and environmental correlations have been estimated for first 
time: in Ar/c lIIlCI . Similarly, the present study has indicated the presence of a 
fairly high amount of additive genetic variance which could be exploi ted through 
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individual selection. The dli:ctllcnc. s of II Ing the selecti ve hreeding techniqucs 
for developing Arlelll/{/ \\ Ith altered naupliar si/cs has also ocen demonstrated in 
this work. 
Although the changes observed after selection in SNS and ENS lines may 
not be outstandingly decisive, they have nevcrt heless proved the usefulness of 
selective breeding programme for developing two divergent lines, smaller naupliar 
siLt: (SNS) for penacid larvae and bigger naupliar size (UNS) for fish larvae, 
ornamcntal lishes dc. It is thus, a noteworthy contribution in paving way for 
large scale sekctivl! breeding programme for developing different lines to suit the 
rl!Cjuircment or various s[l\!cil!s of culturcd unimuls. 
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SUMMARY 
Arlemill naupl ii have a unique position in aquaculture industry especially 
for larva l nutrition. Si nce th t: size of nauplius is one of the important cri teria for 
effective forage, there exi sts a need for evolving lines/strains of dilTerent size 
speci fications to suit the requi rements of various species of cultured animals, 
through selective breeding techniques, This ca lls for an in-<lepth genetic 
knowledge of Artemll/ especially \\;th reference to Its quantitat ive genetics, 
1 lowe vcr, then: is hardly any reported work in this area and thc pn:scnt 
investigation was, therefore, initi ated wi th following objectives: 
I. To characterize Ar{': /I/I{ / jrl llll' /,I'C{///tI with respect to its quantitativc traits 
of importance, 
2, To estimate lhe variability in the above traits and to partition them into 
different constituent components, 
J, To estimate and compare heritabilities of various quantitative traits uSing 
different methods, 
4, To carry out selective breeding of Arlemia for naupliar size (length) and 
to estimate the genetic gain rea lized from selection. 
5, To estimate correlated response in the unselected traits, 
6, To evaluate cITiciency of selection from the comparison of predicted and 
rea lized responses, 
10J 
.. 
II rlt'/Il1l1 jmllc l.\l ·CII III li as chosen for the study in VICW of its small 
naupliar sile, st:xual brt:t:d ing bt:hal'iour and Its major share in tht: commercial 
usc. The nauplii wert: obtaint:d from the foundation stock cyst belonging to batch 
NO. 425 G, 06345 of Supremt:, San Francisco Ilay Brand of INV E Aquaculture, 
Inc. The trait under st:lection was naupliar size. Hi-directional mass se lection was 
prac tised to develop divergent stocks. The base population was divided into three 
equal parts to be designated as Small Naupliar Size (SNS) line, Big Naupliar 
Size (I3NS) line, and Control line. The criterion of selection was smaller naupliar 
size in SNS line and larger naupliar size in BNS line, while there was no 
selection in contro l line. 
The unselected tra its evaluated m detailed fo r the genetic parameters and 
l'or correlated rcsponst: \\t:rt:: 
a) Length on 3 days of agt: 
b) Length on 6 days of age 
c) Length at sexual dimorphism 
d) Age at sexua l dimorph ism 
e) Length at first offspring laid 
f) Age at first onspring laid 
g) Number of offsprings in the lirst brood 
The highlights of tht: results are presented below: 
1. I'henotypic parameters: The mean length of nauplii in the base generation 
was 486.99 12 ± 2.1136 ~lIn for males and 490.5754 ± 1.8157 J.lm for females. 
Mean lengths recorded fo r 3 days of age, 6 days of age and at sexual 
dimorphism wt:n:: 1.8679 mm , 4.1005 mm and 3.8004 mill respecti vt:ly in male, 
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and I.X711 mm, 4.2'190 mm amI 391153 mm res[l<!ctivciy in females, The length 
of females at the time of lirst onspring laid was JO.08SS mm. Mean age at 
sexual dimorphism was 5.Xl!61 nlln days in males and 7.9761 days in lemales. 
The mean values for age at lirst on'spring laid and total number of on'springs 
laid in the first brood were 1600 days and 53.6696 res[l<!ctively. 
The mean naupliar kngths of females were consistently more than those 
of males, both in base as well as selected generations, although the differences 
werc not always significant statislically. The size differences between sexes, 
however, persisted and increased with advancing age. 
2. lI~ritnbility of nllllfllillr flon~lh: The heritahil ity estimates of nauflliar length , 
from the regression of progeny on parents, pooled over generations, were 0.2123 
± 0.0766 and 0.3885 ± 0. 11 08 for males and females respectively in SNS line. 
The corresponding estimates in llNS were 0.5777 ±0.1154 and 0.3364 ±0.1176 
respectively. The heritability estimates from full sib data , pooled over generations, 
were 1.3256 ± 0.0474 and 1.1004 ± 0.0522 for males and females respectively in 
SNS line, whereas the corresponding estimates in 13NS were 1.2580 ± 0,0583 and 
1.4221 ± 0.0479 respectively. While the moderate values of heritability estimated 
from bop indicated existence of fairly good amount of additive genetic variance 
which can be exploited through si mple selective breeding techniques, the very 
high estimates of heritability from full sib analysis ind icated existence of 
non-additive genetic variances also. 
3. lIeritability of correlated traits: The heritabi lity estimates for length on 3 
days of age, length on 6 days of age, length at sexual dimorphism and age at 
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sexual dimorrhism in males and Icmal~s of both lines, and length at first 
offspring laid, ag~ at lirst ollspnng latd and nutll lla of olTsprings in first brood 
III the females of both the lin~s were estimated from parent offspring regression 
as well as full sib analysis and were pooled over generations. The pooled 
heritabi lity estimates from regress ion of oOsrring on parent were medium to 
moderat!:! in magnitude, whereas those fro m full sib data were moderate to very 
high. 
4. Realized heritability : Realized heritability va lues were moderately high except 
for a few negative values. The mean realized heritabi lities in males and females 
were 0.4550 and 0.3056 in SNS line and -0.0085 but 0.3143 in BNS line. 
5. Genetic, phenotypic lind environmental correlation: Sex-wise and generation-
wise estimates of th~ gendic, phenotypic and environmental correlations between 
naupl iar length and other traits were estimated from both the lines, and these 
estimates were then pooled over the generations. Genetic correlations were 
generally positive for all the traits except the age at sexual dimorphism and 
number of olTspring in lirst brood. 
6. Selection differentials: Expected and effective selection differentials were of 
almost the same magnitude in both the lines except the second generation of 
UNS line. Th~s~ sd cctioll di\1crentials, averaged over g~nera t ions , w~r~ slight ly 
higher in females of both SNS and BNS lines. Their mean va lues were -16.67XO 
pm and - 16.3966 ~lm in SNS males, -1 9.9266 pm but -22.3101 pm in SNS 
females, 16.2308 [tm and 15.8700 ~lIn in BNS males and 17.1180 ,lm and 
17 00 1<) ~lIn in BNS f.:maks. 
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The ralios of expeclcd Sckclion dilkrenlia ls 10 clTecliv\! se\cclion 
dilTerenlial were generally close 10 unily In most of Ihe generations of both Ihe 
lines, indicaling Ihal expecled sc\cclion dii1i!rentials were effective in all Ihe 
generalions, and Ihat nalural selection did not Influence arlificial selection. Since 
almost all selected individuals had contributed to next generat ion, the inbreeding 
coeOicient was negligible in all generations of both the lines. 
7. Phenotypic responses: The phenotypic response In naupliar length from 
selection was quite substant ial. The naupliar size In SNS line, from SIX 
generations of selection for smaller naupliar size, could be reduced from 486.99 
i1m and 490.5K illtl to -1-11. 67 illtl and 453.05 11m in males and It:malcs 
respectively. The cumulative gain for males and females were -44 .32 ~m and 
- 37.52 ~m respectively with average gain per generation being - 5.76 ~m and 
- 4.97 pm. 
In the ll NS line, the naulpiar size could be increased to 495.58 ~m and 
529.37 ~m in males and females from 486.99 ~m and 490.58 ~ in the base 
generation, through five generations of selection for bigger naupliar size. The 
total gain worked out In males and females were 8.59 ~m and 38.80 ~m with 
mean ga In of 0.39 11m and 5.52 ilm respectively. The mean phenotypic responses 
were statistically significant except for BNS males. 
II. Uealized genetic gain: Most of the phenotypic responses realized from 
selection wert! dm: to genetic gai ns. In the SNS line, total genetic ga in reali zed 
from six generations of individual selection for reduction of the naupliar len!,'lh 
was -41.7244 ,lin in males and -38.7585 ill11 in females. Whereas in llNS line, 
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th.: total g':T1.:tic gam from iiI e g':l1l:ra tioTls of selection IVcr.: 12.6427 pm and 
39.4836 )1111 in males and li:mai<:s respectivciy. 
Th.: realized mean genetic gain per generation, .:stimated from regressIon 
of control correct.:d generation means on generallon numbers was -5 .2585 ~Im in 
males and -5.2289 )l1ll I<:maks of SNS and O.<J338 11m in males and 5.3493 )un 
in females of I:3NS line. The mean genetic gains were fairly high and statistically 
signilicant except in I:3NS males. 
9. EXPl'ctl'd gent,tic gllins : I:xpected responses were calculaled usmg the 
heritability estimated from regn:ss ion of orr~pnng on parent (bop) and also full 
sih heritahility. Willie, estimate as per fonner wen: close to realized genetic 
gains, those from latter wert: on the higher side. This result indicates that 
heritability estimates from full sibs are indeed innated by non-additive genetic 
vananc.:, unlike th.: hop whIch Includes only addllive geTl\:tic vanance. 
10. Trends In phenotypic standard deviation: The regression of phenotypic 
standard deviation on g.:naation number, though showed a declining trend in 
males and an increasi ng trend 1TI females , as the generations of selection 
advanced, they were of very low magnitude and statistically non-significant 
indicating the presence of unexhaustcd variability in the stock even aOer the 
selection. The regression coefficients were -0.5315 11m ± 0.7441 and -1 .0421 11m 
± 0.6030 in males of SNS and I3NS lines respectively, while the corresponding 
values in femaks were 1.2871 )Ull ± 1.0667 and 1.4256 11m ± 0.4039. 
11. Correlated response: Selection for smaller naupliar length brought about a 
simultaneous reduction in length on 3'J day and 6111 day len!,>1h and the number 
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of or/springs in first brood. but an increas<.: in ng<.: at sexual dimorphism. length 
at sexua l dimorphism. ag.: at l i r ~ t otlspring la id and length at lirst offspring laid. 
Sekction lor bigger naupliar length in UNS linc brought about si multaneous 
increase in length on 3,,1 day and 6th day length in males. length at sexual 
dimorphism m both the sex<.:s and age at sexual dimorphism. age at first 
orrspring laid and length at first orrspring lai C: in females. Ilowever. there was a 
decrease in the number of oll'spring in the first brood and length on 3rt! day and 
6th day of age in f<.:maks and age at sexual dimorphism in males. 
Comparison of base generation with the fiOh and six th selected generation 
of UNS and SNS lin<.: with r<.:sp<.:ct to remaining lif<.:history and reproductive traits 
indicated the following correlated changes: 
Age at first orrspring la id was observed to haw increased in both the 
selccl.:d li nes as compar.:d to the basco While the total life span registered an 
Increase in SNS line. it remained almost same in BNS line. Time between the 
broods increased III both the lines vIS-a-vis the base generation. Total number of 
orrspring produced per female increased III SNS but decreased in BNS as 
compared to base population. Though the tolal number of orrsprings produced 
increased in SNS line the total number of broods decreased in both the lines. 
Pre-reproductive. r<.:productive and po t-reproductive periods also showed slight 
variation as compared to the hase population. 
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